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The Edifor's Assignmenf

Wnsr,ry SruoNroN

It is customary for a new editor to present a statement
of goals, principles, procedures which will provide guide-
lines for his tenure of office. Such statements, however
easy to prepare, may prove to be of questionable utility in
the evaluation of the editor's performance by his col-
leagues and his critics. Nonetheless, I owe you mine.

The editor of a professional journal has a varied as-
signment: to recognize the contribution of the newcomer
to the profession, assisting him by providing, as needed,
knowledge, if not wisdom, from his own experience; to
stimulate the experienced professional to present his ma-
ture thoughts, assisting him by suggesting or providing
any larger context which seems appropriate; and, prob-
ably most important of all, to seek out the scholarly, per-
haps provocative, presentation which will cause all of us
to review our goals, our principles, our procedures.

In another light, and more fundamentally, the assign-
ment of the new editor is to demand no less of his authors
and of his readers than has been demanded in the past.
His hope must be to demand more.

I pledge to you my best efiorrs.
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Internaf ional Developmenfs
in Cataloging*

Donoruv ANornsoN
Executiue Secretary

IFI-A Committee on Cataloguing

The IFLA Cornmittee on Cataloguing has been at work since 1954 to
establish international standards for cataloging and bibliographic rec'
ords; it uas responsible for the International Conference on Catalogu'
ing Principles, Paris, 1961, and. the International Meeting of Catalogu-
ing Experts, Copenhagen, 1969. In recent ye&rs there haae been i'ncreas'
ing demands from national cataloging bodies and bibliographic agen-
ci,es for uniformity in codes and practices, and' in consequence there
has been more uillingness to mahe national concessions in ud'er to
reach international standards, The IFLA Cataloguing Secretariat was
established in 1971 to assist thi,s trend by co-ordinating work, pronTot-
ing neu projects and acting as a liaison center,

rfa HIS IS NOT THE FIRST T'IME I have been in Washington, but
I it is the first time I have attended a gathering of ALA. I am very

glad that I came first to ALA Midwinter, because I find myself so much
at home. It is all familiar to me-a working conference. You are all in-
volved in committees, subcommittees, work groups, task forces. You are
busy people giving of your time and your services to further the inter-
ests and needs of your profession. I can understand and appreciate what
you are doing because it is familiar. The structure of ALA Midwinter
is akin to the IFLA conferences I know.

The International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) is ex-
actly what its name implies; and its major visible sign of activity is the
yearly conference when representatives of library associations and li-
braries come together to meet and talk in larger and smaller gatherings
of plenary sessions, committees, sections, and working groups. IFLA sec-

* Deliuered January tl, 197), at ALA Midwinter Conference. A fuller account ol the

tuork of the IFLA Conxnxittee on Cataloguing can be found in the author's "Interna'
tional Standardization ol Cataloguing and Bibliographical Records: The Work of the

IFLA Committee on Cataloguing," lJnerco Bulletin for Libraries 27:66-71 (Mat.lApr.
197)t .
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tions represent groups of libraries of rhe same type: public libraries,
university libraries, etc.; the committees deal u'ith library functions-
serial publications, cataloging, ancl so on.

In one sense IFLA is simpler than ALA because the structure is sim-
pler; but, on the other hand, there are complexities at the international
level that you do not suffer, chiefly distance, communication and lan-
guage. For example, the chairman of one IFLA committee resides in
Leipzig and the iecretary in Moscow, and thbir common language of
communication is English. But basically, the work of IFLA depends, as
it does in ALA, on the indiviclual officers of the committees and sections,
the chairmen, the secretaries, the working group members-their energy
and enthusiasm, their ability to promote work; and this has been IFLA's
entire life style until now. The people who come together at the annual
conference accept posts voluntarily and carry out these functions in ad-
dition to their ordinary jobs. The only difference is with the Committee
on Cataloguing: we have a permanent seoetariat which has been in ex-
istence for eighteen months.

The Committee on Cataloguing is fortunate that twenty years ago
two energetic and skillful people served as chairman and secretary, Sir
Frank Francis and A. H. Chaplin, respectively, both of the British Mu-
seum. They initiated in 1954 the first cataloging project to be under-
taken. I first became involved with the work of the committee in 1958
when plans were afoot to hold a conference to consider cataloging prin-
ciples at the international level. At that time it was not even certain
whether there was any basis on which to bring catalogers together at an
international conference. At a preliminary meeting in London in 1959
it was agreed that there was justification for believing that national cata-
loging codes had enough in common and that representatives of national
cataloging bodies would be prepared to compromise for the sake of uni-
formity. The result, the International Conference on Cataloguing Prin-
ciples (ICCP), held in Paris in 1961, was a landmark, and a great suc-
cess, because it was very carefully prepared, limited in its scope, and had
definite objectives. Two years of preparation preceded it, during which
library associations all over the world were encouraged to form national
cataloging committees to study working papers, and to appoint delegates
to come to the conference with authority to vote. The document result-
ing from the conference, the "Statement of Principles," was first pre-
sented as a draft, and was then discussed and revised section by section,
and each revised section was voted upon.1 Anyone reading the report of
the ICCP cannot but be impressed with the discussions and with the will-
ingness of the representatives of national cataloging bodies to compro-
mise, to set aside national traditions, in order to reach some measure of
international agreement. This was particularlv evident in the discussion
of Section 9 which deals with corporate authorship. Delegate after dele-
gate from countries which had not hitherto accepted the concept of cor-
porate authorship agreed to do so. The ICCP !vas, as I said, a landmark,
a watershed, in the history of cataloging. Delegates were asked to return
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to their countries preParecl to implement the "statement of Principles"
in new national codes or in any revision of cataloging codes. In the
years after 196l there came a burst of national activity in cataloging
with the "statement of Principles" as its background ancl basis'

Within five years it was apparent that the "statement of Principles"
was perhaps not quite so clear-cut, not quite so perfect as had been
thought ai the time. When national cataloging committees came to look

at it ln the context of drafting complete codes, they found ambiguities
in the text and inconsistencies in the terminology; in some cases it was
too general. In particular, Sections 9.ll ancl 9.12, which deal with the se-

lectibn of corporate body as main entry, were not satisfactory, and na-

tional cataloging bodies, in interpreting the "statement of Principles"

would, perhaps, include examples to explain the intention of the text'

A. H. Chaplin and I undertook the first edition which was issued in

1966.2 We wete ttot satisfied; we thought that the "statement of Prin-

ciples" should come under examination by a more representative grouP
of catalogers. This was the motive force for arranging another interna-
tional cataloging meeting, the International Meeting of Cataloguing Ex-

ciples with regard only to the choice and form of headings and entry

worcls. Now came the question whether it was possible to look at the re-

mainder of the catalo$ record-the body of the entry-and see if stan-

darclization could be achieved there also. At the IMCE these further as-

pects of the cataloger's work were considered, as well as a review of the

iCCp "stutement of Principles." But the Copenhagen Meeting was quite-

different from the Paris Cbnference. Its title, International Meeting of

Cataloguing Experts, shows that participants were chosen because they

were expert in their field, because they were known to be working on a

particulir question, or because they represented countries where it was

tno*r, there was consiclerable activity in cataloging. It was a small meet-

and make recommendations for the solution of problems not adequately
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handled. The IMCE recognized, for example, the unsatisfacrory nature
of Sections 9.l l and 9.12, and noted that no codes evolved since the
ICCP had found it possible to formulare rules consistenr with both
those sections.

The IMCE then wenr on ro examine the possib i l i ty  of  drawing up
an international stanclard for the clescriptive content of catalog entries.
It is important to realize the impact of LC's Shared Cataloging program
on the discussion that took place. The IMCE reporr states:
The participants agreed that the Shared Cataloging program had shown that
variations in descriptive detail could be accepted, and so had encouraged a
more flexible attitude among cataloguers towards changes in their own systems,
but that greater uniformity was nevertheless desirable, as variations could lead
to uncertainty in identification. The Shared Cataloging program, in making
catalogers more aware of existing variations, had also increased their willingness
to work towards uniformity.s

The Copenhagen N{eeting had four significant results. The first was
the establishment of the working group to draw up an annotated "state-
ment of Principles." Dr. Eva Verona, the chairman of the Yugoslav cata-
loging committee, was its chairman and was, in fact, the principal au-
thor of the resulting publication.a She lvas asked to include in it a com-
plete review and comparison of all cataloging codes which had been
produced since 196l based on the Paris Principles, of which there have
been more than twentv.

clraft of the international standard which has come to be kn'wn as

ISBD was ready and was presented by the group's chairman at an open
session of the IFLA Commirtee on Cataloguing, which gave its general
approval. We then published the text as the recommendation of the
Working Group in December lg7l.5

Other results of the Copenhagen Meeting are long term. Third was
the Resolution of the IMCE which expressed a statemenr of policy that
can be considered the basis of all our work not only in the IFLA Com-
mittee on cataloguing, but also in all other IFLA activities which are
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concerned with the international communications system. The resolution

reads:

There are two sides to this issue. First comes the acceptance of interna-

the same field. The resolution reads:

appropriate organs of other interested bodies'?

among which would be income from publishing' We are producing a

quartJrly journal, Inte,riational Cataloguing in which we aim to report
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on work in progress.s We have published Dr. Verona's annorared "State-
ment of Principles," and the International Standard Bibliographic De-
scription.s' ro

Indeed, in the eighteen monrhs since July 1971, when the Catalogu-
ing Secretariat came into being, the momentum has increased enormous-
ly. I am constantly surprised at horv much more interest, how much more
demand for compatibility, for acceptance of uniformity or standarcls,
has become evident in the three years since the Copenhagen Meeting.
But it must be emphasized that we can only perform a role as a coordi-
nating unit. We reflect ancl promote: we do not impose. The momentum
for our work must come from national bodies eager to promote particu-
lar projects.

We have working groups covering both the traditional side of cata-
loging and the new, autornated work of systems and computers. We
have, for example, a working group to establish uniform headings for
liturgical works. This sounds old-fashioned, but is just as relevant as any
other standard. We have a small working group on the organization of
headings for voluminous authors in the catalogs of large collections; a
meeting of this group is taking place in April of this year. We have a
new joint working group wirh the IFLA Committee on Mechanization
concerned with content designators, because it is thought necessary that
these labels or tags be uniform in automated systems. But then the cata-
loging aspect comes in-there is no point in making the labels uniform
unless you make sure that the nature of the contents designated by the
label is also uniform. Henriette Avram of the Library of Congress is
the chairman of this working group, which includes representatives
from various mechanized national bibliographies of Europe and North
America.

We have another joint working group, wirh the IFLA Committee on
Serials, to consider an "ISBD for serials." This group, under the chair-
manship of Mlle. M.-L. Bossuat of the Bibliothdque Nationale, Paris, in-
cludes catalogers and serials experts, and it has contacts wirh other inter-
national organizations involved in the same field. The director of the
new International Center for the Registration of Serials in Paris, Mme.
M. Rosenbaum, has been co-opted on this group which has facilitated
its efforts. It is anticipated rhat there r,vill be compatibility in the terms
and definitions used in the ISBD for serials and the guidelines produced
by the International Center.

We have followed much the same pattern with the ISBD for serials
as we followed with the ISBD for monographs. A second draft was very
widely distributed last summer before the IFLA Conference in Buda-
pest, and there was an open session at which there was an opportunity
for everyone to express his views, or the views of his country or his na-
tional cataloging committee. All comments received then or since were
taken into consideration in the preparation of the third draft examined
lry tlre working group at a meering in November 1972. A fourth draft
has been revisecl by the working group and is now near completion.
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The ISBD for monographs was distributed on publication to more

than 70 national bibliographic agencies with a request that they examine

it, consider its introduction in their national bibliographies, and com-

brarians would accept the ISBD. This was not an easy decision because

the ISBD is, in its iain parts, at variance with the cataloging tradition

of Yugoslavia and with certain needs of their national libraries and na-

tional bibliographies.
We havelound that the commenrs on ISBD are of three types. First,
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amination of the concept of corporate authorship at the international
level could be undertaken in view of problems in interpreting the Paris
Principles and revising the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules. I talked
to Dr. Verona about this, and though she was at first reluctant, she
agreed to undertake a srudy on two levels: the basic concept of corporate
authorship and the problem of form of name of corporate bodies. We
are planning to devote a cataloging session at Grenoble to this subject.

Work at the international level is not always fast, and there are par-
ticular problems-of communication, of development, of compromise.
Communication problems occur at both the spoken and the written lev-
el, but more noticeably at the spoken. I think most of you are under-
standing me because I think I am talking English. But even so there are
areas where the English I speak and the English you speak is not the
same. fn international meetings, even when the common language is En-
glish as it often is, problems of misunderstanding can occur. Scandinavi-
ans and Russians and Germans may know English, but may lack practice
in hearing it and using it. For example, I have discovered that tenses can
mean very little. One does not say, "We shall close the catalogues" be-
cause that may be interpreted as "We are closing the catalogues." To say,
"We should close the catalogues," may be interpreted as "We are closing
the catalogues." So one tries to be very clear by saying, "We are hoping
to close the catalogues" or "We think it would be a good idea to close the
catalogues." At the written level, problems are less severe, but they still
arise when letters are written in a language not the writer's own.

Then in the international field there is the problem of varying stages
of development. We are all catalogers, wherever our library, whatever
the shape of our publications, whatever the style of our alphabet, doing
essentially the same job: describing a publication uniformly and in such
a way as to make its record unique. But our resources are so difierent. In
Western Europe and North America we are now recording cataloging
data via computers. Other countries are less fortunate. Some have type-
writers, but in countries where there are a multiplicity of national lan-
guages and typewriters are not available with keyboards in all the re-
quired scripts, it remains the task of the cataloger to create a catalog rec-
ord by hand. In working toward international standards we cannot con-
sider only the world of Europe and North America. We must always re-
member that in trying to create an international system we return to our
basic statement of policy, the Resolution of the IMCE.

The final element in the picture is compromise. To reach internation-
al agreement, like any domestic or regional agreement, there must of ne-
cessity be compromise. In our working groups there is always a certain
amount of give and take. At the 196l Internati.onal Conference on Cata-
loguing Principles we had the quite extraordinary example of the ac-
ceptance of the concept of corporate authorship. Those of us trained
in the tradition of Anglo-American cataloging may find it hard to realize
just how much of a concession this was for those countries where the
idea of corporate authorship was new. So the ICCP was, from that point
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of view alone, an outstanding example of compromise. More recently,
the drafting of the International Standard Bibliographic Description
demanded compromise from the working grouP, but again it must be
recognized that the European group members made many more conces-
sions than those with the Anglo-American cataloging tradition behincl
them.

To encl on a personal note. A number of years ago I workecl for a

political scientist, David Mitrany, who has been responsible for one re-

markable contribution to our international world: an idea so simple, so

easy that we take it for granted, the concePt of the functional approach
to international government. It is the idea that in planning for an in-

ternational world it is bettel to concentrate on those aspects of life we
have in common-our work, our professions-than on those that divide

us.11 From this idea came the establishment of the specialized agencies
of the United Nations, the World Health Organization, UNESCO, etc.,

and also the multiplicity of nongovernmental international organiza-
tions, most of thern functional units. The International Federation of

Library Associations is just such a professional organization, with one

additional advantage: all librarians are internationalists at heart' We

have to be, from the very nature of the material we are working with

international, their purpose is uniform.

l. "statcment or principles . . ." ,":T:::uil'ut co.r.r.nce on cataloguing Prin-
cip les,  Par is,  1961, Rel tor t  (London:1963),  p.9 l -6;  in Unesco Bul let in lor  L i -

braries 16:54-9 (Mar./Apr. 1962) .
2. International Conferen& on Cataloguing Principles, Paris, 1961, Stotement of

Principles; Annotated Ed,ition with Commentary and Examples' by A. H. Chap-

lin assisted by Dorothy Anderson. Provisional ed. (Sevenoaks, Kent: International

Federation of Library Associations Secretariat, 1966) 165 p.

3. "Report of the International Meeting of Cataloguing Experts, Copenhagen, 1969,"

Libri 20:ll3 (1970).
4. Eva Verona arrcl others, Statement ol Principles Ad.opted at the Internatronal

6.  Report  of  the Internat ional  Meet ing,  p.  l l5- f6.
7 .  I b i d . ,  p .  116 .
8. Interiational Catal.oguing. r'. l- Jan./Mar. 1972- (quarterly; annual subscription
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$1"r.25; inquiries and subscriptions (check with
IFLA Committee on Cataloguing, c/o Dept. of
London, WCIB 3DG.)

9. Verona and others, Statement ol Princittles . . .
l0."Working Group on International Bibliographic f)escription, International Standard

Bibliographic Description. . . .
ll. David Mitrany, A Worhing Ped,ce System; an Argu.ment for the Functional Dettel-

opment of International Organizations (London: Royal Institute of International
Afiairs; New York: Oxford University Press, 1943) 56 p.; in his A Worhing Peace
System (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1966).

SEMINAR ON CONSERVATION OF LIBRAR'' MATERIALS

The Library of the Boston Athenaeum announces that it will sponsor a "Sec-
ond Seminar in the Application of Chemical and Physical Methods to the Con-
servation of Library and Archival Materials." The meeting, to be held in the
Beacon Hill headquarters of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts on October
l-5, 1973', will be in two parts. Three days, October I to 3, will be devoted to the
theoretical aspects of the conservation of library materials; the examination and
treatment of damaged materials; and a review of the latest developments in re-
search on the causes {or deterioration, new restoration techniques, and recent
literature. The last two days, October 4 and5, will be devoted to the administta-
tive aspects of conservation including planning for total conservation; staff or-
ganization and management; recruiting, education and training of conservation
personnel; budget considerations; disaster control; and criteria for on-the-
premise repair and restoration vs. professional assistance.

Anyone interested may apply for participation in one or both Parts by ad-
dressing a request to the Boston Athenaeum, l0r/2 Beacon Street, Boston, MA
02108. Those selected will be assessed a conference fee of $50.00 for each part
or a total of $100.00 for the entire week.

order) to Executive Secretary,
Printed Books, British Museum,
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Developments in Copying,
Micrographics, and Graphic
Communicaf ion s, 1972

FneNcrs F. Spnrrrzrn
Uniuersity ol Southern California Library

Los Angeles, Calif ornia

fN 1972 A GREAT DEAL OF WORK WAS ACCOMPLISHED in l i-
I brary reprography. The long-established services, such as full-size and
microcopying, made their well-nigh indispensable contributions to study,
research, and information gathering; microform library materials
found increasing use; and microfilms as library systems tools gained some
ground.

This good news would not be worth mentioning if it were not linked
to some underlying bad news about serious threats to the fulfillment of
the library's mission-making library materials available for use. Add
to these the non-happenings-certain potentially useful developments
which were expected to materialize during the year but failed to do so-
and it becomes understandable that some may have mixed emotions at
the examination of events in library reprography this past year.

Copyright problems outweighed all other library difficulties. The
copyright revision bill continued to make its way through Congress at a
snail's pace. Predictably, it did not becorne law. Although the controversy
over cable television ended with a compromise, several other issues re-
mained unresolved. When the president signed S.J. Res. 247 into law on
October 25, extending the duration of expiring copyrights until Decem-
ber 31, 1974, it was thought that "copyright law revision suffered another
blow" and that the "action gives little hope for . . . revision in the 1973
session."l' 2

No bill, of course, may be preferable to a bill which would inade-
quately protect the public interest. Charles Gosnell may be right in stat-
ing that "[o]n balance it would seem that librarians and library pa-
trons have very little to gain and much to lose in copyright revision.
They find themselves pitted against proprietors seeking to restrict or
abolish fair-use and not-for-profit principles and proposing blanket re-
straints on display of material through television screens, comPuters, and
facsimile transmission. In the long run, the big issues will be decided in
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big-money terms, typical of the battle between music composers and
publishers versus juke-box operators and CATV."a The book containing
Gosnell's article, a good introduction to current thought about copy-
right, is highly recommended reading for librarians concerned with
copyright problems. Among its several useful articles, we call special at-
tention to Lyman R. Patterson's "Copyright and the Public Interesr" for
the fundamental issues it raises.a

In debates over new legislation, groups with political clout usually
prove more persuasive than those with lofty ideals but no power; unfor-
tunately, in almost every political arena, libraries are included in the
latter category. Nothing is wrong with Donald Culbertson's urging_the
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science "to use its
prestige in pressuring Congress, the Administration, and various special
interest groups for-at the very least-guarantees of the right to eiperi-
ment with systems for information storage, retrieval, and delivery and the
right to use copyrighted information for scientific research," or with the
Association of Research Libraries' (ARL) and the American Library
Association's (ALA) efiort to garher support from groups such as the
American Association of Universities and other interested parties for
the substitute amendment for Section 108 (d) (l) of the Copyright Re-
vision Bill, S. 644, which they recommend at the end of the legislative
session.s But will such support be sufficient to insure satisfactory legis-
lation, or would it help to follow Rita Paddock's suggestion and "pull
the plugs on the Xerox machines-nationwide-for a month and let the
users lobby for copyright revision if they want to"?6 This proposed
amendment states that:

(d) The rights of reproduction and distribution under this section enritle any
library or archives whose collections are available to the public or to re-
searchers in any specialized field to duplicate, by any process including
photocopying and sound recording, any work in its collections other than
a motion picture, and to supply a single copy or phonorecord upon re-
quest, but only under the following condirions:
(l) The library or archives shall be entitled, without further investigation,

to supply a copy of no more than one article or other contribution to
a copyrighted collection or periodical issue, or to supply a copy or
phonorecord of a similarly small part of any other copyrighted work.

(2) The library or archives shall be entitled to supply a copy or phono-
record of an entire work, or of more than a relatively small part of it,
if the library or archives has first determined, on the basis of a rea-
sonable investigation that a copy or phonorecord of the copyrighted
work cannot readily be obtained from trade sources.

(3) The library or archives shall atrach to the copy a warning that the
work appears to be copyrighted.z

If incorporated into S. 644, this amendment would write long-estab-
lished practice into law. It seems consistent with the Constitutional in-
tent of the copytight law as commonly understood by librarians and
scholars-but not by publishers. In view of the recent posture of some
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publishers, vigorous opposition to the amendment can be expected.s It
remains to be seen whether such opposition can be overcome with argu-
ments in congressional hearings or possibly by settling the difierences in
the marketplace where libraries do have some power-purchasing power.

It would not have been easy to obtain an agreement to such an
amendment in the past, and it may be more difficult now that the pub-
lishers have won a round in an important court battle. We are referring
to Commissioner Davis' report in the United States Court of Claims,
No. 73-68, the \Arilliams & Wilkins Company v. The United States, filed
on February 16, 1972.s In this case, the plaintifi, Williams & Wilkins
Co., alleged that the defendants, the National Institutes of Health and
the National Library of Medicine, have "infringed plaintifi's copyrights
in medical journals by making unauthorized photocopies of articles
from such journals."ro The commissioner held that "plaintiff is entitled
to recover reasonable and entire compensation." Although William
North accurately described the situation created by this report as a "great

leap backwards" for the way it disregarded the interests of library users
and concurred with an unabashedly monopolistic concept of copyright,
the report was still only a report, and not law, unless and until accepted
by the Court.ll Some publications gave the impression the publishers
had won the war. Publishers' Weehly, for example, ran an article with
the headline "Government Loses Photocopy Suit."r2 Another publica-
tion broke the news with "VVilliams & \Arilkins has won its copyright
case. " r3

The Williams & Wilkins Company took full advantage of the impact
of the report with full-page advertisements appearing shortly after the
commissioner filed it. The ads announced "A Statement of Fact and
Faith" presenting a "simple plan based on the idea of a reasonable an-
nual license fee for the right of copying our materials" and'inviting
comments and questions.r4 Yet as late as May, the company answered a
letter of inquiry by writing that it was not in a position to give details
of the plan. It stated, however, that the license would not apply to
copies to be sent outside of the library on loan or otherwise.ls In other
words, these advertisements, which could have induced some librarians
to stray into treacherous legal teffitory by buying the license, did not tell
them they would have to pay royalties on top of license fees.

It was very fortunate that library organizations were quick with clari-
fication and advice. Verner Clapp, chairman of ARL's one-man coPy-
right committee, promptly summarized the Davis report in the ARL
NewsletterJe After his summary, he reported that copyright rePresenta-
tives from a number of library organizations recommended that librari
ans should "continue existing policies with respect to photocopying of
copyrighted materials" until the Williams & Wilkins case is finally set-
tled.l? Later in the year, ALA and ARL started cautioning librarians
that the Davis report is not the law, no matter what Williams & Wilkins
may say, and accepting the license ofier would only weaken the case for
obtaining legal protection for library copying.ls' 1e
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The libraries' firm stand on this issue, coupled with hints of not re-
newing some subscriptions and omitting from the Index Medicus titles
which may not be copied softened the position of Williams & Wilkins.zo
The original proposal to license duplication for in-house use and to col-
lect royalties on copying for interlibrary lending was withdrawn, with-
out prejudice, until an appeal of the case could be heard.2l However,
the institutional rates, which would have included licensing fees, re-
mained in effect. This amounted to an increase of 3.6 percent to 40 per-
cent in subscription prices and was the first tangible result of the Davis
report. Just as Williams & Wilkins abandoned the licensing scheme, at
least temporarily, another publisher, Marcel Dekker, Inc., adopted it and
announced a new policy which appeared identical to the first proposal
of Williams & Wilkins.z2 A short time later, however, this publisher
dropped the plan also and opted merely tor a price increase.zs

Opinions on the Davis report varied. According to Gerald J. Sophar,
some experts felt the case was so tightly reasoned that royalty payments
should be anticipated for the future.za Philip Rosenstein pointed out
the irony of scientific publishers getting a copyright ownership free
from an author, charging him a page {ee when his article extends be-
yond a certain length, and then wanting to collect reprint royalties
from users. Many such articles, moreover, are the result of research sup-
ported by government funds!25

Ralph R. Shaw also disagreed strongly with the Davis report. He took
exception with several of its findings, and found much of its reasoning
erroneous with both irrelevant or wrong analogies and important conten-
tions lacking in evidence.26 His argument ended by saying that private
uses of copyrighted material by scholars, including copying done for
them, are outside the scope of the Copyright Law (17 USC) because un-
der the Constitution the Copvright Act gives authors and their assigns a
monopoly of general public uses alone.z?

Williams & Wilkins and some other publishers contend that not only
are they assured by law of a monopoly of all uses but also that for them
such a monopoly is an economic necessity. In writing and in talks their
spokesmen have continued to insist that "photocopying is seriously dam-
aging scientific publishing activities."zs The "exhaustive analysis of the
situation fwhich] convinced [Williams & Wilkins] that uncompensated
photocopying could lead to the demise of the scientific journal as we
know it" has not been rnade publi6.zo Published studies have invariably
indicated no significant damage attributable to photocopying in the li
brary. Only the smallest suggestion of damages was made in the court
case-possibly two cancellations, at the most, out of a total of over
20,000 subscriptions to the four journals in suit.30

The crux of the matter appears to be some publishers' discovery that
library photocopving is not so much a threat to be feared as a money-
making opportunity to be exploited. In other words, this potential source
of new income is being recog;nized by some publishers as becoming avail-
able if only the monopoly of copyright can be made complete through
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its extension beyond the scope of general public use. Were it true that
"each photo copy user is a potential subscriber or at least a potential
source of royalty income for licensecl copying" and that the long-estab-
lished practice of library copying for private use, as a result, is contrary
to the interests of publishers, then the same point of view could be
maintained, and indeed is being maintained, about lending the original
work (not a photocopy!) itself.at

The idea that a publisher has the right to charge libraries for the
privilege o{ lending copyrighted materials to their users is known as the
"Public Lending Right." According to this concept, libraries, when they
buy books from a publisher, do not buy the right to circulate them. This
lending right remains with the publisher, who can collect royalties or li-
censing fees before granting it.32 From this point it is easy to envision
attempts to collect residual rights for. using any information in the
works sold. Allen Kent even mentions the possibility of title-manipulat-
ing indexes sharing their revenue with publishers and possibly authors.ss
If such thinking seems incompatible with traditional concepts of copy-
right, the same may be true of the apparently increasing practice of
placing copyright notices on microfacsimiles of public-domain materi-
als. Can a nineteenth century printed score of a Beethoven symphony,
for example, or a government document published by the Government
Printing Office - (GPO) become copyrightable by virtue of a reduction
in size? Some publishers seem to think so.

Full-Size Copying

If modern libraries are to function freely and flexibly as cooperative
information and education centers, they will continue to find a growing
need for reliable full-size copying machines. The temperamental per-
formance of these machines, especially in coin operation, continues to
irritate both library users and maintenance personnel. In this problem
area, there is not much good news to report.

The commercial development of electrostatic coated paper (zinc-
oxide) copiers, though possibly not yet at an end, has certainly reached
a plateau. Except for an Addressograph-Multigraph copier using strobe
lighting and pressure fusing, the few new models appearing on the mar-
ket differ little from their predecessors. The manufacturers seem to be
getting ready to invade Xerox territory with plain-paper copiers. Inter-
national Business Machines (IBM) was the first challenger about two
years ago. With its first patent-infringement suit still unsettled, IBM has
a new entry, the Copier II.ga Aiming as it does at the Xerox 2400 mar-
ket, it may be a trend setter. Other machines in the "coming soon" stage
also seem to be patterned after this relatively high-speed, high-volume,
high-yield machine. Litton Industries' Royal Bond Copier, though the
subject of another Xerox patent-infringement suit, is now publicly avail-
able, and the Van Dyk 4000 (for 4000 copies per hour) is being field
tested.36,36 Addressograph-lVlultigraph intends to use a plain-paper copy
process developed by Canon, Inc., of Japan. Xerox's upgraded 720,
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known as the 1000, features improved speed and performance and a
few new bugs. A Xerox color copier is promised f.ot 1973.s7 "Late 1973
or early 1974" may see the introduction of the Rudicon, the first laser
copier by Xerox. IBM, Savin, Singer, Canon, Minolta, and others are
saicl to be developing similar processes.ss l\{ost librarians, however, are
primarily interested in machines that are currently available by rental or
purchase.

As to finances, the availability of third-party leasing options for Xe-
rox machines may ofier some advantages to very large library systems.se
Coin-operated copying is now a profitable business as indicated by the
Los Angeles County Public Library's award of a five-year photocopy con-
cession to a commercial enterprise, which paid $120,601 for the privi
lege of placing copying machines on location and agreed to charge no
more than ten cents a copy.4o

An evaluation of copying machines in Library Technology Reports
(LTR) is a help in machine selection.ar The introduction points to the
fact that although books can be copied atter a fashion on most of the
machines, no currently available copier is as well adapted as it should be
for use with bound volumes. T}re LTR report mentions the fire hazard
present in the Xerox 914 and 720 copiers. Another Library Technology
Project publication, Card Catalog Reproduction,, called attention to this
problem.az Paper jamming may cause the cards to scorch. This problem
must be dealt with often when card stock is used for duplication. If the
machine is attended at all times, as it should be, the occasional smolder-
ing and smoke is a nuisance but not a real danger. Both of these sources,
however, remain silent about an inconspicuous problem of a different
kind: incomplete fusing. Libraries impressed with the low initial cost
and immediate delivery of cards produced on these versatile omce ma-
chines may find themselves finally losing both time and money as the
image rubs off some cards after filing and use. This problem has been
noticed in some libraries, and it would be desirable to document such
cases as well as to investigate the durability and graphic quality of cards
made on office copiers. Several articles published this past year dealt with
the production costs of cards.43' 44

M i cr of or m M at erials an d M i cr o pub lishin g

Few momentous events occurred in 1972. but there was no lack of ex-
citement. The commissioner's report on Williams & Wilkins v. the Unit-
ed States and its possible consequences kept the library and publishing
world in suspense, but the case remains undecided. Many people looked
forward to the inauguration of the GPO's microform disuibution pro-
gram, but it did not materialize. News about the birth of some cleverly
conceived micropublishing ventures was welcome, and the death of oth-
ers which looked promising just a year ago produced disappointment.

"Micropublishing" remains a vogue term often applied to a variety
of essentially dissimilar activities.a5 Its use has led to much possibly
harmful confusion. It seems reasonable to assume, for example, that the
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GPO microform program has been delayed, at least in part, by the op-
position to what many have called the Public Printer's entry into the mi-
cropublishing field.+e Yet is is clear that the GPO is planning to limit the
program to simultaneous issuance of documents in two forms: full-size
print on paper and facsimile reprint on microfilm. The GPO has no in-
tention to "add vaiue" to the microreprint by reformatting it or provid-
ing it with any special indexing or other bibliographical apparatus. Its
program would not compete with any publication containing added val-
ue.

On May 3, the Joint Congressional Committee on Printing (JCP)
"authorized and directed" the Public Printer "to establish the capability
of distributing and selling publications in microform, and to that end
to procure multiple copies of microform publications via competitively
established commercial contracts."4? The JCP also declared that "micro-

publishing in the government [is] within the purview of the provisions
of Title 44 of the U.S. Code," and falls under the authority of JCP.a8
"GPO Gets Green Light" wrote the Micro-News Bulletin}s The Infor-
mation Industry Association (IIA) objected strenuously and submitted
to President Nixon and JCP recommendations that would require the
Public Printer to purchase commercially available published collections
of GPO documents for depository distribution.so Later IIA sent to the
chairman of JCP, Rep. Wayne L. Hays, D-Ohio, a strongly worded let-
ter opposing once again the simultaneous microprinting of documents
by Glb. The JCP, unmoved by IIA's arguments, replied closing with
the statement that questions concerning the implementation of the au-
thorization can be directed to the Acting Public Printer.5l

On August I l, the GPO Micropublishing Advisory Committee was
discharged. GPO then issued an invitation to bid on microfiche service
and heid a government/industry meeting in Washington (August 24)
to discuss specifications of the GPO microdepository Program and ques-
tions about the Defense Supply Agency's Mini-Cat program (computer-
generated supply catalogs, filmed at 48x, to be distributed by GPO;.02' sa

The Superintendent of Documents closed the meeting with the an-
nouncement that the MiniCat program could move ahead but that the
GPO document microform program was still under study, its implemen-
tation as yet unapproved.sa

Some librarians hoped to know more about the specifications that

would afiect library use, such as the type of film and the polarity, but
nothing further was heard from GPO. The next move would remain
unknown until the start of the next session. The air was filled with con'
fusing news items, such as a contract award to the Johnson Research
Corporation for microfiche for depository libraries and the announce'
ment of the "first microfilmed publication offered for sale by the Super-
intendent of Documents"-the complete record of the 1971 Postal Rate
Commission proceedings on three reels of microfilm.65'56 This is a modest
beginning by any standard, but in time the GPO program will add sig-
nificantly to the microfilm holdings of American libraries.
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Moving into the vagaries of statistics, we find that currently the pro-
portion of microforms to books in libraries is estimated at 20-25 per-
cent.o7 This figure, though tentative, indicates the order of magnitude.
Microform holdings without doubt are growing at'an accelerated rate.
ln l97l-72, the seventv-eight university library members of ARL re-
ported an I I percent increase in microfilm reels, 35 percent in micro-
cards, l3 percent in microprints, and 32 percent in microfiche.58

The figures are difficult to interpret, partly because of sizable fluc-
tuations due to changes in reporting and counting of, rather than to in-
creases or decreases in, holdings. The statistics are also based on a physical
count of microforms. A microfilm reel with many hundreds of pages,
an ultrafiche with five to seven titles and up to three thousand pages, a
microfiche with a brief technical report or with one part of one book,
up to sixty to ninety-eight pages-all count as one unit. If full-size li
brary materials were counted this way, each book, each bound periodical,
each pamphlet and manuscript leaf, and every one-page item in a ver-
tical file would count as one unit. There are good reasons for not count-
ing the size of library collections in this way, and some of these apply
to microform library materials equally well.

Working with the available figures, however, we may be able to gain
more useful information by attempting to convert these units into page
equivalents. The results indicate that ARL university libraries added
perhaps 250 to 280 million pages on microfilm, 200 million pages on mi-
crofiche, and about 120 to 150 million pages each of microcards and mi-
croprints. The micro-opaque estimates appear surprisingly high and are
probably heavily inflated by the inclusion of large, previously unreport-
ed collections.

The vast quantities of microforms amassed by libraries are useless
without access. Facilities for microform use are improving. The Micro-
form Reading Room of the Joseph Regenstein Library at the Univer-
sity of Chicago, for example, is typical of a room designed around the
equipment available and patterns of use of the 1940s. Set aside in a low-
traffic area, it is very dark and furnished so that the standard reading
machines of that pioneering period may be used as well as possible. The
arrangement at the Library Learning Center at the University of Wis-
consin, Green Bay (UWGB), which opened in February 1972, is striking-
ly different. Here the microforms and full-size periodicals occupy one
whole floor. Not merely adjacent and unseparated, the quarters are uni-
fied, exquisitely furnished, delightfully bright.

Though the physical accommodations oftered by libraries like the one
at UWGB are superb, other problems with microforms unfortunately
persist. Inadequate bibliographic control continues to plague most mi-
croform collections. This difficulty is the unfortunate result of two fac-
tors. Many libraries, first of all, have been all too willing to accePt Poor-
ly produced and badly formatted microreprints. They have also accumu-
lated much more micro material than they are willing or able to orga-
nize. Large parts of rich collections, as a result, are rendered useless.
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The ARL study of microfilm problems concluded with the publica-
tion of Felix Reichmann and Josephine Tharpe's Bibliographic Control
of Microfornas, which proposes a machine-readable index for microsets,
a "national tool" to supplement each library's catalog and to assist in the
selection and processing of microtexts.se We can all be thankful for Ap-
pendix Four, "A Microform Bibliography," which comprises most of
the book. It is an invaluable tool immediately available for use.

Reichmann and Tharpe recommend full support of the National
Register of Microforrn Masters. This much under-used work has been
published in a new edition abandoning the previous order of entries by
LC card number sequence and replacing it with an alphabetical arrange-
ment.60

The trend toward supplying catalog cards with microtexts continues.
It is coupled with another movement toward unified catalogs in multi-
media libraries. Certain difficulties persist, however, for libraries catalog-
ing microforms by title instead of author main entries according to the
Standards for Cataloging Nonprint Materials.ol This practice separates
many catalog entries for books from those for microform versions of
the same title, often making it difficult for the user to ascertain that a
title is available in both forms.62 The Standards choice of a single des-
ignation, "microform," to refer to all types of microtext materials may
prove impractical unless, of course, a library collection is restricted to
one type alone.

Finding a reference in a catalog is just the first step toward finding
information. Looking for a way to break the indexing logjam, G. W. W.
Stevens, a leading scientist in micrographics, urges the authors to assign
key words to their articles.Gs The Bay Area Social Responsibilities
Round Table wrote the Micro Photo Division of Bell & Howell to pro-
test the microfilming of yet another collection, the Women's History Li-
brary, without an index.6a The importance of making micropublications
usable is recognized in both word and act by some micropublishers, as
shown, for example, by both Robert Roe's talk at the National Micro-
film Association (NMA) convention in New York and the new Subject-
Heading/Page-Designation Index for the microfilm edition of the Ei
(Engineering Index) annual.65,66 Microform Reuiew includes in its
evaluation of micropublications a description of external and internal
finding aids, as well as an analysis of their organization, contents, and
physical characteristics.

This type of technical information, necessary as it is for routine
publications, is absolutely crucial for the librarian thinking of buying
expensive and novel packages, such as the Library of American Ciailiza-
tion and the NCR-PCMI (National Cash Register-Photo Chromic Micro
Image) ultrafiche collections introduced in 1971. These two ventures
provoked a great deal of discussion. Charles E. Evans, Carl M. Spauld-
ing, Elmer M. Grieder, W. Carl Jackson, and John Webb expressed the
concerns of librarians on the 1n411s1.6?-?1 An excellent overview of high-
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reduction microfiche, including these two collections, appeared in Ad-
uanced. Technology lLibraries.T2 Allen Veaner is preparing a user sur-
vey for Mict"oform Reaiew.

The ultrafiche publishing front was relatively quiet in 1972. Library
Resources, Inc., publishecl its second "library" (Li,brary of English Li,t-
erature, Part I), but PCMI seemed inactive, possibly because of a de-
emphasis of microform activities by NCR.?a A national reference li-
brary on ultrafiche was suggested by the president of Dartmouth Col-
lege, John Kemeny, and another new high-reduction system was further
discussed, but not marketed, by Wynn Crew.?a,76 By the end of the year,
NCR, the pioneer, called at least a temporary halt to the further devel-
opment of microfilm products.?6

Several original publications appeared in conventional (medium-re.
duction) microfiche format. Mansell's Archiues of British Men of Sci-
ence received accolades in Microform Reuiew.I1 Transcripts of the Co-
lumbia University Oral History Program were published by the Neur
Yorh Times.z8 Microform Publishers International plans to issue on mi-
crofiche, without the usual high costs and publication delays, original
manuscripts submitted by scientists, scholars, and other authors. Royal-
ties will be paid to the authors.Te

Some services present previousiy printed material, such as news stor-
ies, but in a newly organized form. Recent entries in this category are,
among others, The World Loohs at the USA and Infact: Current Col-
Iege Catalogs on Microfilrn.8l,8r The most ambitious example of this
type, in a class of its own, is the New York Times Information Bank, an
advanced system with full-text retrieval capability.8z It has become op-
erational in part.88' 84

Most micropublications, however, are still facsimile reproductions,
with most micropublishers confining themselves to reprinting. Carol A.
Nemeyer's Scholorly Reprint Publishing in the Uni,ted States, notable
for its general perspective, provides good coverage of the early history
and current state of micropublishing.er

Publishers of full-size materials do not seem too interested in re-
printing their backlists in microform, and simultaneous publishing of
books in full-size and microform editions appears to be a long-range
plan rather than an immediate avenue to higher profits. A British world-
wide survey concluded that, at least for now, dual publishing of books
in full-size and micro formats is unlikely to increase the total numbei
of copies sold.86 Publishing periodicals in multiple formats may be
more advantageous since it provides tangible benefits to the purchaser,
such as speedier delivery and/or service as back-up copy.

Various periodicals have started to appear in multiple formats. The
Honeywell Computer tournal furnishes both paper copy and a micro-
fiche at the same time, and some British publishers of scientific journals
air mail microfiche copies to overseas subscribers.s?' 88 \9111211 Cousins'
new magazine, World, has given subscribers the choice between a paper
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and a microfiche edition. A 35mm positive-microfilm edition will also
become available for less money than the microfiche.sg Entries in Current
Physics Ti,tles rcIer to the microfilm cartridge and frame numbers of
Current Physics Microform, a monthly microfilm publication containing
the full text of all articles published by the American Institute of Phys-
ics the previous month in thirty-four journals of primary importance.eo

Leo Grulliow is one of many people asking for the simultaneous
publication of all materials on both microfilm and microfiche.er An ar-
ticle by Nancy R. Minnich in Library .lournal illustrates the problems
of assembling a workable systern out of the multitude of micropublica-
tion formats and the equipment required to use them.ez

As Albert Boni celebrated his eightieth birthday, he could look back
on the millions of microprints sold by his company, the Readex Micro-
print Corporation, and take pride also in the greatest success so far in
miniaturized reprinting history: the Compact Edition of the Oxlord
English Di'ctionary.oB Instead of appearing on -fiche or -fiIm, this edition
of the OED is on paper at a low reduction ratio of 4x. Bound as a book
and consulted with a simple magnifying glass, this miniprint edition
went through several printings in the course of a few months and by
summer 1972, sold 35,000 copies fot f28 each. A sample page of this
micro-book may be seen in the Penrose Annual 1972.s4'e5

A set of new editorial standards for microfilm and facsimiles was
adopted by the Rare Book Libraries' Conference on Facsimilies.e6

Fees charged for library books loaned to reprinters continued to be
discussed, with micropublishers insisting the proposed fees are too
high.oz It might be best for all concerned to leave more on-demand mi-
croreprinting in the hands of library photoduplication services and rely
on the National Register of Microform Masters and publications like
the Microform Reuiew for publicizing availability. The example of the
3M Press/New York Public Library cooperative alrangement, which has
come to an end, seems to have demonstrated that the commercial distri-
bution of valuable library materials in low demand may lead to consid-
erable price increases without becoming financially attractive.

The London Times on microfilm. one of the desirable commercial
newspaper properties, has changed micropublisher. On July 1, 1972, the
Microfilm Corporation of America (MCA) took it over from Eastman
Kodak. A new film of the backfile is also available, and the price, alas,
has almost doubled.se Another important paper on microfilm, the Nezu
York Times, became the object of a controversy. Some libraries discov-
ered film boxes pulverizing and metal filing cabinets corroding. Chemical
exudations of the vesicular film used by IVfCA for the production of
part of the backfile were found to cause the problems.ee Several micro-
publishers were quick to publicize their exclusive use of 35mm silver
positive films meeting archival standards of permanence. The manufac-
tuier of the vesicular film involved in the controversy, however, placed
ads in library journals praising the strong points of its product and
urging librarians 1e 25[ f61 i1.r00
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Micrographic Equipment and, Processes

Two small, inexpensive microfiche viewers stirred the greatest inter-
est at the NMA Convention exhibits in May: the Eastman Kodak (EK)
Ektalite and the Bell & Howell Briefcase Reader. In design, both are re-
markably individual. The Bell & Howell model, quite familiar from pre-
vious showings as a perennial prototype, is now apparently close to pro-
duction. The Ektalite is refreshingly unconventional, with a fixed hood
shielding a small, curved, highly directional front projection screen.lol
Commentators have agreed that the powerful EK marketing techniques
will sell large quantities of both this long-expected machine and micro-
fiche in general.lo2' 1o3 ['1e1n the fair number of other new fiche readers we
mention only two: the Gakken Macro-Vue 230, a low-cost unit with good
optics from Japan; and the Micro Design C.O.M. 1200, which can take
two standard-size (4" x 6/') fiche at a time, or a single, double-sized, foot-
long fiche (4" x 12"), nonstandard but reportedly useful.roa

While microfiche viewers, at least for now, seem to be designed for
low cost and light weight, rollfilm readers are apparently being devel-
oped to emphasize speedy access and high performance. Few libraries
can afiord a 3M Microdisc computer-coupled l6mm reader ($54,000) or
an Extek AutoSearch terminal ($6,000-$11,300), but a keyboard-com-
mand reader-printer, such as the Canon Frame-O-Matic 330MB/450M8,
or a Northstar II in the $2,000-$3,000 class, is not only very convenient
but possibly cost effective as well in suitable systems applications outside
the reading room. A new microfiche retriever, the Ovonic 401, was said
to display any of 30,000 images within seconds and at a price of only

$1,000 (in quantities). The DDSI Ultrafiche Map Mosaicking System
puts 15,000 square feet of maps on a single, undivided {' x 6" ultra-
fiche-an example of the imaginative application of currently available
technology.

The 3M 201 is the dry-silver-process version of the familiar 200,
18" x 24",35 mm rollfilm reader-printer. Another large-size printer is the
Ricoh 600, which uses zinc-oxide coated paper, as do other new machines
made by Ednalite, Oc6, and A. B. Dick. An unusual electrostatic enlarg-
er-printer, the Caps A2, could be useful in library photolabs. It takes
rollfilm, fiche, or aperture card, produces 6" x 9t' to lg' x 24' prints at
infinitely variable magnification ratios from 7.8 to l8x, works well from
either positive or negative film, is simple to operate, and should be quite
dependable in service. The investment required, however, is relatively
large ($4,550). And finally, the lons-awaited ambi-polar version of the
Xerox Microprinter has become available at last.

Any cataloger can microfilm National Union Catalog entries with the
Cata-Cam camera, which produces catalog-card-size enlargements on the
Xerox Copyflo machine as its end product.

Ovonic Type 902, a very high-contrast, high-acutance, and easily
processed duplicating film was to be available "at the end of the year."
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It was not, but the unusual properties of the film merit sustained inter-

eSt.105

The Caps l6mm cassette features drop-in loading and may be used
interchangeably with open reels on some Caps microfilm readers.loe The
microfilm cartridges now sold by Xerox/University Microfilms also ac-
cept the standard storage reel. Although the Xerox system is similar to
the IDl0l in its function, the two apparently are not interchangeable.
The advantages and disadvantages of cartridges and cassettes for library
use have been analyzed in Library Technology Reports.roz

Aetnastak now markets four-inch-wide shelves for microfilm storage
which come in attractive colors and are compatible with most standard
library shelving. The Hollinger Corporation has introduced a fold-up
microfilm box made of chemically inert card stock.

Developments in new imaging processes and materials would require
much more space for an adequate description than is available here. For-
tunately, excellent brief summaries appeared regularly in the lGC
Monthly and in Micrographic News dt Views. In his chaPter on micro-
film technology in the sixth volume of the Annual Reaiew of Informa-
ti.on Science, Carl Nelson presents a skillful slrmmary of the state of the
art at that point in 1ims.108 Isaac Asimov, famous for his clearly written
popularizations explaining scicnce and technology to the layman, has
published an inroduction to holography for the nontechnical reader,
and A. E. Ennos discusses its applications to graphic design.loo' 1r0 Monty
M. Maxwell also provides sound information on a variety of topics in
an article intended for librarians, who must bear in mind that it takes
fifteen years, on the average, for new technical discoveries to become
practical realities.111

The noisy enthusiasm that accompanies the announcement of some
fascinating new concept always tends to obscure the lead time needed to
go from discovery to production. On November 25, for instance, a novel
microrecording and viewing method made front-Page news in the Nezu
York Times.112 Called a "fly's eye" apProach to miniaturization, this in-
vention of Adnan Waly considets the object to be reproduced, the page
of a book for example, as an aggregate of several thousand small cellu-
lar areas instead of as a unit. It photographs these tiny cells with many
lenses very small in diameter and very short in focal length- Conse-

quently, both camera and reader can theoretically be made very thin,

portable, and inexpensive. The sheet of film on which the material is re'

produced must be the same size as the original. Because each area on the

film is reduced in size by, say, 25x, a great deal of unexposed area re-
mains after the first exposure both beside and above or below each ex-

posed cellular area. These remaining cells may be used for the reproduc-
tion of furtl-rer material until the whole surface of the film is covered
with images. At a reduction ratio of 25x, it would be theoretically pos-
sible to photograph 2S x 25 or 625 pages on a single sheet of film' This
method is very ingenious indeed in its concepts, but it is still in the very
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early development stage and must overcome some serious technical prob-
lems.1r3

tory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology has developed what it
calls an LTS terminal using "audiographic microfiche"la standard
(4" x 6") fiche carrying images and magnetic tracks for audio and com-
puter-logic output.ll5 Finally, there is computer-input microfilm, an out-
growth of optical character recognition-a complex and powerful but
still very expensive systems 16e1.116

Several publications consist of equipment lists and specifications.
Ronald F. Gordon's guide is devoted to microfiche readers, while Mark
lVIcKay's covers other equipment as well. 11?, l ls Alonzo .[. Sherman ofiered
free microfiche copies of a reference list, and the NMA Buyet's Guide
contains the most recent compilation of manufacturers and service com-
panies.lle, 120 Hubbard W. Ballou's 1972 Supplenxent to the indispensa-
ble Guide to Microreproduction Equipment reporrs thar 159 difterent
models of microreaders are now available in this country.1zl

Properly designed, conducted, and-an equally essential condition-
properly interpreted tests can be helpful in selecting equipment. W. J.
Barrett's article on the evaluation of microfilm readers at the National
Reprographic Centre for documenrarion (NRCd) in England recalls
the invaluable service William R. Hawken has performed for libraries
through his lucidly presenred equipment tests, first published in a series
of Library Technology Project books and later in Library Technology
Reports.tzz His work is now continued by the R. A. Morgan Company of
Palo Alto, California. Microfiche readers from Datagraphix, Dioptrix,
Realist, and Washington Scientific Instruments were included in the
most recent test series.l23 A survey of microform storage cabinets and
microform reader-printers also appeared in LTR, as well as the previ-
ously mentioned article on microfilm cartridges and cassettes.124

From its foundation in April 1959, the Library Technology Program
(LTP) furnished librarians with information both badly needed and
unavailable (and still not available) from any other source. In his ar-
ticle "LTP-The Rattle in an Infant's Fist," Verner W. Clapp recalled
the events leading to the organization of LTP, some of its objectives
and achievements, and recent threats to its life resulting from a ques-
tionable reassessment of the value 6f i1s 5s1yi6ss.125

By the time his article on LTP was published, unfortunately both
Verner W. Clapp ancl LTP (but not LTR) were dead. Clapp made
many significant contributions to library reprography, and much good
has come from his r,vork as a librarian, writer, and president of the
Council on Library Resources. Another innovator, a relentless and crea-
tive worker of vastly diversified interests, Ralph R. Shaw, died on Oc-
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tober 14, a few days after the publication of his incisive article on the

copyright controversy raised by the case of the Williams & Wilkins Co'
.rr. th. U.S.t,o Librarians will remember Shaw for his major accomplish-
ments, but micrographers will remain indebted to him for a seemingly

small matter-the simple book cradle he designed for the Department

of Agriculture Library in the late 1940s, which proved so Practical that

it is still used in many library photodupl ication laboratories.

Applications, Audiouision, Facsimile Transmission

film facilitates interlibrary transactions. Its public catalog was closed and

filmed; new additions to it form a new file and cumulate quarterly'l2e
The University of Missouri found an inexpensive way of making

the catalogs of each of its four campus libraries available to the other

three. The catalogs are microfilmed separately without interfiling. As a

result, no union latalog is created, but the result is still useful and

lation.lsr
These ancl similar projects aim at the dissemination of catalog_infor-

mation to remote localions and also count on the capability of film to

A more sophisticated application of micrographics technology cou-

ples it with computer techniques to produce COM catalogs. Basic infor-
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mation on COM, with examples of library applications to date, may be
found in the May 1972 issue of Aduanced TechnologylLibraries.tss
The Georgia Institute of Technology Libraries in Atlanta converted
their card catalog to a microfiche catalog, with additions generated from
computer output (MARC [MAchine Readable Cataloging] tape, if
available) on microfiche. The entire catalog may be consulted in six lo-
cations within the library and in thirty-six facultv offices outside the li-
brary. The catalog is also available by subscriptien.rsa' 135 At the Rand
Afrikaans University, Johannesburg, thirteen COM microfiche replace
the former 3,000 pages of computer printout catalog. The South Afri
can State Library produces the toint Catalogue of Monographs in South
African Librari,es on COM microfiche, with entries arranged by ISBN
(International Standard Book Number).136 The United Kingdom re-
ports enthusiastic public response to COM-produced rollfilm catalogs.
The Cornwall County Library, which now uses film in cassettes and
manual readers for its catalog of new acquisitions, regards this method
as a good alternative to paper printouts, which became too costly as their
volume increased past a certain point. The same layout (British Nation-
al Bibliography fotmat, upper-case letters only) is used as previously.lsT
A similar system now in use at the Westminster City Libraries has been
praised for economy in both time and money, and the public seems to
be well pleased.ras

Computer-output microfilm is now being used in processing. The
Yale University Library relates favorable experience with its biweekly
in-process lists on COM microfilm.1ae Besides using on-line visual display
terminals as part of their book ordering and cataloging system, the
Cheshire County Libraries have added COM microfilm. All branches re-
ceive film copies of the annually published adult book catalog with cu-
mulative monthly supplements.lao

Books in English may well become a landmark in bibliographic pub-
lication history. It attempts to list all books for adults printed in En-
glish. Produced by merging converted LC with .BNB MARC data
through a COM microfilm intermediary on NCR-PCMI ultramicrofiche,
it is published in bimonthly progressive cumulations and a definitive an-
nual edition. Publication takes only four weeks after each closing date
even though the filming is done in the United States. It has only one file
to check and costs relatively little. All this is possible by the combination
of computer and high-reduction microreproduction technologies.lal

Paris Publications arrnounced two COM microfiche bibliogtaphies:
the French Boohs in Print on Microfiche and the US Boohs in Print on
Mi.crofiche. The publisher promised delivery in ten days after the clos-
ing date instead of the usual three months, and four completely new
editions per year instead of one.142 Bro-Dart, moreover, has made avail-
able a computerized catalog on microfilm, and the Richard Abel Com-
pany has ofiered MARC tape printouts on microfiche.l43 The combina-
tion of COM and photocomposition promises the most satisfactory re-
sults not only for publishing but also for library catalogs and bibliogra-
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phies. Examples of good work possible with the RCA Videocomp may
be seen in the Journal of Micrographic5.taa A major grant has enabled
the New York Public Library to develop a photocomposed book catalog
for branches and bookmobiles.l4s

The established library microfilm laboratories do not have to wrestle
with the challenges of the new micrographic technologies since these
are still fairly far removed from smaller-scale operations. These labora-
tories are troubled mostly by financial problems. As David Kaser says of
interlibrary loans, handling costs are most inadequately reflected in li-
brary photocopying (as well as microfilming) charges.146 Typically, the
services are severely underpriced. Any effort to be self-supporting must
balance rising costs with corresponding price corrections. Accordingly,
the Federal Records Qsnlslraz and the LC Photoduplication Service have
published new price schedules.

"The Revolution Has Been Postponed" and "Video Cartridge/Cas-
sette Industry Turmoil Continues"-these two headlines succinctly de-
scribe the "audiovision" scene. CBS-EVR, the only system with several
years of market exposure, went into limbo; RCA's Holotape process ap-
peared to need several more years in the laboratory, and Ampex decided
against the manufacture of its Instavideo cartridge equipment. New
systems continued to proliferate. The Teldec videodisc, promising but
as yet unmarketed, may get competition from the MCA color videodisc
and from the Philips VLP systern.148, 14e Super 8mm film for video re-
production remained in the background, and only two magnetic tape
systems-one for cartridge, the other for cassette play-actually became
available. The Avco/Sears Cartrivision aims at the well-to-do home mar-
ket. The Sony U-matic Color Videocassette system, apparently more ver-
satile and less expensive, has been well received by the armed forces, re-
search institutions, and industry.

Libraries have been experimenting with videotape for years, and pro-
grams such as the Video Center at the Port Washington, New York, Pub-
lic Library are exciting demonstrations of the great potentials of the li-
brary as a community information and education 6s11s1.150 The Carne-
gie Commission on Higher Education referred to the closely-related
electronic media (videorecording and cable television) as a "fourth rev-
olution," following the third, the invention of printing, and has urged
massive federal aid for its development.lsr IGC Monthly and Adaanced
TechnologylLibraries have published concise, up-to-date information
on these topics and have also discussed how the newer electronic media
relate to the printed word.162' 163

There are about 25,000 facsimile transmitters operating in the Unit-
ed States today.154 Voice-line systems like the one ofiered by Xerox are
economical, easy to use, and adequate for data transmission. Consider-
able improvements in speed and resolution are still needed for fine type
on printed pages. Matsushita has reported significant progress in trans-
mission speed but not in resolution.lss Comfax has developed Computer-
Pix, a facsimile transmitter with micro-image input and 8/2" * I l" out-
put.166 Though unexciting technically, a U.S. Postal Service test program
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provides for a single 98-frame format and a maximum 24x reduction
ratio.

Standards and public relations-such as National Microfilm Week,
September 24-30-are the traditional concerns of NMA. There is now
a strong, new emphasis on contact with the "largest group of users of
microfilm in the future," librarians and educators.r?6 The establishment
of an NMA Library Liaison Committee, chaired by Carl M. Spaulding,
is a beginning. President Milton Mandel has stressed the unquestioned
importance of user education. Librarians within NMA may help fill an-
other need-the education of the producer ancl businessman. One of the
year's more important lessons seems to be that both these needs are
equally urgent.
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Serials in Review: 1972

Dersv Asnrono
Rice Uniaersity Library

Houston. Texas

TN 1972 PUBLISHERS AIMING AT ALL TYPES of audiences Pro-
I duced a Iarge amount of material of serials interest. Articles aPpear-

stitute and for the New England Library Association Conference. Seri-
als acquisitions were discussed at Acquisitions Preconference II spon-
sored 6y the Resources and Technical Services Division of the American
Library Association.

Increasing costs caused difficulties for both publishers and librarians.
In an efiort to curb rising costs combined with deteriorating postal ser-
vices, publishers sought independent delivery services. Utility company
meter ieaders, milkmen, and housewives are delivering magazines just as
newspapers are delivered.g

During the year many new periodicals were issued ' Popuktr Science

celebrated, its hundredth year.a At tJre year's close, the publishers of
Life announced that, as of December 29, 1972, Life would cease publi-
cation. Decreases in circulation and in advertising pages plus soaring
costs contributed to its demise.s

Cataloging

The Library of Congress serials cataloging staff which was enlarged
in l97l is now able to keep current with new receipts. New serials in
most languages are cataloged from the first piece received; changes of
title or name of corporate body are made as soon as they are identified.
As a result, produciion has increased from about 3,000 titles in fiscal
l97I to about 10,000 titles in fiscal 1972.6

National Serials Data Program

With support from the three national libraries and a supplementary
grant from the Council on Library Resources, the National Serials Data
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Program began its third phase in 1972. The program which was estab-
lished in 1969 "to develop a cenrral machine-readable source of serial
cataloging information and an economically feasible system of han-
dling serials" is directed by Paul Vassallo. The goals of the third phase
are: "an authoritative auromated bibliographic resource for serials-in-
formation for cataloging and transfer of data on serials; a base from
which several kinds of library rools can be developed; and a system con-
stituting the U.S. segment of the developing International Serials Data
System."z

Union Lists

Several union lists were published in 1972. Journal Holdings of
Maine Libraries is a computer-produced listing of the holdings of thir-
ty-one libraries in Maine. Over 3,000 entries are included.a The third
edition of the Intermountain Union List of Serials with nearly 28,000
entries represents the holdings of forty-four academic, public, and spe-
cial libraries in Arizona and Nevada.g The Union List of Foreign Legal
Periodicals of the Southwestern Chapter of th:s American Association
of Law Libraries, compiled by Guido F. Olivera, consists of 800 titles,
representing the holdings of twenty libraries. The Tarlton Law Library
of The University of Texas at Austin, School of Law is the publisher.ro

D up licate s Ex c hange U nion

The Duplicates Exchange Union sponsored by the American Library
Association's Resources and Technical Services Division attracted new in-
terest through efforts to aid the many libraries whose collections were
damaged by floods. The union is composed of libraries which mail to
each other one or more lists per year of duplicate materials in useable
condition. There is no charge except for postage on materials received.
Libraries interested in joining should contact Duplicates Exchange
Union, American Liblary Association, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL
6061 l .

Economics

Periodical and serial services prices confinue to rise at a rapid rate.
"Price Indexes for 1972: U.S. Periodicals and Serial Services" by Nor-
man B. Brown and William H. Huff states:

In 1971, the average subscription price of the periodicals on which these
indexes are based was $11.66, 91.25 more than in 1970. In 1972, tlre average
subscription is 913.23,91.57 more than in 1971. Since the base years, 1967-1969,
the index has increased 52.8 points, an average of. 13.2 poinrs each year.
The same trend is also shown in rhe indexes for serial services. In lg7l, the
average subscription for a serial service was $90.05, $4.61 more than in 1970.
In 1972, the average price is 995.38, $5.33 more than in 1971. Since the base
years, 1967-1969, the serial service cost index has increased 31.7 points, an
average of over 7.9 points annually.ll
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F ore ign Se'rial Literature

La Bibliographie des Reuues et Journaux Littiraires des XIXg et
XX' Siicles provides information about French "tittle magazines" and
the literary life in Paris and the French provinces. Beginning with the
journals not easily available in the main French libraries, it will describe
all French reviews and magazines. Volume one contains bibliographical
studies of fourteen nineteenth century literary reviews.lz

The Public Affairs Information Service initiated a new index of
French, German, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish publications on pub-
lic and economic affairs. The first volume of P.A.I.S. Foreign Language
Index covers periodical articles only for 1968-1971. T}re 1972 volume
will review a selection of books, pamphlets, government publications,
and reports as well as periodical articles.

Tie Library of eongress Inlormation Bulletin notes that the Li
brary of Congress received the January 1972 issues of two reactivated
journals from the People's Republic of China' The revival of Wen wu

(Journal of Museums and Relics) and K'ao hu (Archaeology) aP-
pirently indicates the renewal of academic publishing which ceased in

1966 with the beginning of the Great Cultural Revolution.ls
The Canadian Serials Directory, 1971: A List of Canadian Period-

icals and. Seriat P.ublications offers the "first comprehensive listing of all
current Canadian serials."la This unedited manuscript edition was to be
replaced by the standard edition of. the Directory inlate 1972.- 

The Biirsenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels began publication of

a new series of "German books in print," Verzeichnis lieferbarer Bii,cher.

The first volume contains some 152,526 titles taken from the catalogs of

participating publishers.rs

Periodical Resou'rces

The International Federation of Film Archives and the R. R. Bow-
ker Company have announcecl plans to publish an annual International
Ind,ex to Film Periodicals. The first edition, which is scheduled for pub-
lication in spring 1973, will index all articles and reviews in fifty-seven
international film periodicals.

Serial Publications in Anthropology, the first in a series of supple-
ments to Current Anthropology, comprises a "comprehensive interna-
tional listing of serial anthropological literature." The University of

Chicago Press is the publisher.
Developed for use by Standard Oil (New Jersey) geologists, econo-

mists and mining engineers, MininglBusiness Index is now available to

others through the Jefirey Norton Publishers. This monthly comPuter-
generated index provides comprehensive business information on the
mining industry.l6

Reprints

Reprints of periodicals and new collections based on reprinted peri-
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odicals continue to find a marker. Antiquity: A Quarterly Reuiew of
Archaeology, Mathematics Magazine, American Economic Reuiew, Jour-
nal of Accountancy and the Atlanta Constitution are representative of
this year's output. B'ritish Industrial History in Rnitway Periodicals
marks the entrance of the Harvester Press inro micropublishing. The
four periodicals currently available in this series represent 375,000 orig-
inal pages; additional titles are in preparation. The Blach Exlte'rience:
lournals contains "four hundred years of black experience from Afri
ca and the Americas." The twenty-eight titles included in Series I and 2
are now available from Kraus Reprint.

Williams b Wilkins

The Williams & Wilkins Company's amempt to establish new institu-
tional subscription rates including a license to photocopy met strenuous
opposition from the library world. In "A Starement to Librarians from
the Williams & Wilkins Company" the company sought to insritute
the higher rates

"to spread fairly the ever-increasing costs of publication among a// those who
use the journal and to compensate for possible loss of individual subscription
revenue. . . . Beginning with 1973 volumes, we have institutional subscription
rates which provide for an automatic license to make single-copy photocopies
of articles from our journals for your patrons in the regular course of library
operations on your premises, but does not include the making of photocopies
for other institutions or for fulfilling interlibrary loans. . . lVlultiple copies
of a single article may be made upon remittance of 5p per page per copy made
to the publisher."

Williams & Wilkins justified the new institutional rate on the basis
of an opinion handed down by Court of Claims Commissioner James
F. Davis in February 1972 which held that the company was entirled to
"reasonable and entire compensation" for library photocopying of its
journal articles. Many libraries reacted to the new rates by cancelling
all their Williams & Wilkins subscriptions. f'he National Library of
Medicine stated in a lerrer to Williams & Wilkins that it would agree to
pay the higher price "based on an institutional rate to all libraries, but
could not accept the implication that a license for photocopying is nec-
essary."17

On October 2, 1972 Williams & Wilkins announced in a "Letter to
our Customers and Friends" that it would accept the National Library
of Medicine's position. The letter states: "Our new institutional rates,
which we shall continue to request, shall have no connection whatever
with a license to photocopy, implied or orherwise. . . . We are . . with-
drawing our proposal for the five-cents-per-page interlibrary loan fee
until the appeal of our case has been heard. In the meantime, we hope
to work with libraries in an efiort to develop a solution which will be
mutually acceptable." A final court decision with its tremendous impact
on the copyright issue is yet to come.
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For Librarians

A new edition of Irregular Serials and Annuals: An International Di-
rectory edited by Emery Koltay made irs long-awaited appearance in
July. It contains data on some 19,500 serials and continuations which are
issued annually or irregularly. International Standard Serial Numbers
(ISSN) have been assigned to each entry. A combined index for the en-
tries in this volume and the fourteenth edition of Ulrich's Internati.onal
Periodicals Directory is included. New editions will be published bien-
nially with supplements appearing between editions.

Magazines for Libra'ries, second edition, edited by Bill Katz and Ber-
ry Gargal, provides detailed information about 4,500 periodicals pub-
lished throughout the world. Each entry is written and signed by a spe-
cialist in the field. In addition to complete bibliographical information,
it includes data about each magazine's editorial policy, audience, for-
mat, and types of features. New features of this edition are a separate
listing of free magazines and periodicals, and an expanded bibliography
of magazine selection aids.

In January the R. R. Bowker Company introduced LJ ISLI Hotline.
Issued weekly, it features late-breaking news of interest to librarians.

CALL (Current Awareness-Library Literature), a bimonthly jour-
nal, prints contents pages of basic library literature periodicals and
magazines in related fields. Reviews of new periodicals, abstracts of cur-
rent literature and an index of periodical titles are also included.ls

LJISLJ Preuiews: News and Reuiews of Non-Print Media issued by
the R. R. Bowker Company began publication in the fall. Preuiews'
stated purpose is "to provide critical reviews of new fnon-print] ma-
terial to help organize and alleviate some of the burdens of selection."le
Publishers and distributors of nonprint media are asked to provide
Preaiews with review copies of all items they release; reviews will be
published for each item received.

A new feature of Publisher's Weehly is its "New Media Publishing"
which first appeared in September.

New Titles

Periodicals whose first issues appeared in 1972 received careful exam-
inations from librarians with stringent budgets. The variety of new
magazines is illustrated in these titles: Gay Sunshine; Alternatiues: Per-
spectiues on Society and Enuironment; Cell Difrerentiation; Neuroscience
and Behaaioral Psychology; Higher Education; and Second Order: An
African lournal of Philosophy.

American Chronicle; A Magazine of History offers a general ap-
proach to American history for the reader who has some background in
lristor/, but is not a professional historian. Capitotr Studies published
by the United States Capitol Historical Society is concerned with all as-
pects of the Capitol building including the Congress.

Encore, a news monthly for blacks, sold out its first two issues in ma-
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jor cit ies. Editor Ida Lewis describes it
called 'black news,' but of all the news
black perspective."20

as a "magazine not just of so-
of the world reported from a

A new monthly magazine for women, Ms., is edited by Gloria Stein-
em. The purpose of Ms. is "to communicate the commonality of feeling
among women around the country."zr

Sociological magazines continue to be of interest. Human Behaaior

Of professional interest to librarians are Blach Boohs Bulletin and
Selected U.S. Goaernment Publications (a listing of new, popular titles
from the Government Printing Office). On the lighter side is Sipapu
produced by Noel Peattie.

In Conclusion

The Williams & Wilkins controversy over copyright provided the
most important item in this year's work in serials; the final outcome is
still pending. The tripling of serials cataloging production at the Li-
brary of Congress and progress toward a machine-readable source of se-
rial cataloging information were also significant developments in 1972.
The present economic conditions and the prospect for the future will
likely demand from serials librarians increased knowledge and skill to
serve effectively the library's public.

l. Sally Mahoney, "can a ,.n..t 
";;r;;,". 

Happiness (and savings) as Her
Own Periodicals Jobber?" Wilson Library Bulletin 47 56-8 (Sept. 1972) .

2. Bill Katz, "Magazines," Library Journal 97:1684-5 (l May 1972).
3. Mike Causey, "Magazines Trying to Get Place on the Milk Route," Houston

Chronicle (4 Oct. 1972), sec. 3, p. 5.
4. Israel Shenker, "Popular Science Turning 100 and Is Still Thriving," Houston

Chronicle (26 Apr. 1972) , sec. 7, p. t2.
5. "The End of the Great Advenrure," Time (t8 Dec. 1972) , p.46.
6. "Semiannual Report on Developments at the Library of Congress, June 1g72,"

Library of Congress Information Bulletin 3t:A-83 (23 June 1972) .
7. "The Month in Review," lUilson Li,brary Bulletin 47:234 (Nov. lg72) .
8. Journal Holclings of Maine Libraries (Orono: University of Maine, l97l) . Avail-

able from William C. Ahrens, Assistant University Librarian, University of Maine,
Orono, ME. $5.00.

9. Larry Kusche, ed.., Intbrmountain (Jnion List ol Serials, 3d ed. Available from the
editor at the Hayden Library, Arizona Stare University, Tempe, AZ 8b281. g49.50.

10. Available from Don Zedler, Tarlton Iaw Library, 2500 Red River, Austin, TX
78705. $r0.00.

ll. Norman B. Brorvn and william H. Huff, "price rndexes for l9i2: U.S. periodicals
and Serial Services," Library lournal97:23b8 $uly lg72).
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12. "A Bibliography of French 'Little Magazines,'" Stechert-Hafner Book Nezrs (May
1972 ) ,  p .  l .

13. "Chinese Journals Note Archaeological Discoveries," Library of Congress Informa-
tion Bulletin 3l:2O2-3 (5 May 1972) .

14. Canad.ian Serials Directory, 1971: A List of Canadian Period.icals and, Serial Pub-
lications (Manuscript ed.; Vancouver: University of British Columbia) . Available
from Canadian Serials Directory, Box 6437, Station G, Vancouver, B.C., Canada.

$65.00.
15. Verzeichnis lieferbarer Biicher. (Frankfurt am Main: Verlag der Buchhiindler-

Vereinigung GmbH; distributed in the United States by Bowker) .
16. Available from Jeffrey Norton Publishers, lnc., 475 Fifth Ave., New York, NY

100r7.
17. "Irtter to Our Customers and Friends" I Oct. 19721 from Williams & Wilkins

Company.
18. Bill Katz,"Magazines," Library lournal 97:2554 (Aug. 1972).
19. Phyllis Levy, "Closing the Evaluation cap," LllSLl Previ,eus l:3 (Oct. 1972).
20. "Black Perspective," Time (3O OcL 1972), p. 85.
21. Pamela Howard, "Ms. and. the Journalisrn of Women's Lib," Saturday Reuiew

(8  Jan .  1972 ) ,  p . 44 .
22. "'Social' Magazines Getting into Hangups of Americans," Austin Statesman, (31

Mar. 1972) , p. 8.
23. Richard Ciccone, "Magazine Seeks to Rehabilitate Inmates," Houston Chronicle

(2 Aug. 1972) , sec.2, p. 7.

MICROFORM STANDARDS

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI), Photographic Tech-
nical Advisory Board has transferred the sponsorship and secretariat of the
ANSI Sectional Committee on Photographic Reproduction of Documents
(PH5) from the American Library Association to the National Microfilm As-
sociation (NMA) effective January ll, 1973. Harold Fromm will continue as
chairman; Don Avedon, technical director of NMA, will serve as secretary.

ANSI Subcommittees PH5-l and PH5-2 will be disbanded and the projects
of those subcommittes transferred to NMA standards committees. All members
of PH5-l and PH5-2 have been invited to become members of the NMA stan-
dards committees. Subcommittee PH5-3 will continue for the present.

The seventeen NMA standards committees will continue to develop and
write industry standards which may be proposed to ANSI Committee PH5 for
national standard status.

Two proposed NMA Standards, "Microfiche of Documents" and "Format
and Coding for Computer Output Microfilm," are available from Don M.
Avedon, Chairman, Standards Board, National Microfilm Association, Suite
ll0l,8728 Colesville Rd., Silver Spring, MD 20910. A draft standard for micro-
filming library card catalogs is available {rom the Photoduplication Service,
Library of Congress, Washington, DC 20540.
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Year's Work in Cataloguing
And Classification

J. McRrn Ernoo
Uniuersit"t of British Columbia Librar.t

Introduction

\I/ H. WEBB HAS WRITTEN THAT "the soaring sixties are
V v . going to be followed by the stringent seventies, which will be

followed by the stagnant eighties."r While we hope his forecast of the
eighties is not accurate, certainly thus far into the seventies the financial
crunch has come to many of us. Webb continues: "Administrators
are going to chip away further at the library's infrastructure-better
known in many places as the Technical Service Division." Cost studies
have become more important as resources lessen, and tightened budgets
have reduced the momentum of automation. Otherwise our concerns in
1972 were not too difierent from those of previous years and are dis-
cussed below under familiar headings.

As is the custom with these year's work articles, matters already re-
ported in the pages of this journal are seldom repeated. Appreciation is
due the several colleagues who have supplied assistance and comments,
particularly Ann Craig Turner of the University of British Columbia
and June Thomson of the University of Victoria.

Time and Cost Studies

Webb's prophesy of the "stringent seventies" has become a reality to
many of us. The writing is literally on the wall for everyone to see on
the cover of the December 1972 issue of American Libraries, which
shows the Enoch Pratt Library's sign announcing service cuts for budge-
tary reasons. Earlier in the year, the Pennsylvania State Library and the
Law Library were forced to cut operating hours in order to reduce ex-
penses.2

The funding problem has been recognized to the extent that in 1972
two journals devoted entire issues to papers discussing methods of ob-
taining maximum value for each library dollar expended. The January
issue of Library Qu,arterly, entitled "Operations Research: Implications
for Libraries," was devoted to the proceedings of the thirty-fifth annual
conference of the University of Chicago Graduate Library School.
Through the creation of mathematical models, operations research seeks
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the most effective solution to problems in library management in terms
of costs and benefits. That library belt-tightening is not a peculiarly
North American activity is demonstrated by the June issue of Aslib Pro'
ceedings, devoted to papers from the 1972 Aslib Engineering Group
Conference "Costing Library and Information Services." The PaPers
deal with costing techniques generally and the application of these tech-
niques in specific facilities such as the United Kingdom Chemical Infor-
mation Service.s Cook describes a method of charging for information
services that provides a continuous review of the library's costs and
efficiency, and, incidentally, a continuous justification of its existence.a

The appearance of costing on the programmes of library conven-
tions this year also indicates that we have seen the shape of things to
come. In sponsoring its "Workshop on the Costing of Library Opera-
tions" in conjunction with the 1972 Canadian Library Association con-
ference, the Canadian Association of College and University Libraries
recognized the growing concern of Canadian librarians for the effects
of fiscal stringency on their operations, and their need to develop apPro-
priate evaluative techniques. Two guest speakers with accounting back-
grounds discussed the use of cost data for planning, control, and special
decision-making, and three librarians presented papers describing cost
analyses undertaken at their libraries. Of special interest to technical
services librarians is the paper by P. Baldwin of Simon Fraser University
library, which breaks new ground in comparing the ticked or highlighted
tracing subject catalogue (favourably) with the traditional typed-at-the-
top-of-the-card subject catalogue.6 The detailed time and cost informa-
tion given in this paper would be of great value to any librarian con-
sidering subject catalogue alternatives. J. Jorgensen, of Waterloo Uni-
versity library, provided time and cost data for card set preParation; al-
phabetizing, filing, and microfilming catalogue cards; acquisitions proce'
dures; interlibrary loans; and reserving.G Such detailed data are rare in
library literature, and unfortunately both Jorgensen's and Baldwin's pa-
pers remain unpublished. Baldwin has also written an unpublished, com-
prehensive cost study of his card production methods using time study
techniques developed by Turner, and rvith results agreeing with hers as
reported in this journal.T

The dearth of useful data in the area of catalogue card production
has prompted the Reproduction of Library Materials Section (RLMS)
of the American Library Association (ALA) to organize for the ALA
convention in Las Vegas a program on the current state of reproduction
of bibliographic records. Under the direction of J. Nitecki, the program
committee is soliciting papers describing specific techniques now in use
in libraries and providing cost data.

Fortunately for those of us who have thus far managed to avoid
costing our operations, several useful how-to-do-it articles have appeared
this year. Kountz presents a practical, straightforward methodology, dis-
guised with a light frosting of humour to make it quite palatable to the
beginner.s This article includes a short, annotated bibliography on li
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given costs. A case in point is Anderson's arricle comparing the cost of
purchased LC cards with that of cards produced using Xerox 914 dupli
cation of edited LC proofslips.r2 Thi; comparison is potentially very
useful. However, although Anderson includis costs foi materiais and
equipment, he fails ro compare the labour costs of the two proced.ures,
assuming instead that they balance one another. As one of the most ex-
pensive elements in card production, labour can not be dismissed so
easily, and Landram raises doubts that the labour costs in question are
in fact equal.ls

several other articles with varying amounts of cost detail on cata-
loguc card pr-oduction have appeared during the year. The computer-
produred ca_rds prepared by the Ohio College Library Center (O-CLC)
have been discussed in two publications. The center's Newsletter com-

not on the MARC tapes. For the small library relying chiefly on pur-
chased cards, woods provides some useful cost d.ata on LC cards versus
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Technical services is not the only area taking a long, hard look at it-
self. In fact, this year's literature contains considerably more material
describing time and cost studies performed in other departments of the
library.rs 6ensidering Webb's dire prophesy that technical services would

be the administrator's first choice for budget cuts, this apparent apathy
on the part of many technical services librarians is rather frightening.

Catalogue Use Studies

find the location of books on the shelves lather than to find out further

audit was to set task priorities for maintenance projects. One outcome

of the audit for the library was to identify a faulty procedure which

did not provide for the cancellation of cross-references when an entry

was withdrawn.
The United Kingdom catalogue use study reported this year was a na-

tional survey intended to garner the opinions of users and nonusers of
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Aubry found it more difficult to search the same file in book form

provide is essential if computerization of the catalogue is ever to be-
come a reality, or if manual methods are to be much improved.

Automation

the computer and use semantic sledgehammers to deal with gnat-sized
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problems, as in "The Development of a semantic Differential to Assess

tjsers' Attitudes Towards an- On-Line Intelactive References Retrieval

System" by Katzer.sl Some use the new technology to incre_a^se our knowl-

edge of alternative methods of subject control, as in "A New Compari

roi Betl//""tr Conventional Indexing (MEDLARS) and Automatic Text

size library is Miller.gg
There is yet no computerized catalogue of a general collection which

serves all the functions- of the traditional card catalogue. What we do
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structing the phrases. One of the more recent efforts to summarize the

system i"r thui of Gold.s? In examining its early application he finds

areas in which it had weaknesses. He makes the mistake of suggesting

UDC (Universal Decimal Classification) as a replacement:ather than

as a coiollary of PRECIS' A commentary by Austin places 9.old't 
analy-

sis in propei perspective and begins a public discussion which may re-

sult iri truttrpiunti.tg of PRECI"S to Canada.58 Indeed, the Canadian

MARC includes features of PRECIS.
Halm describes the use of UDC in a mechanized system using the

KWIC (Key Word in context) method of indexing. A KWIC index using
..rrr..ogut""' or assigned titles is issued as a means of alerting staff to

works in their area of interest.se
Soergel asserts that conceptual structure and file organization should

be considered independently by classification theorists. The restrictions

imposed by file orianization in mechanized-systems are.fewer than in

man,ral ,yit"-r, afowing a variety of coordinated specialized schemes

to operate in relation to each other.60
tf4nnC was considered as a vehicle for the international exchange of

bibliographic information at a June 1971 seminar in Berlin. sixteen pa

p"r, riorri the seminar *er" prr6lithed in- 1972.6r The format was found

Lasically adequate, but pro6lems are raised both in terms of the me-

chanics of MARC and in terms of content, Particulally LC's practice of

superimposition. MARC's future probably fiet -ote in this area of in-

ternational exchange rather than in application to our own catalogues'

Meanwhile, MARC continues to- [row and have cousins if not ofi-

spring. Cataloging-in-Publication (CIi) -records 
are now a part of the

ff4ent data bise, and records of audiovisual materials are to be includ-

ed. The ERIC dara base is available in MARC II format. MARc's ac-

ceptance in other countries continues, with the publication of a Canadi-

un IUaRC and the BNB acceptance of MARC, including the geograPht

area code. Both France and the Netherlands ar^e to make use of MARC

features in the production of their national bibliographies.- The de-

scription of the 
^MARC 

format for monographs has reached its fifth

edition.62
Formats for other forms such as films, maps, manuscripts' music'

sound recordings, and serials have been or are being developed.Gs Lc

seems increasinlgty responsive to the consumers of MARC, surveying

them on such q"uestions as a government documents indicator and sta-

bilizing the subicription priceit $1,000 yearly. Th-eT'ECON project-has

been sispended, and those records so far converted have been placed on

sale. The Library of Congress is now considering the automation of its

own authority fiies. The'University of Toronto and the University of

Saskatchewan have joined the ranks of those producing cards from

MARC tapes.
The National serials Data Program entered its third phase, directed

at rhe developmenr of a serials dati base, during the year. Current plans

are to includi the existins machine-readable serial data bases of the Na-
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appointed to consider the creation of an automated. national union cata-

should libraries be automared, a desirable tool is an index to the

ue to the alphabetic second volume.

Classification and Sub iect H ead.ings

concordance for Law and Mathematics at the back of volume B will as-
sist classifiers during the ransition period. Reviews written by library
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brary of congress for making available photoduplications of the anno-
tated schedules in use there.
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ManyWestGermanl ibrar ies,par t icu lar lyacademic l ibrar ies,arear-
ranging their book collections by -accessron 

number and the use of

clasiifiIation is limited to a classified catalogue' A study grouP of West

German librarians has undertaken a five year project to Prepare a new

classification for German libraries, rejecting seveh existing schemes'8a

Christ as a social scientist and i libririan was aware of a "lack of

congruence between the terms used in the language of social science and

the"subject headings provided in libraries to facilitate information re-

trieval.'i In ConceftsLnd. Subiect Headings, he examines that relation-

snip for the social sciences and finds that na wide conceptual gulf exists

between social science and library science," with little overlap between

the conceptual frameworks of social scientists and those oPerating in the

LC subject heading structure.84
The problem is-not limited to the social sciences' When we are forced

to use tlectronic Digital Computers for "computers," or Salvage (Waste'

etc.) for .,recycling of wastesl' or Jazz Musicians for "rock and blues

artists," we can understand the continued rumours concerning the pos-

sibility of the Library of Congress' abandoning its-present subject head-

ing list and beginning anew."only those of us with a checked tracing

grr'id. curd subj"ect .uLlogtt. see how we -could 
adapt to such a change

it ittrout adopting the Euripean practice of closing one catalogue and be-

ginning unoih"tl We are gtutef,il for LC's responsiveness to our objec-

iions, ittd their willingnesi to introduce see references to obscure terms

used as headings from"the more familiar terms we would have preferred'

Occasionally LL even introduces a long awaited heading: Rock Music be-

came a heading in October, u, utno.t.tledin Musi'c Cataloguing Bulleti'n'

This monthly"publication of the Music Library Association now in its

third. year .orrtirrrr", to be one of the best publications serving catalogu-

ers.
Angell's paper on LC subject headings at the Maryland- S-ymposium

indicites the present thinkin[ of the Library, in support of the Present
list under certain conditions:

I am persuaded that the Library's list of subject headings can become and

remain' an up-to-date and responiive instrument for subject .access, 
to the col-

lections only if it is developed and maintained under conditions which permit

the adoption of changes without the r
cataloging. Such conditions would be i
oft date for the addition of subject e
starting a new subject catalog at perior
or by developing techniques for the. i
and additions without revision of exist
study in the LibrarY'85

His conclusion is: "The most reasr
considered to be the imProvement
latter of the two alternatives Ange
rection which will be followed with
under older headings. Among othr
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the expression of all time subdivisions by date, e.g., change U.S.-History
-civil war to U.S.-History-1860-65; the standardization of form sub-
divisions used by the three u.S. national libraries; and the incrusion, in
futuxe editions of the list, of such features as a list of subdivisions and
a keyword list of headings and subdivisions.

Wellisch has identified, at the Maryland Symposium, the difficulties
o{ using LC subject headings for subject retrieval and has suggested
their augmentation by terms taken from specialized. thesauri and their
coordination with other terms through common classification codes.
other noteworthy papers presentecl at the symposium include a discus-
sion of the work of the British classification Research Group, of rhe-
saurofacet, a faceted classification and thesaurus for engineering and
related subjects, and of the PRECIS system for computer-generated itr-
dexes and its use in the British Nati.onal Bibliography.-

_Although many elementary school libraries are turning to commer-
cial catalogue services, other children's collections particularly in public
libraries welcome the printing of subject headingJ for children'r lite.u-
ture on LC cards and in the supplements to the seventh edition of the
LC subject heading list. The addition of class numbers and annotarions
for children's material is also welcome.

The cataloguing of children's literature received more attention in
1972 than in any recent year. Librarians have been concerned about the
large number of commercial enterprises r,vhich supply card sets for chil-
dren's books and their apparent unarvareness of ihe national standard
represented by LC's cataloguing. This uneasiness prompted the survey
undertaken by the American Library Association's-Ad Hoc committee
on cataloging of children's Nlaterial to determine both the d.egree of
awareness and acceptance of the standard. Flarris and Hines, reporting
on this survey, assert that "it is time for all of us ro standardize, ana . . 

-.

LC offers the best, if not the only, possible choice for a standard."86 As
much as I agree, it seems unlikely that the International Standard Bib-
Iiographic Description, being planned for introducrion by LC in 1g74,
will be adopted soon by agencies cataloguing children's material. prac-
tices are likely to become even more dissimilar.

,Local history buffs will be assisted by LC's new pracrice of assigning
at least one subject heading beginning with the place name to maGrials
with content of local significance, which formerly may have had only
topical headings divided geographically.8?

Westby's second edition of the Sears list, like its immediate prede-
cessor, omits Dewey classification numbers, a feature many of us continue
to miss.88 "While the new headings added to the ninth edition were
chiefly from the fields of science and technology, those suggested and
selected for this edition reflect the current interest in social and environ-
mental problems." Computers and Pollution are subject headings, but
"recycling of wastes" is under Salvage (Waste, etc.), reflecting the editor's
practice of selecting enries from the LC list.
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Filing

The new committee is charged with the task of producing an "Anglo-

American Code for Computer Filing" in cooperation with the Working
party on computer Filing of the cataloguing and Indexing Group of

further confuses the matter by proposing that Author/Publisher's Title
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ing filing.
The Library of Congress' spelling out of ,,U.S." arrcl .,Gt. Brit.,' will

make filing easier not only for the machine, bur also for the fallible

Nonbook Cataloging

far too detailed for the school library. school libraries have rhe bulk of

have been hard at work with an advisory committee and have produced
two working drafts of the first edition which promises ro be an txcellent
code for cataloguing nonbook materials at all levels. The new code calls
for all media designations to be placed in parentheses after the title. rn
the case of general designations, more spetific information is given in
the collation. This is to allow additional forms in the future to be han-
dled without further elaborating the rnedia designations. Some of the

Tgdil designations are deparrures from previous terminology; estab-
lished collections may elect to continue termi now in use.

The Association for Educational Communications and Technology
(AECT) continues the practice of entering all media under title.ss T[e
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been achieved before the publication of its Standards for Cataloging

N onprint Materials, third edition'

A guide more consistent with Non-Book Materials is cataloging Non-
print"at NMAC, a Guid.e for the Medical Librarian, published this year

from subsequent meetings in 1970. While the acceleration of events has

already bypassed much that was said there, this over 400 page collection

can still tetl yo., more than you probably want to know about the sub-

ject.
Robbins in ..currenr Resources for the Bibliographic control of
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Analytics for several major microform sets not analysed previously
are available from the Catalogue Divisions, University of British Co-
lumbia Library, Vancouver 8, 8.C., Canada. Among the sets analysed
are American Fiction, English Books, 1641-1700, Traaels in the Con-
federate States, Traaels in the OId South, and the United Nations docu-
ment set, the latter analysed by agency information cards created at Si-
mon Fraser University.

Computer tapes (machine readable data files) have themselves been
identified as library material. The University of British Columbia li-
brary has established a branch known as rhe Data Library to handle
such material. Some libraries have become involved in the production as
well as the cataloguing of phonotapes of interviews. Known as oral his-
tory or living history, these tapes capture the memories of elderly mem-
bers of the community, frequently members of ethnic minorities, whose
experiences broaden the spectrum of history.

Shaw describes three methods of cataloguing pictures: self-indexing
files, individual cataloguing, and group cataloguing. Individual catalogu-
ing is recommended for more valuable pictures, and group cataloguing
for less valuable items with a common theme. Self-indexing is sug-
gested first for a file of portrairs, rhe most frequently called for type of
picture in general 6sllsq1iens.10a

I nternati onal S tan dar dizat i on

The International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD), pub-
lished by the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing in lg7l, is suggested as
an instrument for the international communication of bibliographic in-
formation.lo5 A standard set of punctuation marks makes it possible for
man or machine to recognize the various elements which make up the
bibliographic description of a book. Perhaps the most visible difference
to laymen in the ISBD appearing on the catalogue copy of various na-
tional libraries (initially the German, French, Canadian and British) is
the diagonal (/) separating author statement from title. Other difier-
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ences cataloguers will notice include the omission of brackets for infor-

mation not lound on title pages, the invariable inclusion of an author

statement, the use of double punctuation when required for consistency,
and the use of a period and dash to seParate the major areas of the de-

scription. The usi of a colon after place of publication is already a fe1-

ture of many bibliographies. Yugoslavia and the USSR are among prob-
able future users of 7532.t00 The Library of Congress, having original-

ly intended to adopt /SBD in March 1973, now finds it necessary to defer

tire date to 1974'because of the planned revision of Chapter 6 of

aacR.107
At its Budapest meeting in 1972 the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing

considered an interim dralt of an "International Standard Bibliograph-
ic Description for Serials" (ISBD-S). The greatest difierence between

/SBD and ISBD-S is the introduction of the concept of the key title. It

is held that because serial titles are frequently not distinctive, additional
elements of the description will need to be added to the title until a dis-

tinctive title is achieved. ISBD-S accomplishes this by introducing a dou-

ble diagonal (l l) ar the end of the key title. The double diagonal may

occrrr 
"t 

the end of the title before the author statement, resulting in a

triple diagonal, or it may occur later in the enmy after the single diag'

onil has indicated the beginning of the author statement. It appears,

however, that the working gro.tp *itt abandon the double and triple di-

agonal as a result of theltrong- reaction against it, and the concept of

the distinctive title will replace that of a key title.
The new Hungarian 

-draft 
cataloguing code accepts the Paris Prin-

ciples of author-title cataloguing, giving up in the process some existing

national practices.los
We lobk forward to an ISBD for nonbook materials'
Entry, as well as description, is becoming more standard. The Library

of congress announced deletion ol AACR rules 98 and 99. The dele-

tion, reiommended by the ALA Descriptive Cataloging Committee and

the Canadian Library Association Committee on Revision, removed the

major difierence between the North American Text and British Text.

ThLs, in mid-1g72, LC began to establish directly under the name of the

body, as provided in AAbn 60-64, new corPorate bodies which under

AAAR g8--99 were established under place. Headings previously estab-

lished by LC under the provision of A,ECT 98-99 were retained under

LC's superimposition policy.loe
Intelnational Stan-dard Serial numbers (ISSN) are beginning to aP-

pear on the covers of more journals, suggesting their use as a qrrick check

at point of receipt and later in the adding of bound volumes if covers are

left on in binding.
AACR has been published in Spanish, making these rules even more

widely available and infl uential.ll0
The Cod.e International d'e Catalogage de la Musique in English,

French, and German is still in proeress.lrl The Cataloguing Code Com'

mission of the International Association of Music Libraries is creating
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these rules both to provide a basic cataloguing guide and to facilitate co-
operative cataloguing and exchange of information among libraries.
The sco-pe of the rules is the bibliographic description of pirformable
works of music.

A new programme for cataloguing manuscripts in the Federal Re-
public -of Germany has been reported bv striedl. For manuscripts of
oriental origin held in German libraries standardized modes of cata-
loguing have been developed. Thirty-one uniformly designed volumes
devoted to the manuscripts of various Eastern languages and fourteen
supplementary volumes have been publishsfl.ru

And So Forth

Gore is still with us, this time advocating the placing of books await-
ing catalogue copy in rough subject order in an open area for public use
prior to cataloguing.ug

tron.
International Cataloguing, a new, small quarterly journal, began

publication January 1972 as a vehicle for IFLA's Committee on Cara-
loguing. Considerable space in issues one and three was given to the
problems of the multilangr.rage multiscript catalogue, the theme of the
l97l meeting in Liverpool. The major debate is between integrating col-
lections and catalogues by subject or dividing them by language. One
proposal was for integr:ated shelves and classed catalogue, but with an
alphabetic author-title catalogue and classed catalogue index in each of
the major scripts of the collection.

Katz's selection of the besr articles in librarianship of l97t can be
seen in Li,brary Lit-2.r14 The second secrion, "Technical Services/Tech-
nical Processes," has more entries than for 1970.

The Library of Congress' publication of its Far Eastern languages
catalogue was welcomed, as was the prospect of the early publication of
the 1968-72 quinquennial cumulation of NUC.

The number of libraries in the National Program for Acquisitions
and Cataloging filing their Depository Control Files (one copy of each
card printed by LC) by title rarher than main entry at last formed a ma-
jority of the libraries in the program. At their urging the Library of
Congress began January 1973 distributing the cards sorted by ritle rath-
er than by main entry as in the past.

Dougherty found perfectionist librarians ro be one of the road-
blocks to cooperative processing in a Li,brary Journal Mini-Symposi-
um.115 lfe was taken to task efiectivelv bv Helen Stiles in a letter to the
editor in which she pointed out thar'administrators might benefit from
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a stint in technical processing.llG Such a tour, she wrote, should "provide

a library manager with some notion of the accvracy and problem solving
involved in book processing" which she sees as "the heart of the problem
-the reason for resistance to change."

A recent issue of Feliciter contains a summary of a survey of library
technician training programmes in six provinces of Canada'lrz The

scriptiae Cataloging.rle While both inclusions and exclusions can be ar-

gued (what happened to subject headings?), this collection does Preserve
and make more accessible to teacher and student several major papers.

To return to the financial note with which we began, ANYLTS, the

statewide processing project for New York, has been abandoned for lack

of funds.lz0

Conclusion

So we are changing, but not through the application of principle to

problem as happened with the creation of. AACR. We are rather chang-
ing as we adjuJt to pressure, the pressure of cost considerations on the

oni hand and interface (horrible word) with comPuters and other li-

braries and library traditions on the other.
It appears that our replacement by machines is not imminent' We

will be producing cards, and card catalogues, for some time.
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Prooosed standards should be referred in draft stage for comments to
the 

^appropriate 
national agencies or associations through the- channels

prescii^bed by that organizition. Sufficient time should be allowed for
careful study of the document.
At each stale of referral the documents should be carefully labelled
using pre-defined terrns, so that the national organization will know
the status of the standard.
Once a recommended standard has been adopted by the requisite
number of organizations it should not be subjectio charige for a period
of two years, it which time any of the organizations that have adopted

INT ERN ATI ON AL STANDA RD BIBLIOGRAPHIC
DESCRIPTION FOR MONOGRAPHS

The Resources and Technical Services Division's Cataloging and Classifica-

ican Library Association follows:

clarify, codify, and issue to the national member organizations its standards-
making procedures.

We suggest that the following stePs be included:

a)

b)

c)

it may request a revision.
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General Classif ication Theory-
A Review of Classificafion
Research Group Work

FnnN Hoprrus
G'raduate School of Library Science

Drexel Uniaersity
P hila de Ip hia, Pennsy laania

Twenty years ago classification theorists in the united states and En-

Manuscript receiued for reaieu December 1972; accepted, for publication January 1921.
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library classification he singled out two feasons for its failure: the as-

r.t-ptiott of a universally valid order of knowledge and the insistence

cause there is no universal library user."4
The British classification theorists who formed the Classification Re-
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identifiable] stages in the progress of the mind towards complete under-
standing of concepts."?

The problem of sequence is not always apparent in the construction
of specialized schemes, because there is often implicit agreement among
users on the most useful sequence within a given subject. But the CRG
recognized early that facet sequence remained a problem for any gener-
al classification. Their minutes published in l95B record the statement
that disagreements over sequence showed there could be "no logical or
uniquely helpful facet order discoverable, since the helpful order might
vary both with the emphasis of the document indexed and with the in-
terests of the reader."8

In 1957 an international conference on classification was held in
Dorking, England. Jesse Shera presented a paper in which he expanded
his earlier views. He attributed present problems of classification to pat-
terns that have dominated western thought since classical times. Aris-
totle's analysis of physical entities into sets of abstract characteristics
led to classification according to genera, species, and subspecies on the
basis of these characteristics. But although the doctrines of mutually ex-
clusive substances consisting of conjunctions of attributes "are neat,
compact, and beautifully simple, . . . they fail to take into account the
interconnectedness of real things."e

In Shera's view classification must reflect contentporary developments
in philosophy, psychology, and the natural sciences and recognize that
"the pattern of organization, the classification of experience, difiers
from individual to individual; admitting, of course, that there are cer-
tain basic patterns, classifications, that are familiar to all."10 Classifica-
tion, then, "is pragmatic and it is instrumental. It is at once permanent
and ephemeral. Permanent because without it cognition is impossible;
ephemeral because it can be rejected when its utility is exhausted."ll
Shera predicted a return to classification "as the basis of librarianship,"
but with a new appreciation of it "not as a tool, but as a discipline in
which is to be studied the reaction and response of a living mind to the
record left by a distant and usually unknown mind. . . ."12

For the CRG the main result of the Dorking conference was that it
turned their attention from the construction of more special schemes to
the problems of integrating the special schemes into a new general
scheme.13 They were aware of a growing need for a new general classi-
fication inclusive and flexible enough for rapidly expanding libraries
and national bibliographies covering general literature. Moreover, the
value of developing more and more unrelated schemes for special li-
braries was itself called into question. Writing a few years after Dork-
ing, Phyllis Richmond, one of the founders of the unsuccessful Classi-
fication Research Study Group in the United States, argued that the pro-
liferation of special schemes in sorne fields indicated duplication of la-
bor and lack of standardization.l4' r5 Foskett objected, on more theo-
retical grounds, that the special schemes "assemble in one context, as it
were by brute force, all the contexts in which a particular entity may
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exist. . . . Each scheme has to compromise between ignoring certain re-

lations altogether and extending to cover large parts of the whole field

of knowled[e."16 It would be useful, he thought, to have a compatible
general scheme to draw on for those areas peripheral to any given spe-

cial scheme.
Richmond discussed some of the problems she saw in working the

eral classification. Third, since a great deal of current research is inter-

disciplinary, connections would be necessary between special schemes not

tion would remain the dominant concern of the CRG for several years

to come.l8
Barbara Kyle, working for UNESCO, had developecl a general classi-

fication scheme for the social sciences which now served the CRG as a

model for a broader general scheme. Because the literature to be classi-

fied covered several academic disciplines, Kyle had looked beyond any

one of these disciplines for facet categories. She had returned to Ran-

ganarhan's theoriei for her basic approach, but she had limited her cate-

fories to Persons and Activities and had applied them directly to the

rivhole area covered by the classification rather than first dividing it into

main classes.le Kyle could not derive her facet selluence, any more than

her categories, from accepted practice within any particular discipline,
but her scheme was nevertheless somewhat specialist-oriented in this re-

spect. Unlike Ranganathan's Colon Classification and the special

sihemes devised by CRG members for other subjects, the Kyle scheme
conformed with current social science theory in citing Activities before
Personalities.2o

that might be named), and any system of notation devised to code them
all and join them to express complex subjects would soon Srow far too
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complicated for human use.21 Both to keep notation manageable and
also to produce physical arrangements of documents suitable for brows-
ing, some means had to be found for grouping the terms intelligibly.

At this point it becomes more difficult to record the development of
general classification theory because the sources and interrelationships of
some of the new ideas influencing CRG thinking are not precisely
spelled out in the literature.

Richmond had advocated a "universal heterogeneous" classification-
that is, if I understand her correctly, a purely practical combination of
special schemes incorporating different notations as necessary to suit dif-
ferent disciplines.22 This would allow the disciplines to function con-
veniently as main classes without according them theoretical status as ab-
solute divisions of the world of knowledge.

Apparently this approach was not congenial to the British group.
They envisioned an intellectually coherent general classification and they
sought underlying principles that would give that coherence both rela-
tive permanence and maximum flexibility. Essentially, they set them-
selves the task of expressing in a classification scheme a theory of knowl-
edge valid for contemporary western man. Whether or not this was a
fully explicit aim shared equally by the whole group is doubtful, but
epistemological theories certainly came in for much CRG discussion
soon after 1960.

The most deeply explored of the ideas new to CRG in the 1960s has
been the theory of integrative levels, which provided a ready-made an-
swer to the problem of grouping facet terms and ordering them mean-
ingfully. Foskett defines the theory concisely:

The theory states that the world of things evolves from the simple to the com-
plex by an accumulation of properties, and that, at each level, the aggregation
of the entities of the level below, with their emergent properties, forms a new
whole with individual and unique properties. Each whole is more than the
mere sum of its parts, and loses its identity if broken down.23

He goes on to say that the theory ofiers "a scientific basis for the order-
ing of entities into a sequence, from fundamental particles up-in
Ranganathan's terminology, a series of personality facets based on the
real relations between entities, and not on some arbitrarily chosen set of
disciplines or main classes."

It is not clear how this theory was introcluced into CRG discussions.
In the article just quoted, Foskett says the group "hit upon" the theory.
It is first mentioned in CRG "Bulletin No. 6" as "adumbrated among
others by J. K. Feibleman and Joseph Needham."za In 1963 Foskett
wrote that the theory "has been discussed in both natural and social sci-
ence, and . . . has also occupied the attention of the Classification Re-
search Group for some years."26 He briefly traced its history from the
nineteenth century and cited a 1937 exposition of the theory by Need-
ham and one from 1954 by Feibleman.

It is not possible to determine from published CRG statements
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whether the group adopted the theory because they accepted it as a true

interpretation of the structure of reality, as a true theory of knowledge,

or simply as a suggestion (with no judgment as to its truth) for a con-

venieni classification structure. In the quotation above Foskett speaks of

"real relations between entities," and Feibleman certainly presents it as

a theory of scientific knowledge if not explicitly of reality-zo As such

it would introduce no less an implicit bias into classification than did the

old structure of the academic disciplines, and a bias, moreover, not even

prevalent in the learned community.
Foskett, however, seems to believe that it is not necessary to make a

to classify does not have to express an opinion on the question of

whether such groups have real exiitence. They are real enough in the lit-

erature. . . ."28
Practical difficulties in integrative level grouping apPeared almost im-

mediately. The series of levels arrived at by 196l was logical enough

from Fundamental Particles to Molecular Aggregations, and again from

Cells to Fluman Societies, but it seemed that a branch would be neces-

sary beyond the molecular level to difierentiate organic from inorganic

entities:2e Also, common sense would suggest placement of the Products
of human activity in the same sequence as human beings themselves,

but in physical terms human artifacts belong with other-inorganic sub-

stances. The means of accommodating conventional subject disciplines

was unclear, too, because several of them cut across integrative levels,
yet they are established in literature and can scarcely be ignored. Helen

Tomlinson eventually realized, in fact, that accommodation of existing
literatures would require a different set of integrative levels for almost

useful, he points out, to link "team" with "cricketer," but it would make
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more than levels was required and that we had, as yet, no clear idea what
this'something' might be."az

The second new contribution of the 1960s to general classification-
general systems theory-was brought into the work of the CRG when
Derek Austin took over the NATO project.sa This was not a new theory,
either. It was developed over a long period of time, beginning around
1930, by the biologist Ludwig von Bertalanffy, and like the integrative
levels theory it is by no means generally accepted by his fellow scien-
tists.34 When it came to the attention of classification theorists is uncer-
tain, but Shera mentioned it at Dorking in 1957 as one sign of the mod-
ern restructuring of knowledge.ss

Austin came to see that the behavior of entities varies with their sit-
uation and that aggregate class terms are a recognition of this. Similarly,
recognition of variations due to context forces us to distinguish between
properties of entities (e.g., temperature) and properties attributed by
observers (e.g., taste), and* between processes which are intrinsic at cer-
tain entity levels (e.g., reproduction) and others which are nor (e.g.,
trade agreements). What emerged from this was "the notion of recur-
ring patterns of processes which appear at many difierent entity levels.
At each level, the process naturally receives its appropriate specific name
. . . , but it can be seen to be an example of a general phenomenon."s6

What general systems theory had to offer here was a theoretical
framework which takes account of these situational relationships and
patterns of processes. The same concerns brought back to the center of
attention the analysis of relations-the third area to be developed in the
past decade in relation to general classification. The relational analysis
carried out by Farradane during the period when CRG was concentrat-
ing on specialized schemes has already been mentioned. Farradane has
continued to hold the view that the key to classification is recognition
that knowledge is a matter of "how we obtain our concepts and how we
interrelate them in our minds," not a matter of the structure of external
reality.az Austin, however, has produced a difterent set of relational op-
erators which Foskett says "reflect the influence of Farradane . , but
. . . do not bear any relation to the schools of psychological thought
exemplified by Piaget and Guilford, to whom Farradane acknowledges
a debt."88

Just how far general systems theory and relational analysis will carry
general classification theory is not yet apparent. So far the discussion of
the advantages and disadvantages of these approaches has been rather
sketchy. The most recent review of CRG work has been Foskett's Classi-
fication for a General Ind;ex Language, published in 1970. This is an
introduction to the 1960-68 progress reports of Tomlinson and Austin
which were published together in 1969 under the title Classi.fication and.
Information Controlss I can only concur with Shera and Richmond
who found Austin's reports on his explorations of general systems the-
ory obscure.40,41 Even Foskett's usually lucid writing becomes difficult to
follow when he deals with Austin's recent work.
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Clearly Austin has found in general systems theory some powerful
suggestions for the new classification, but these reports were issued be-
fore its practical implications for the integrative levels scheme designed
by Tomlinson had been worked out. Whether or not general systems the-
ory holds solutions for all the problems encountered by Tomlinson re-
mains to be seen. Hopefully CRG research has matured enough in the
past four years so we may soon expect a fully articulated exposition.

At this stage it would not be reasonable to make judgments about the
new general classification. As Foskett explains in his 1970 report, and as
he emphasizes in its title, what is emerging from a decade of CRG re-
search is not a classification scheme in the old sense but a "general index
language"-only the framework of a scheme, without all the facets ac-
tually being named or their relationships specified. How it is likely to af-
fect practice is open to conjecture. Ranganathan's Colon Classification,
widely hailed for its theoretical innovations, has generally been judged
too complicated for practical purposes; the CRG classification may be
judged too abstract. Resistance to change, both psychological and eco-
nomic, is always strong. Nevertheless a new classification so painstaking-
ly developed will undoubtedly be influential.

One conclusion can, I think, be safely drawn. Although great gains
in flexibility have been made by the developing CRG scheme, claims that
it is a purely neutral indexing language because it has done away with
main classes and other traditional subject groupings cannot be upheld.
It seems that we have come full circle. We have seen rejection of the
universal order of knowledge assumed by traditional classification, then
the purely pragmatic design of special schemes for special subjects with-
out reference to the intellectual world surrounding them, and finally a
return to universals in the form of relations-Farradane's, based on the-
ories of human concept formation, or Austin's, derived from theories
of relations within and between systems. An outdated philosophical po-
sition has been dropped only to be replaced by one considered more com-
patible with contemporary needs.

A recent article by Sarah Ann Scott Huckaby, among several other
criticisms of the scheme so far developed by the CRG, questions even
its purported harmony with current intellectual trends.az She argues that
the evolutionary thinking it exemplifies is reminiscent of the nineteenth
century philosophies of Herbert Spencer and Auguste Comte and of the
1906 classification scheme of .fames Dufi Brown. She argues further that
Austin's stress on chronology, following Feibleman and Needham, ig-
nores contemporary concepts of time.

Austin's response to the Huckaby article, however, turns this objec-
tion aside by stating that he, at least, is not permanently wedded to any
single epistomological position.la FIe continues to believe that the inte-
grative levels and general systems theories offer moclels useful for the de-
velopment of a general classification. He admits, however, that "we tried
too hard to instill a kind of respectability into our researches by setting
them into a philosophical framework." He sees now that "we need to
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take from these theories just as much as suits our practical purposes
without regard for their antecedents or the impeccability of their phi-
losophy."

This comes close to Shera's view, quoted above from statements he
made in the 1950s-that is, that classification is pragmatic and instru-
mental. Hopefully, the CRG has demonsrated conclusively that classi-
fication must be exactly the kind of activity that Shera wanred it to be-
come: not a search for the true ordering of knowledge but "a discipline
in which is . . . studied the reaction and response of a living mind . . ."
to the changing world of knowledge.aa
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Methods Used in Out-of-Print
Acquisition; A Survey
Of Out-of-Prinf Book Dealers

BerrY J. Mrrcnnr,r-
Calif ornia State U niaersity

Northridge

Etaluations of out-of-print book dealers supplying the California State
University, Northridge, library show that most titles supplied are
receiued, within nine months from the date of the list. In thi,s suntey
of dealers the reason most often mentioned as responsible for the lach
of response after nine months was that the dealer assumes that the
library has acquired the title from someone else and, no longer uants
it.'fhis article suggests that purchasing standards should be established
by academi,c libraries so that eueryone is operating under the same
group of assumptions. The suraey also discloses the methods of locating
books that dealers consider to be most efiectiue.

fN AN ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH METHODS for acquiring our-
I of-print titles in relatively large numbers, the California State Uni-
versity, Northridge (CSUN), library maintains a dealer specialization
file by subject, a transaction record on dealer activity, and a surrnary
performance evaluation of dealers.r The summary performance evalua-
tion is designed to provide information about the percent of titles sup-
plied in relation to the total number of titles on order with a parricular
dealer, the percent supplied over a period of time, the average unit cosr
of titles supplied, and various other trends in the performance of that
dealer. In a recent evaluation of out-of-print book dealers supplying the
CSUN library it was apparent that most titles supplied were received
within nine months from the date of the list. We were curious about
how the dealer approaches the problem of locating the titles on our
want lists. What method does he find most useful? What does he believe
the reasons are for the lack of response by dealers to want lists after
nine months?

Manuscript recehted for redeu March 1972; acceptetl, for publication, September 1972.
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In order to obtain such information, a questionnaire was prepared

and mailed, along with a coPy of our purchasing policy, to 286 U.S. and

on the total number of responses received.

Question No. l: What method do you use for locating out-of-print books?

A. Advertise
B. Check other dealers catalogs
C. Contact other dealers by letter
D. Visit other dealers
E. Supply from own stock
F. Other (Specify)

The response was:

A. Advertise
B. Check other dealers catalogs
C. Contact other dealers by letter
D. Visit other dealers
E. Supply from own stock

Under "other" the most frequently mentioned methods were auctions,

the use of book scouts, rummage sales, and special book sales.

Question No. 2: If you use more than one of the above methods, list
below in the order of their efiectiveness (list the most effective first and

the least efiective last).
Those listed as most effective were:

(J.5. Dealers Foreign Dealers
82% (8s) 57% (28)
76% (82) 78% (38)
63% (68) 63% (3r)
76% (82) 65% (32)
s2% (ee) e2% (45)

A. Advertise
B. Check other dealers catalogs
C. Contact other dealers by letter
D. Visit other dealers
E. Supply from own stock

Those listed as least efiective were:

A. Advertise
B. Check other dealers catalogs
C. Contact other dealers by letter

(J.5. Dealers Foreign Dealers
32T pr) 2e% (r2)
3% (3 )  0

r3% (r2) 14% ( 6)
r7% (16)  5% (2)
35% (34) 52% (22)

fI.S. Dealers Foreign Dealers
18% (16) r5% ( 6)
24% (2r) 23% ( e)
17% (r5) 25% (r0)
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U.S. Dealers Foreign Dealers

D. Visit other dealers
E. Supply from own stock

25% (22) r8% (
r7% (r5) 20% (

There was no agreement among dealers in either group as to which of
the methods listed is least efiective. Some trends can be observed, how-
ever, in the tally of methods considered to be mosr efiective; both
groups agreed that supplying from their own stock was most effective
with advertising second. Hardly anyone felt that checking other dealers'
catalogs was the best way to attack the problem.

Question No. 3: If you advertise want lists received, what publications
do you use?

This was an attempt to discover those publications that the dealers
use and are therefore most likely to read. U.S. dealers overwhelmingly
chose lB Bookman's Weehly for the U.S. and Clique for Grear Britain.
No U.S. publication other than AB Bookman's Weehly received more
than two votes. Several foreign dealers listed those same two publica-
tions; some use the daily newspapers. Other publications mentioned by
foreign dealers were Bdrsenblatt fiir den deutschen Buchhandel (Ger
many), Saensh Bokhandel (Sweden), Gazettino Librario (Italy), The
Book Dealers' Weehly (England).

Question No. 4: A recent study indicates that in most cases very few ti-
tles are supplied to us after nine months from the date of the want list.
State below what you believe the reasons are for this lack of response
after the first nine months.

Seventy percent Q\ of the U.S. tallies fell under one of the fol-
lowing:

l. The dealer feels that the library has acquired the title from some-
one else and no longer wants it.

2. Continued searching is too expensive for the amount that can be
charged for the book.

3. The easy ones show up first and after nine months you are left
with the really difficult ones.

The response by foreign dealers was quite different; 47 percent (29)
of the tallies indicated that the demand far exceeded the supply thereby
making it very difficult to locate specific titles. One dealer in Russian
publications stated that the U.S.S.R. produces insufficient quantities even
for its own use and that it is essential to order that material from pre-
publication lists. A South African dealer made much the same comment
in terms of items being in short supply. Letters from the foreign dealers
indicated that many are small, one man operations, and that it would
cost too much to hire stafi for o.p. searching for the amount of income
that would be realized from the few titles located.

7)
8)
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Question No. 5: Do you make more than one attemPt to locate the titles

on our list? Yes ! No n

The response was:

U.S. Dealers
Yes-82/o (84)
No-18/"  (18)

Question No. 6: If you checked "yes" in question 5, state below how long
you continue to search.

The response was:

U.S. Dealers Foreign Dealers
Indefinitely 54% (42) Indefinitely 59%
two to five years 5% ( 4t two to five years 14%
one year 23% (18) one year 8%
six months l3% (10) six months 8%
one to three months 5/" ( \ one to three months lllo

Foreign Dealers
Yes-83/o (38)
No-17/" ( 8)

(22)
(5 )

c)

c)
4)

Question No. 7: If you checked "no" in question 5, state below the
reasons why you do not rnake more than one attemPt to locate them.

The response to this question was consistent with resPonse to ques-
tion No. 4. Most U.S. dealers said that (l) they assumed that the li-

brary had already acquired the titles and (2) that further searching is

too costly. Most foreign dealers said that (l) further searching is too

costly or (2) they only supply from stock.

This limited survey suggests that a new approach is needed for o.p.
buying. For one thing, we were surprised at the number of dealers who
only supply from stock, and perhaps these dealers should be treated and
evaluated in a different manner from those who actively search. Lists
need not be sent to them on an exclusive basis for a long period of
time; six months will probably be adequate. Also, it should be expected
that their prices generally will be somewhat lower than those of dealers
acquiring books through the search process.

The responses to the questionnaire clearly revealed that most book
dealers assume that a library sends its lists to several dealers at the same
time; they expect to have their quotations refused after a period of
time. This assumption prevailed in spite of the fact that the purchasing
policy, sent to each dealer with the questionnaire, clearly stated, "The
list is being sent exclusively to you for a period of at least one year.
Please continue to search until you receive our letter of cancellation for
the titles." , : , , , j

This apparent confusion suggests that somehow a uniform purchas-
ing policy for academic libraries should be developed. Perhaps a group
of bboksellers and librarians could develop a set of standards for o.p.
purchasing that would be mutually agreeable. This is undoubtedly the
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kind of problem that the American Library Association, or one of its di-
visions or sections, might take under consideration. It would be possible
to give the standaids a distinctive name, and librarians could then indi-
cate on the want list that they would abide by those standards. The book
dealer would be relieved thereby of trying to remember large numbers
of different purchasing policies. The dealer could, in tutn, advertise spe-
cial consideration for libraries that accepted the standards. In order to
achieve maximum cooperation from the dealer, the standards should in-
clude both exclusive dealer status and a limit on required quotations to
items costing over a specific amount; CSUN specifies a limit of $30.
CSUN attempts also to keep rejections at an absolute minimum, and the
uniform policy should state this principle. Of course, if the dealer sup-
plies the wrong title, or if the copy is in poor condition, we feel free to
reject it.

It is becoming more and more evident that before real progress can
be realized in o.p. acquisitions, some standardization of methods must
occur so that book dealers and librarians will know what to exPect from
each other. Each has a set of needs to which the other should learn to re-
spond.

The interest of the book dealers was clearly demonstrated by the
rapid response given to the questionnaire. Some dealers took the time to
write letters explaining their points of view about the difficulties of o.p.
acquisition. If librarians show as much interest in the problem as the
book dealers have shown, then solutions will be forthcoming.

REFERENCE

l. Betty J. Mitchell, "A Systematic Approach to Performance Evaluation of Out-of-
Print Book Dealers: The San Fernando Valley State College Experience," Libtary
Resources and Techni,cal Serrices 15:215-22 (Spring l97l).
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Library Out-of-Print Book Procurement:
The Stanford University Experience

Fnro C. LvNorN
and.

Anrrrun Mnvnnrnr-n
Stanf ord Uniaersity Libraries

Stanf ord, Cali.f orni,a

The article describes the out-of-print book procurement systern pres-
ently in use at Stanford Uniaersity libraries. Instead of granti,ng exclu-
sive rights to a bookdealer, Stanford relies upon an in-hou,se specialist,
a forrner bookdealer, who prepares desiderata letters and eaaluates
ofiers receiued. His procedures seenr to indicate the ualue of an in-house
o.p. searchi,ng operation. A sample of titles procured by the methods
described. show a possible aaerage sauing of $12.96 per title by choosing
the lowest priced ofier as opposed to the highest.

A RTICLES ON OUT-OF-PRINT BOOK PROCUREMENT have
fI' discussed the pros and cons of searching in-house versus searching
through search dealers and the advantages and disadvantages of exclu-
sives versus ordering through a number of dealers. No one has reported
on another approach, the one used by Stanford University libraries, i.e.
searching by the library with the library acting as the exclusive agent.
Eldred Smith pointed out the advantages of the library using book-
dealers rather than acting as the search agent.l In her article, Betty J.
Mitchell concentrated on the evaluation of various dealers and their per-
formance.2 The Stanford experience identifies another aspect of o.p.
procurement-the fluctuations of price. In acting as the sole agent in
o.p. procurement, the Stanford libraries have discovered the advantages
of being able to secure the right edition, of the right title, at the right
price, at the right time.

To paraphrase Maurice Tauber on acquisitions: "The art of [out-
of-print book procurement] requires the talents of the detective, the
diplomat, and the businessman."a This best represents the experience of
Stanford University libraries during the past five years. We have discov-

Manuscript receiued, for reaieu, February 1972; accepted, for publication, August 1972,
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ered that o.p. work requires the painstaking, methodical efiorts of the
detective; the patience and tact of the diplomat; and the efficiency and
competitive spirit of the businessman. Although Stanford's o.p. book
procurement system has been most successful; it may be difficult to du-
plicate elsewhere in its entirety since it has relied on combining the
above talents in one individual, a former bookdealer. Ffowever, in de-
veloping our procedures, we have come to conclusions which might have
general applicability.

History of the Systenx

In 1967 the Order Division of Stanford University libraries decided
to appoint a full time person to manage o.p. book procurement. This
position was created [.or a number of reasons. First, the Stanford ]i-
braries had begun a rapid expansion of staft and expenditures in 1964.
"Between 1964 and 1967 all campus libraries doubled their rate of ac-
quisition" in order to fill lacunae in the Stanford research collection
which had arisen during previous years of austerity budgets.a Second, al-
though the budget had doubled, the rise in book prices made it essential
to spend a large portion of the budget for current and reprint titles.
Therefore, the amounts available for out-of-print material had to be
spent with care. Third, Stanford's expansion of its graduate enrollment,
which doubled between 1956 and 1966, required new collection strengths
which demanded buying esoteric titles, sometimes available only in the
out-of-print market. Last, the prices for o.p. books had increased as
much as 500 percent in the ten years between 1960 and 1969, forcing
Stanford, along with other university libraries, to be very discriminating
in its o.p. book buying policies.r

The Methodology of the Stanford System

We have discovered several major problems with granting the exclu-
sive right to search and supply to specific dealers. First and foremost,
the dealer has to add his costs for searching and procuring, as well as his
profit margin, to the price of an o.p. title. Second, many dealers special-
ize in a specific subject and, since Stanford is looking for books in vir-
tually all fields, a one dealer approach is insufficient to supply our needs.
Third, o.p. bookdealers, no matter how large and efficient, cannot always
supply on demand. However, with its newer faculty demanding titles
for their new courses, Stanford must be able to acquire o.p. titles with
dispatch. Last, exclusive search orders to dealers do not encourage com-
petitive prices. The dealer who spends his effort in finding a title with
exclusive rights to a library's o.p. list does not have to compare his
prices with other dealers' prices.

With difierences in pricing of identical items so wide-ranging, our ex-
periences with exclusive search orders have been discouraging. \Me, there-
fore, have entrusted our o.p. book procurement to an in-house stafi spe-
cialist, thus retaining the exclusive search rights within the Stanford Li-
braries by controlling and performing searching at Stanford. The spe-
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cialist spends his effort in five general areas: (l) the study of catalogs;
(2) visits to area bookdealers (both require a good memory as well as
ample time); (3) telephone calls; (4) advertising in AB Boohman's
Weekly and TAAB; and (5) mailing of desiderata letters. The last
method has proved the most successful.

Basically the procedure used by Stanford's o.p. specialist is simple.
As each requested title is received on a 3 x 5 request card (Exhibit l),
the main enry for each request is assigned to various subject lists. When
there are a sufficient number of entries on a subject list, the list of deal-
ers for that subject is consulted. A xeroxed desiderata letter for the sub-
ject, using a full bibliographic entry for each title, is then sent to each
dealer listed for that subject. When ofiers are received in response to our
desiderata letters, the ofiers are evaluated by the following criteria: (l)
comparison with offers already received; (2) probability of better ofiers,
which can often be surmised by noting how many offers have already
been received, the size of the original edition, and the imprint date; (3)
the need for the title, which might make a high priced offer more accept-
able; and (4) the past performance of the dealer making the ofier,
which is clearly a subjective judgment and will be covered later.

Price

The market price for a given title varies widely, therefore our system
is predicated on the proposition that an approach to a virtually unlimit-
ed range of dealers will locate the best price for a title. Our specialist
has only one customer: the Stanford libraries. Therefore he can choose
the lowest price which is offered. Recently we had an ofier from Europe
for a reproduction of the C,odex Aureus in six volumes for $640.00. Sev-
eral days earlier an offer had come in from a New York dealer for
$1,250.00. Some other recent examples show the variations for a typical
selection of titles:
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Anderson, Robert T. The Bus Stop f or Paris: The Transformation of a French
Village. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1966, c1965.

$3.00; $5.00; $6.00; $7.50; $12.98.
Bass, Bernard M. Leadership, Psychology, and Organizati,onal Behavior. New

York: Harper, 1960.
$10.00; $25.00.

Berlin, Isaiah. Ffisforical Ineaitability. London: Oxford University Press, 1954.
$1.80; $2.50; $20.00.

Chevigny, Hector. My Eyes Have a Cold Nose. New Haven, Conn.: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 1946.
$2.00; $3.00; $4.00; $4.50; $6.00; $7.50; $9.50; $15.00.

Ehrmann, Winston W. Premarital Dating. New York: Holt, 1959.
$3.50; $6.00; $9.00; $10.00; $15.00.

Gordon, Carolyn. The Women on the Porch. New York: Scribner, 1944.
$6.00; $22.00.

McDonagh, Edward C. Ethnic Relations in the United Sfafes. New York:
Appleton-Century-Crof ts, I 953.
$10.00; $20.00.

Terman, Sibyl. Iteading: Chaos and Cure, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1958.
$10.00; $20.00.

Tonsor, Stephen John. National Socialism; Conseraatiae Reaction or Nihilist
Reilolt? New York: Rinehart, 1959.
$4.50; $17.50.

From this selection of titles the average savings by choosing the lowest
priced item as opposed to the highest would be $12.96 per title.

It is not possible to achieve savings of the above kind with an ex-
clusive search order. For example, some of the greatest savings at the
Stanford libraries have been international savings. We have sent our de-
siderata to both English and American dealers, and have discovered in
many cases very low offers on English titles from American dealers. For
example, we recently searched for a copy of the first edition of Winston
S. Churchill's Liberalism and the Social Problem, 1909, and received the
following offers:

English Dealer A: [75
English Dealer B: "Ist edition in nice state" $200.00
English Dealer C: "embossed 'advance copy' Nice copy" $105.00
English Dealer D: "First Edn. Nice copy. very scarce. f60
American Dealer F: "First edition. Title page smudge." $47.50

In another case we were looking for an art book about FranEois Bouch-
er by Haldane MacFall, Boucher, the Man, His Times, His Art, and His
Significance, London, 1908. It was offered in Paris for $105.00 and in
New York for $12.50.

Many times we have been searching for a large number of copies for
reserve use and have noticed the advanteqc of dealing with a variety of
dealers as opposed to an exclusive deal::. We were searching for five
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copies of a book by Isidor Schneider, The Enlightenment, 1965. We had
two offers for five copies at $8.50 each and $15.00 each. The difierence
for the five copies is $32.50. In another case we were seeking fifteen
copies of a Michelin guidebook and received ofiers of $2.50, $3.75, and
$6.00. Between the lowest and highest offers there is a savings of $3.50
and the difference for fifteen copies is $52.50. In yet another case in the
fall of 1968, we were asked to come up with ten copies of three German
titles which were needed for a winter seminar in German history. These
titles were published in 1861, 1918, and 1930, respectively, and had on
the average 527 pages each. The price of xeroxing them would have
been approximately $750.00 (30 x 500 x .05 per page). We were able to
acquire all copies before the winter deadline at a cost of approximate-
Iy $50.00 plus time and postage. This last case not only indicates the ad-
vantage of dealing with several dealers from the standpoint of difficulty
of finding titles, but also from the standpoint of urgency. One dealer
often cannot supply what is needed by a deadline.

Selection of a Dealer

Stanford's o.p. specialist uses a number of sources for locating out-
of-print dealers. First, he uses the following major bibliographies which
were listed in an article by Felix Reichmann:

Book Dealers in North America, 1972-74. 6th ed. London: Sheppard Press,
r972.

A Directory of Dealers in Secondhand and Antiquarian Boohs i,n the British
Isles,1969-71.7th ed. London: Sheppard Press, 1969.

European Bookdealers. Libraries d)occasion europiennes. Europiiische Anti-
quariate. A Directory of Dealers in Secondhand and, Antiquarian Books on
the Continent of Europe,1970-1972.2d ed. London: Sheppard Press, 1971.

International Directory of Antiquarian Booksellers. Rdpertoire international
de la librarie ancienne. 4th ed. Limoges: International League of Anti
quarian Booksellers, 1968.

Neverman, F. John. International Directory of Back Issue Vendors. 2d enl. ed.
New York: Special Libraries Association, i968.

Syndicate de la librarie ancienne et moderne. Liste officielle des membres. Paris:
Hotel du Cercle de la Librarie. lg67.e

Five additional books used ar Stanford are:

AB Bookman's Yearbook. Newark: Sol M. Malkin, 1972.
Annual Directory of Booksellers in the British Isles Specialising in Antiquarian

and Out-of-Print Books. London: The Clique, Ltd., 1972.
The Complete Bookseller's Directory (Mai,nly Antiquarian). Wilbarston, Eng.:

Gerald Coe, Ltd., 1968.
Grose, B. Donald. The Antiquarian Booktrade. An International Directory of

Subiect Specialists. Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1972.
McNiff, Philip J. A List of Bookdealers in Underdeaeloped Countrr'es. Chicago:

American Library Association, Resources and Technical Services Division,
1963.

All of the above directories (except the last) pin-point the subject spe-
cialities of dealers.
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Second, the o.p. specialist follows the trends. It appears from the
many address changes and frequent disappearance of o.p. dealers that
mobility in the o.p. book trade is high. It is necessary regularly to peruse
the o.p. trade journals such as AB Boohman's Weekly and The Clique
in order to keep up with the new dealers. General o.p. catalogs which
are received in the Order Division are also routed to the specialist for
his use. These catalogs help acquaint him with new dealers.

Third, a large number of ofiers have been received in response to our
advertisements in AB Bookman's Weehly and TAAB. By advertising in
AB Boohman's Weehly and TAAB we have discovered many sources as
good as, or better than, some of the big name firms. These men have
proven to be real specialists, most anxious to cooperate and often of
great assistance in sharing their insights and yielding information not
readily available as to comparative points of different editions, series,
etc. If the dealers are not known, then their ofiers are filed into a dealer
offer file which allows us to note new dealers and their subject matter. If
a new dealer's continued offers indicate a specialt], then he is added to
an appropriate "dealer by subject" list.

Last, the importance of having someone who is familiar with deal-
ers, their attitudes and problems, is obvious when selecting dealers.
Stanford's o.p. specialist, with over forty years' experience in the book
trade, has the patience and experience necessary to follow the sources of
supply carefully. For example, one dealer may supply certain fields at a
very low cost for a period and then raise his prices. Another dealer may
suddenly supply these fields at a lower cost. The specialist must keep
track of these changes in order to buy books at the lowest cost from the
right dealer. The Stanford libraries have experienced more than one
case where an order was sent to a dealer in response to an ofier; he did
not supply; two months later, he ofiered the same book at a higher price.
It is this instability of the market which makes it essential to seek a wide
range of ofiers. We believe that this is a major reason why a library can-
not rely on any specific dealer to search and supply titles.

Appraisal of Dealer Performance

First, one can use a simple appraisal of responsiveness by checking
the dealer correspondence file. It is also of great importance to notice
the subject in which the dealer seems strongest. Second, one can compare
the prices of each dealer with other dealers. If the prices of offers are
consistently high, then this must be accepted as a fact. However, if the
high priced dealer can deliver the title desired, then the price offered is
not always important. Generally it is possible to gauge whether a price
is high by comparing known dealers. For example, if dealer A's price
seems high, then a look at dealer B's price might help to establish what
is fair. If dealer B is well known to have consistently moderate prices
and his price is higher than dealer A's, then perhaps dealer A is quoting
a price which is low. A third dealer's price gives an even better perspec-
tive on what a fair price might be. Sometimes factors other than price,
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such as accuracy, promptness, and reliability, influence a decision to ac-
cept an ofier.

Third, another evaluative device is antiquarian book records. The
bibliography, "Reference Tools for Pricing Out'of-Print Books," in Fe-
lix Reichmann's article is very useful.? We also use Mccrath's Book-
man's Pri,ce Index.s

Fourth, it is possible to measure the reliability of dealers when titles
are ordered from these dealers. That is. when a title arrives in the li-
brary, is it the exact title ordered with the same price tag as quoted in his
original ofier?

Fifth, cooperative dealers help us to build our collections by recom-
mending additional titles. They also hold our desiderata indefinitely. If
a dealer ofiers a title which was on a desiderata letter three or four years
earlier, it indicates that he has an efficient control system and is prepared
to utilize this system to serve his library customers.

Finally, "good will," the willingness not just to make a sale, but to

serve and help, is an element of great importance to the library and, all
too often, is not considered enough. It might be wise to accePt the $7.50
offer of dealer A rather than the $6.00 ofier of dealer B when we are as-

sured of receiving the right edition in good condition.

Dealer Attitudes

The major objection to the library acting as the searcher is that deal-

quote on books listed in our desiderata letters.

The Economies of the System

We always hope for the largest number of offers so that we can get
the lowest price. However, we always buy at what we consider a reason-
able price. We also realize the expense of sending out a large number of

desiderata letters. However, a fairly simple and quick "routine" tech-

plied elsewhere cannot be answered here. This is mainly a question of
personnel available at a particular library and whether or not the time/
expense factor makes it worthwhile.
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Reprints

Since our procurement system has had such success, Stanford now
checks on the o.p. market for titles which have been reprinted at what
we consider exorbitant prices. For example, recently we saved $117.00 on
a set of ten volumes of works on various artists by Loys Delteil which
were being reprinted at a cost of about $360.00. fn another recent case,
a reprint which cost {,96 was available in the original edition at the price
of f30. An offer for the original edition of Eureiskaia entsihlopediia
(the Russian edition of the lewish Encyclol1edia in sixteen volumes)

sold for fl75 (or $429.00) versus $832.00 for a reprint of the same set.
The price of the o.p. book generally goes down very quickly after it has
been reprinted.

Conclusions

There are some generalizations which can be made from the Stan-
ford experience in o.p. procurement. Ir seems desirable for libraries to
compare the prices o{Icred for books rather than to deal exclusively with
a particular dealer since the price of o.p. books varies so widely. Also,
overhead can be reduced to a minimum by batching requests, by using
the regular typing and searching units, by using standard forms, and by
placing the responsibility for o.p. procurement in the hands of one in-
dividual, preferably one who has an inrimate knowledge of the book
trade. Thus, it is possible to achieve measurable cost savings by having
the library act as the searcher, sending out its own desiderata letters, and
checking them. Most dealers appear to be willing to cooperate with li-
braries in checking their lists, sending offers, and even suggesting addi-
tional titles the library might wish to purchase. Many will work very
hard without demanding exclusive search orders. Since individual deal-
ers vary widely in their general pricing of books and not infrequently
are inconsistent in their own ofiers, it is necessary to treat each ofier sep-
arately. We have found that a good o.p. procurement program can bring
big public relations dividends for the library by acquiring rirles which
faculty have been unable to obtain. We have advertised in AB Book-
man's Weehly and TAAB for items which are extremely difficult to find,
and we have found that a fairly large number of offers usually results.
We know that prompt ordering assured a high percentage of return on
ofiers. Many dealers ofier to reserve items until they hear from you. Fi-
nally, in-house searching allows a library to find a book when it is needed
since the library can put the extra effort into a search when it is re-
quired.

l. Eldred smith, "out-of-p.i", B".k:ffit" 
"orr"r" 

dt Research Libraries, 29:
303-9 (July 1968).

2. Betty J. Mitchell, "A Systematic Approach to Performance Evaluarion of Out-of-
Print Bookdealers: The San Fernando Valley State College Experience,', Library
Resources and, Technical Sertices, 15:215-22 (Spring l97l).
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MICROFILM RATE INDEXES

The Resources and Technical Services Division Library Materials Price
Index Committee has authorized the publication of the 1972 "Mic;rofilm Rate
Indexes (for selected United States libraries) " in tlr.e Directory of Li'brary
Reprographic Services (5th ed.) .

Normally all price indexes are published in The Bouher Annual of Library
and Book Trad,e Information, bttt the microfilm data was not readily available
to Robert C. Sullivan, compiler of the "Microfilm Rate Indexes," to meet the
deadline for the 1973 Bouker Annual. Thus, the committee has released the
1972 "Microfilm Rate Indexes" for publication in the Directory of Library
Reprographic Seruices to be published by and available fuom Microform Retiew
in June 1973.

All library materials price indexes including the 1972 microfilm rate indexes

will be published in the usual format in the 1974 Bowker Annual.
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On-Line Computer Techniques
in Shared Cataloging

Den L. KNrnsnnn
Catalog Department

and
Bnrrv J. Mrvrn

Technical Sentices
Ohio State Universit"t Libraries

Columbus, Ohio

This report pertains to a large research library beginning the change-
oaer to shared cataloging by an on-line systenx, and. the early stages of
the implementation of computer techniques for part of the technical
processes system of the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC). Later
stages will include acquisition and serial programs.

ETARLY IN 1971, the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC), located
rJ 461e5s the Olentangy River from the main library of the Ohio State
University, announced that the planning phase requiring more than
three years had been accomplished and that the operation phase was
scheduled to begin. This library center provides an on-line computetized,
shared-cataloging service for most of the academic libraries in Ohio.
The purpose of this paper is to inform the reader of how one member
library, the Ohio State University libraries (OSUL), has recently suc-
ceeded in implementing this innovative project.

Thtee stages marked the introduction of the OCLC shared-catalog-
ing system. Stage I began in early spring of l97t and involved a unit cat-
alog card or catalog card set mail-order operation- "the ofi-line system."
Stage 2 engaged the direct hookup of Spiras Irascope cathode ray tube
remote-access terminals with the OCLC Xerox Sigma 5 computers via
telephone lines during August and September 1971. The Ohio State Uni-
versity libraries was now on-line and could request production of sets of
catalog cards from MARC (MAchine Readable Cataloging) records elec-
tronically as viewed or modified and edited. Stage 3, in October 1971,
permitted OSUL to introduce completely original cataloging through the

Recehted, for reuiew, February 1972; manuscript accepted for publication Noaernber
r972.
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terminals into the computer files at OCLC and have finished sets printed
as in the first two stages.

During the first and second stages, the data base at OCLC consisted
solely of MARC records cumulated from computer taPes mailed weekly
from the MARC office at the Library of Congress. Catalog cards and
card sets were printed on demand from this data base. Stage I provided
the fifty-odd participating institutions with the opportunity to develop
their own computer profile for card production. The profile is a special
computer program which overrides the general Program controlling pro-
duction of cards in order to observe the requirements of each institu-
tion concerning card format, printing of peculiar "in-house" informa-
tion, number of sets to be produced, unit cards to be sent to the Nation'
al Union Catalog, and a myriad of other details. These profiles were de-
veloped during general meetings in the spring and early summer and
through the completion of questionnaires.

Many difierent services were ofiered by the off-line system during
Stage l, each identified and initiated by color-coded prepunched IBM
cards. OClC-printed unit catalog cards and card sets could be ordered
by LC card number. The color code determined whether a unit card or
a card set was printed, whether the Dewey Decimal or Library of Con-
gress call number was printed, and whether or not a Cutter number
would be added or adjusted. A thorough description of these variegated
services was included in the Manual for OCLC Catalog Card Produc'
tion, dated February 1971. Finished card sets with Dewey call numbers
are currently being printed by this ofi-line system for the Education Li-
brary of OSUL which maintains a special collection of over 15,000 vol-
umes of Dewey-classed books.

Throughout Stage 1, OSUL ordered unit cards printed by OCLC, but
continued its card production method of photocopying corrected LC
cards or its own typed main entry cards and Xeroxed sets. Comparison
of LC cards with the cards printed from OCLC's MARC record data
base substantiated the occasional dissimilarity between LC cards and their
MARC tape counterparts. Lengthy contents notes on LC cards were not
present in MARC records if their inclusion u,'ould produce a record ex'
ceeding 2,048 characters in length, which is the set maximum for a
MARC record. Incomplete contents notes in MARC records were de-
leted when the records were added to the OCLC data base since it was
determined that these notes are usually changed or deleted by catalogers
in member libraries when they appear on LC cards. Typographical errors
on LC cards did not necessarily appear on their MARC tape counte'r-
parts, and vice versa.

A series of weekly meetings involving professionals in the Catalog
Department and key administrators was begun in the spring 1971, and
a committee was appointed to determine desirable changes in work flow
and the concomitant reorganization of technical services. In July, the
Processing Division-QUE (Quick Editing) was created as a separate di-
vision in anticipation of Stages 2 and 3. Processing Division-QUE
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would process books with acceptable MARC copy and, as procedures
were improved, books with acceptable non-MARC LC copy. The pur-
view of Catalog Department activities would becorne more or less origi-
nal cataloging. A second newly-created division was the Catalog Mainte-
nance and Card Production Division (later changed to Bibliographic
Records Division), and each division is headed by professional person-
nel.

Five terminals were installed by the end of August-three in the
Processing Division-QUE and two in the Catalog Department. Later one
was reassigned and moved from the Catalog Department to the Biblio-
graphic Records Division. A program had been developed by OCLC
which enabled catalogers to practice on the terminals even though cards
could not be produced. Two additional manuals had been issued by
OCLC: (l) Creation ol Machine Readable Catalog Entries; an Adapta'
tion of the "Data Preparation Manual: MARC Editors" (May l97l)
(which became known as "the yellow manual"), and (2) Cataloging on
a Cathode Ray Tube Terminal (June l97l) (known as "the green man-
ual"). Catalogers were instructed in MARC editing techniques of as-
signing correct numeric tags to the appropriate fields (main entry, title
statement, imprint, etc.) and alphabetic codes to the subfields (e.9., place
of publication, publisher, date).

As assurance that the five terminals would be scheduled for optimum
use, an 8/2" * 14" workform was designed. (See Figure l.) All necessary
cataloging data, including tags and codes, could be assembled on this
form by the cataloger and later transferred into a terminal by a library
assistant. After cataloging data was input, the workform would be sent
to the Bibliographic Records Division to be matched against OCLC-
printed cards when they arrived in the mail a few days later.

Several weeks before OSUL was able to use the terminals for real
production, it became evident that the initial capabilities of OCLC's
computers would be quite limited. Detailed holdings information could
not be printed out on the cards in the format that was desired. A deci-
sion was made by the OSUL technical services stafi that at first only sin-
gle copies of single volume works would be processed through the new
system. (OClC-computers are expected in 1972 to be capable of han-
dling multiple copies for single or multiple locations within an institu-
tion.) Even prior to this decision, other materials such as serials and non-
roman alphabet works had been exempted from the OCLC system.
Analyticals and "bound-withs" had also to be exempt because of their
special handling in a shelflist. Theses and all multimedia materials were
excluded because the formatting program could not handle the call
numbers of these special materials. Fortunately, most diacritical marks
could be satisfactorily printed so that very little cataloging copy would
need to be channeled into manual card production for that reason. Fi-
nally, partially-roman letters, such as Polish "l"s and Scandinavian "Q"s
were not problems in OClC-printing.

Individual identification codes were now assigned to each staft mem-
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ber and student assistant who had been authorized to us€ the terminals
for input cataloging, card producticn, updating of records, etc. When
Stage 2 began, stafi members could use the terminals in full authotiza-
tion mode-but only after identifying themselves to the computer in a
routine called "logging-in." When finished, stafi members would termi-
nate the full authorization rnode through a simple "logging out" rou-
tine.

During the early part of Stage 2, OCLC could only print cards from
MARC records which had been added to the data base. At OSUL, a para-
professional copy editor would call up a record on the terminal screen
and, following instructions on the workform, edit the screen display by
correction, addition, or deletion routines. The edited display would then
be transmitted electronically to OCLC. An OSUL location code was
automatically added to the record on the OCLC archives tape and in
the master file (to which the terminals had direct access). The entire
record was then added to a daily card production tape. As a special
servicg the OCLC card production tape is made available to OSUL for
selecting OSUL titles to be added to the data base of the OSUL on-line
Remote Catalog Access and Circulation Control System (LCS).

If a printed workform was used by library or student assistants in
editing terminal screen displays, they were accompanied at first by at-
tached LC copy when it was available. This procedure was established
for the early period and was soon found to be unnecessary. Corrections
were indicated in the appropriate fields on the workform. The OCLC
master file could be searched for a particular MARC record in three
ways: (l) by typing in the LC card number, (2) by typing in the first
three characters of the main entry plus the first three characters of the
first significant word in the title, or (3) by typing in the first three char-
acters of the first significant word in the title plus the initial character
of the next three words. Response time was generally instantaneous. Ad-
ditional search techniques were available for dealing with common au-
thors or titles. Also, anyone searching the master file had to learn a few
rules concerning the alphabetical structure of the computer files.

When member libraries began adding their original cataloging dur-
ing Stage 3, Processing Division-QUE staff was instructed to use the copy
and edit where necessary if LC classification was on the record. Searches
for this type of copy obviously could not be made by any card number.

Before Stage 2 was completed, numerous complications were discov-
ered and had to be resolved. For example, OCLC programmers had to
develop an automatic "parsing" routine so that their computers could
take apart a call number and format it correctly when printing cards.
The MARC office had not published a parsing routine at that time.
OCLC proceeded to develop its own parsing rules based on the construc-
tion of pure Dewey and LC call numbers. Third Cutter numbers are not
used in LC call numbers; they are used in OSUL call numbers. Since the
OCLC computers were not programmed to look for a third Cutter num-
ber, it was necessary to treat OSUL's third Cutter number as a "free
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text" item (equivalent to dates in call numbers) in order for it to be
formatted satisf actorily.

As Stage 3 began, most of the basic problems had been resolved. The
Catalog Department effort was concentrated on mastering the MARC
format. In the Processing Division-QUE, an effort was made to speed up
processing by using the on-line copy of MARC taPes to the extent that
catalog cards were ordered as the basic search for copy was completed.
Accepting LC call numbers without modification has been a goal of this
unit; however, this has developed into a problem due to the exceptions
and original cataloging and classification of the Ohio State University
libraries throughout the years. As the OSUL on-line circulation system
(LCS) is being developed to include technical services, the two systems,
OCLC and LCS, are being interfaced and will provide a scanning
capability of the classification for shelflisting purposes. As this scanning
capacity improves, additional materials of all formats will be considered
if copy is available for processing by the Processing Division'QUE in'
stead of being sent to the Catalog Department.

An Advisory Committee on Cataloging had been established by
OCLC to assist the stafi of the center in determining the use of data
from MARC records. This committee has been reactivated to assist in
establishing acceptable standards for original cataloging input to the
OCLC bibliogtaphical base. It has met monthly and submitted a final
draft proposal to the membership for consideration. The programmers
at OCLC have continued to work at expanding and upgrading the capa-
bilities of their computers. A complex interactive Program was written
to determine whether an incoming record was new or actually a dupli-
cate of a record already in the master file. A holdings update/cancella-
tion technique rvas also devised for use at the terminals. An improved
program for indexing records is being utilized which has lessened the
rigidity of typing rules (e.g., spacing), as cataloging data is input at the
terminal.

The instantaneous availability of authoritative cataloging copy and
greatly speeded card production are only the two most obvious benefits
of this new shared-cataloging system. The ability of precatalog search-
ers to search by LC card numbers and titles has made the determination
of main entry much easier. The utility of the remote access terminal to
determine statewide holdings for interlibrary loan purposes has already
been established here. Cataloging activity has reached a new level at the
Ohio State University libraries with the successful implementation of
on-line computer techniques. As the programs for technical processes are
being written by the OSUL and the Ohio College Library Center pro-
grammers together, acquisition procedures and current serial check-in ac-
tivities will be revised for a total system. Cooperative program writing
will allow an interface from the beginning between the OSUL Circula-
tion System (LCS) and OCLC which should be advantageous to all Ohio
member libraries.
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The Sfrucfure of Library of Congress

Subiect Headings for Belles- Letfres
in Chinese Liferature

Szr-TsrNc WeNc
Catalog Department

The Ohio State Uni.aersity Libraries
Columbus, Ohio

The uriter discusses two categories of Library of Congress subiect
headings for belles-lettres in Chinese literature: (1) the literary genres,
and (2) the chronological subdiuisions. He illustrates both categories
with specific examples taken fro,rn LC card.s for Chinese materials, and
then suggests concrete steps for improaing the efrectiaeness and ease of
approach to those rnaterials. He recommenils that more romanized
Chinese terms be adopted for those literary genres foreign to Anglo'
Saxon concepts, and more period subdiaisions be introduced to the
headings for literary history.

TN 1958 THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS began to include East Asian
I titles in its printed cards. Since then, the majority of Chinese collec-
tions established in American academic libraries have adopted LC sub-
ject headings in their entirety. If LC cards are received for the Chinese
materials being cataloged, the headings indicated in the tracing are ac-
cepted. If no LC cards are available for the Chinese materials being cat-
aloged, original cataloging is required to get these materials organized
for use. flowever, the subject headings assigned will still be within the
scope of the LC subject headings list and its supplements. As the Chi-
nese collections in American academic libraries continue to expand, a
corresponding growth of LC subject headings is expected for an ade-
quate subject coverage. Now seems to be the time to review the guiding
principles LC and its cooperating libraries have applied in the establish-
ment of subject headings for Chinese literature.

It should be noted that in the long history of traditional Chinese li-
brarianship, the use of subject headings has never occupied any signifi-
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cant place. With the application of LC subject headings for Chinese lit-
erature, LC and its cooperating libraries have attempted to accomplish
at least two things: the integration of Chinese materials with the West-
ern language materials through subject headings, and the added subject
approach to Chinese materials besides the author and title approaches.
This paper will use LC subject headings for belles-lemres in Chinese lit-
erature as samples for a demonstration and analysis of LC subject head-
ings for Chinese literature in general. It is felt that the strucrure of LC
subject headings for Chinese belles-lettres has greater clarity than that
of LC headings for other classes of Chinese literature.

The writer will discuss two categories of LC subject headings for
Chinese belles-lettres: (l) the literary genres, and (2) the chronological
subdivisions.

In the establishment of subject headings for Chinese literary genres,
LC apparently has followed two principles. The first principle is the
adoption of the English terms for the Chinese literary genres, whenever
satisfactory English terms exist. Some of the examples are as follows:

Chinese poetry ("Chung-kuo shih" in Chinese)
Chinese drama ("Chung-kuo hsi chii" in Chinese)
Chinese fiction ("Chung-kuo hsiao shuo" in Chinese)
Chinese prose literature ("Chung-kuo san w€n" in Chinese)

The second principle is the use of romanized Chinese terms for those
literary genres the concepts of which are exclusively Chinese and for-
eign to Anglo-Saxon experience. Some of the examples are as follows:

Tz'ri
Fu
San ch'ti

subjects which represent other aspects of the same topic. Thus, for the
subject headings cited above, we find:

Chinese poetry
see also Tz'fi
Fu
San ch'ii

Chinese drama
see also San ch'ii

Chinese prose literature
see also Fu
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These "see also" references, incidentally, also serve to clarify the ideas
contained in the subject headings. The above examples have explained
to the reader that "fu" can be considered as a variation of either Chi-
nese poetry or of Chinese prose literature, and that "san ch'ii" can be
considered as a variation of either Chinese drama or of Chinese poetry.
The combination of these two "see also" references fulfills, at least to
some extent, the requirement of an explanatory card.

Of course, "see" references are generally made from the variant or
synonymous terms of the literary genres to guide the readers to the
terms devised or chosen by the subject cataloger. The following is but
one of the exarnples:

Ch'ing ch'ii
see

San ch'ii

It would be reasonable to expect LC to adopt more headings of
romanized Chinese for other literary genres particular to Chinese litera-
ture, as new titles are cataloged and old cards revised. A more specific
heading could have been used in the subject cataloging of the following
title:

Chang, J6n-ch'ing.
Li tai p'ien wdn hsiian. LC card no. C64-1237

This is a collection of "p'ien wdn," compiled by Chang J6n-ch'ing. The
subject cataloger at LC used the heading Crlursr pRosE LTTERATURE, be-
cause he apparently had no other choice than to accept this comprehen-
sive English term when no specific heading was available. Flowever,
"p'ien w6n" or "balanced prose" has practically no parallel in the literary
history of other parts of the world. Professor Ch'6n Shou-yi, in his Chi-
nese Literature, a Historical Introduction, called "p'ien wdn" "a particu-
lar literary phenomenon which blurred almost completely the line of
demarcation between prose and poetry." The basic pattern, he ex-
plained, was the creation of two sentences or clauses in parallel form
with characters in one strictly matching the corresponding characters in
the other.

The heading "p'ien w6n" would likely be devised by LC according to
the principle of specificity, in the organization of other materials on the
same topic for use. There have been published a considerable number
of books of "p'ien w€n" and about "p'ien w6n," many of which have
been kept in the Chinese collections of American academic libraries.
And, "p'ien w6n" is the term commonly used by writers on the subject
and is most likely to be known to the reader interested in the subject.

Other examples are the subject headings chosen for the books of
"yiieh fu" or about "yiieh fu," as in the following:

P'an, Chung-kuei, I90l-
Yiieh fu shih ts'ui chien.
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Iluang, Chieh, 187 4-1935.
Han Wei yiieh fu fdng chien. LC card no. C59-5260

Both titles are collections of "yi.ieh fu," and LC used as subject heading
CnrNrsn poETRy (Snr.ncrroNs: Exrnecrs, mc.) for the former, but CHr-
NEsE BALLADS AND soNcs for the latter. This inconsistency in the choice
of heading reflects the lack of precise heading which would satisfactori-
ly represent the concept of "yteh fu." "Yiieh fu" actually meant "Music
Bureau," an official agency of the imperial government whose mission
was to collect popular songs sung by the common people. These popular
songs, composed predominantly of five-syllable lines, have been con-
sistently classified and labeled as a literary genre by themselves. A stu-
dent of Chinese literature would be more likely to seek the materials he
wants about this topic under the heading "yiieh fu" than under a com-
prehensive heading of an English term.

A discussion of LC subject headings for the literary genres in Chi-
nese belles-lettres naturally leads to a study of LC period subdivisions
for these headings.

The period subdivision is used here to demonstrate some of the prob-
lems in subdivision of headings for Chinese belles-lettres, because the
heading for the literary history is the most obvious type of heading
which requires subdivision. LC has already made an initial effort in sub-
dividing the headings for Chinese literary history by introducing the
subdivision 20rn cnNrunv under various headings that require such sub-
division. Among the examples are:

Wang, Ch6-fu.
Chung-kuo hsin wdn hsiieh yiin tung shih. LC card no. C66-1108

Yeh, Ting-i, d. 1954.
Chung-kuo hsien tai w6n hstieh shih ltieh. LC card no. C58-7386 rev

For both titles, LC used the heading CnrNrsn LTTERATURE-20ur cnurunv
-Hrsronv eNu Cnrrrcrsvr.

Ko, Hsien-ning, 1907-
Wu shih nien lai ti Chung-kuo shih ko. LC card no. C66-492

Chang, Mo.
Hsien tai shih ti t'ou ying. LC card no. C68-1071

For both titles, LC used the heading CrrrNrsr ponrnv-20rH cENTURv-
Filsrony AND cRITrcrsM.

Yip, Wai-lim.
Chung-kuo hsien tai hsiao shuo ti f6ng mao. LC card no.77-841123

For this title LC used the heading CnrNnsr rrcrroN-20ru
Ffrsrony AND cRrrrcrsM.

Flowever, many of the spans of time frequently treated

CENTURY_

in the his-
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tory of Chinese literature have not been introduced as period subdivi-
sions. These periods in many instances represent the rise of a certain lit-

erary movement and are generally recognized by even the beginning
scholars of Chinese literature. The following are taken from LC cards:

W€n, I-to, 1899-1946.
T'ang shih tsa lun.

Yang, Ch'i-kao.
T'ang tai shih hsiieh.

Both titles treat of the Chinese poetry of the T'ang dynasty (618-907) ,
the golden age of Chinese poetry. When a student of Chinese literature
speaks about Chinese poetry, he immediately associates it with the T'ang
dynasty. The subject -atalog loses its efiectiveness and ease of approach
if books about T'ang poetry are entered under the general heading
CHrNrsn ponrnv-FftsroRy AND cRrrIcISM together with books about Chi-

nese poetry of other periods and about Chinese Poetry through the ages.
LC used the general heading, but is expected to introduce the period
subdivision in its revision of old cards, or at least in its cataloging of
new materials on the same topic. Then the heading would read: CnrNrsn
porrr.v-T'ang dynasty, 6 I 8-907-HtsroRY AND CRITICISM.

Other periods that rank next to the T'ang dynasty in the history of

Chinese poetry would include at least the Sung dynasty (420'479) and
the Ch'ing dynasty (161'4-1912). flowever, LC also used the general
heading CsrNrsn ponrnv-FfrsroRy AND cRITIcISM in the cataloging of
the following two titles:

Yen, En-w6n.

Yen, Tun-i.
Yiian chii ch6n i.

T'ung, Fei.
Yiian ch'ii.
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Sung shih kao lun.

Chung-hua shu chii. Shang-hai pien chi so.
Ch'ing shih hua.

A student of Chinese literature would seek the former title under the
heading CHrNssn ponrnv-Suuc DyNAsry, 420479-HtsroRY AND cRITI-
ctsM, and the latter under the heading CsrNnsn porrnv-Cs'rNc DYNAS-
rv, 1644-1912-Hrsronv AND cRrrrcrsM.

Similarly, the necessity of period subdivision also applies to at least
one literary genre of the Ytian dynasty (1279-1368). Although Chinese
drama can be traced back as far as the Ch'in dynasty (249 e.c.-202 e'n.)'

it reached its artistic perfection in the Yiian dynasty, when some of the

most brilliant dramatists flourished. The following two examples are
also taken from LC cards:



LC entered both titles under the heading CrrrNrsn onervre-HrsroRy AND
cRrrrcISM. The reader would have to thumb through a considerable num-
ber of cards in the catalog under the general heading to locate materials
about the dramatic literature of the Yiian dynasty. It would increase the
effectiveness and ease of approach if both these and similar works were
entered under a heading with the period subdivision. Then, the heading
would read: CurNrsr tnelre-Yiieu oyNasrv, 1279-1368-Hrsrony lNo
cRITTcISM. 'I'he 

period that ranks next to the Yiian dynasty in the history
of Chinese drama would be the Ch'ing dynasty (1644-1912).If sufficient
materials are acquired, it would be desirable to introduce the heading
CurNrsn onelra-Cn'rNc DyNASTy, 1644-1912-Hrsrony AND cRrrrcrsM.

"Tz'fi" is a variation of the Chinese poetic form, which reached its
peak during the Sung dynasty (42U479). Sung "tz'rl" is comparable to
T'ang poetry or Ytian drama in importance as a literary genre in Chinese
literature. The following two examples are again taken from LC cards:

T'ao, T'ang.
Sung tz'fi p'ing chu.

T'ang, Kuei-chang.
Sung tz'rl ssri k'ang.

For both titles, LC used the heading Tz'ri-HrsroRy AND cnrrrcrsu with-
out period subdivision. It is felt that the period subdivision-Suxc
DvNASTv, 420-479-atter the main heading would greatly facilitate the
reader's use of the subject catalog.

The heading CrrrNnsr FrcrroN also could be subdivided by the name
of the period, followed by inclusive dares. For the following two titles,
LC used the general heading CnrNnsr FrcrroN-IlrsroRy AND cRrrrcrsM:

Liu, K'ai-jung.
T'ang tai hsiao shuo yen chiu.

Ch'ien, Hsing-ts'un.
Wan Ch'ing hsiao shuo shih.

The former could have been entered under the heading CsrNnsn Frcrro,N
-T'anc DvNASTv, 618-907-HrsroRy AND cRrrrcrsM, and the latter under
the heading Cnrunsr nrcrroN-Cn'rNc DvNASTv, 164+lgl2-HrsroRy
AND cRlTlcrslr. Another period that is familiar to the writers and re-
searchers of Chinese fiction would be the Ming dynasty (1368-l6aa).

Hopefully, as the Chinese collections in American academic libraries
expand in size, more specific subject headings will be devised for the lit-
erary genres, and more period subdivisions introduced in the headings
for literary history. The combination of these two elements would ofier
an adequate number of headings for an effective and easy approach to
the Chinese materials orsanized for use.

LC card no. C68-1551

LC card no. C6l-451I

LC card no. C66-2098

LC card no. C66*2070
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PAPER CONSERVAT"ION NEWS

H. Wayne Eley has announced the publication of Paper Conseruation News,
a newsletter devoted to current and practical information about the conserva-
tion, restoration, and preservation of paper.

Articles already scheduled cover lamination, matting, and framing of prints
and drawings, an evaluation of pressure-sensitive and water activated tapes,
bookbinding practice and conservation, the correct paper environment, and
temporary conservation measures. In addition to articles there will be book
reviews, annotated citations of current articles and publications, and informa-
tion and evaluations of new products. Editorials, an inquiry column in which
readers' questions will be answered by competent specialists, announcements of
meetings, lectures, and seminars will also be included.
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Cataloging Screenplays

JoeNne GnnnNr eNo Ker.tr-rr.t HemArqvr
Malcolm A. Loue Library

Calif ornia State University
San Diego

This paper tlescribes a systenx lor cataloging and classifying screenplays
which is a aariation on the LC approach. It eaolued because the LC sys-
tem has often proued aukward i.n its adherence to the literary author
eratry concept-and not always consistent within that concept. The LC
entry forrn has varied: usually author, occasionally title, and in seueral
instances author entry Cuttered by title. In the alternative system pre-
sented, here, title is established as the d,efinithte entry form. A struc'
tured classification scheme is deaeloped withi.n the range of numbers
which LC has assigned to collected and indiaidual screenplay5-i.s.,
PN1997.A1-289. Seaeral further deuiations lrom LC practice are noted
and explained. The result has been found to be a more workable and
releuant method of catalogi,ng screenplays.

T\URING THE PAST TWO YEARS, the library at California State
r-l [-Jnivslsity, San Diego, has acquired an increasing number of pub'
lished screenplays. These screenplays represent finished films, complete
with credits, and as a rule are generously illustrated with stills. In cata-
loging them, we have found the Library of Congress method of classi-
fying screenplays-as literary works entered under the author-unsatis-
factory for our particular needs. Consequently, we have worked out a
system for cataloging and classifying screenplays which we consider
more appropriate.

As a first step, we reviewed the three logical possibilities for main en-
try-author, director, title-and decided to enter by title:

Entry under author of the screenplay, currently used by the Library
of Congress, seems the least suitable of the three because a film script,
unlike a play script, does not constitute a complete work in itself. Rather,
it is the foundation for a final art form which is largely visual in im-
pact and whose success depends to a very great extent on the skill of the
director. The identity of a screenplay's author is usually of secondary
interest to either the average filmgoer or the professional critic. Cases
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where the author is a prominent literary figure like Faulkner or Cocteau
are not frequent enough to warrant author as a universal entry form.

Entry under director of the film at first seemed the best choice, since
in the professional and critical context the auteur theory prevails and
films are generally considered the work of the director. It may be argued
that the director has nothing to do with the screenplay as such and that
it is the screenplay with which we are dealing here. But most screenplays
are published after the fact, fully illustrated with stills from the film,
and they frequently include commentary by or about the director. In
many cases the director is also the author, co-author ot "creator" of the
script-e.g., Bergman, Fellini, Bufiuel. Nevertheless, it is doubtful that
the director can be considered more important than the screenplay itself.
And., even if this were so, other considerations make director a question-
able choice for entry form: first, it is a narrow approach to works of
general popular interest; and, secondly, classifying all a director's films
under expansions of his name Cutter can become extremely compli-
cated.

Title of the fiIm is the entry form we ultimately chose because it
most accurately reflects the conventional identification oI this art form
and because title entry lends itself to a flexible classification system
which encompasses such variations as translation, adaptation, and criti-
cism. For uniformity, we decided to use the title under which the film
has been shown in the United States. To establish the uniform title in
the original language as LC has done seems unnecessarily arcane-e.g., Iag
iir nyfihen fot I Am Curious (Yellou).

Once the main entry form was established, we made two further in-
novations:

1. Designation of the English version as "original." Because the ma-
jority of published screenplays received by our library are English
translations of foreign originals, to Cutter them all as translations is
highly impractical. Consequently, we regard all English versions as
"original." The actual original language versions are designated by
the addition of the second Cutter "21," and translations into lan-
guages other than English are designated by expansions of "22."

2. Adoption of the subject heading "Screenplays." In lieu of the
cumbersome Library of Congress subject heading "Moving-picture
plays," we use "Screenplays." The derivation of the Library of Con-
gress term is understandable-cl. "Radio plays" and "Television
plays"-but we prefer a less awkward and more relevant heading.

Finally, we developed the comprehensive system presented below.

Classification

Catalog all screenplays, both in published and scenario form, by title,
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adapting the classification PN 1997 .Al-Z,89 as follows: *

Collections of screenplays
PNI997.AIA-Z By title (as distributed in the U.S.A.) (see COL-

LECTTONS)
Individual screenplays

PNI997.A2-289 By title (as distributed in the U.S.A.)
.xZl Original language.
.xZ2-29 Translations. By language.
.xZ3-39 Adaptations. By author.
.xz44g Criticism. By author.

Entry Form

Enter all screenplays under the title used in U.S.A. distribution, fol-
lowed by "Motion picture" in parentheses. (See Figures I and 2.)

Title Cutter

Cutter for title as precisely as possible, using at least two digits, to al-
low for the many similar alphabetical combinations which can occur.

Ex: 822 Baby Doll
B.23 Backlash
B.24 Bad Day at Black Rock

Distributed under English title

PN
1997 The Blue Angel. (Motion picture)
858 The Blue Angel; a fi lm by Josef von Sternberg.

An authorized translation of the (hrrnan continu-
ity. New York, Siraon and Schuster, 1968.

111p.  i l lus.  21cm. (Classic  f i lm scr ipts)

Script of the motion picture Der Blaue Engel
directed by Josef von Sternberg with lyrics and
dialogue by Robert Liebnann.

Based on the novel Professor Unrath by Hein-
rich Mann.

I.Liebnann, Robert. IJ.Von Sternberg, Josef,
1894- llI .llannr( \ Ileinrich, LSZL-L9SO./
Professor Unrath. V

Figure I

* It may seem ttrat our statements about published screenplays do not justify the
inclusion of scenarios in this system, but our library receives so few scenarios that for
us this is the most sensible way to treat then. For libraries with extensive collections
of scenarios, another approach might be desirable.
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Distributed under original title

PN
L997 La guer re  es t  f in ie  (Mot ion  p ic tu re)
G84 La guerre est f inie. Text by Jorge Semprun

for  the  f i l rn  by  A la in  Resna is .  T rans la ted  by
Richard  Seaver .  F i lm ed i to r :  Rober t  l lughes .
New York ,  Grove press ,  1962.

L92p.  i l l us .  2 lcm.  (Evergreen or ig ina l ,
E-4s2)

I .Semprun,  Jorge .  f f .Resna is ,  ALa in ,  L92Z-

824 Bad day at Black Rock
B.254 Ballad of a soldier
826 The bank dick
B27 Barabbas
B29 Battle cry
8298 Bay of angels

Remahes

l. If the remake title is the same as the original, add, "12" to the
original title cutter for the second version, "lB" for the third version,
etc.

Ex: G66 Goodbye Mr. Chips
G6612 Goodbye Mr. Chips lmusical version,

?. If the remake title is different, enter the screenplay under the new
title with the appropriare Cutter. Indicate the original title in a nore.

Translations

Assign the second Curter "Zl" to screenplays in the original language.
Indicate translations in languages other than English by expansions 

-of

"22."
Ex:. 223 German

224 Frenc}l'
225 ltalian
226 Spanish
229 Russian
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Adaptations ol the Sreenplay

l. For a simplified "screenplay" or illustrated text, use the original

entry. Add a second Cutter, "23-39," for the author of the adaptation.
If the title differs, trace it as an added entry. (See Figure 3.)

Nofe: The Cutter "232" is for the original German version of the

adaptation. The English translation of the adaPtation is indicated by

PN
I99? Mikres Aphrodites (Motion picture)
M54 2322 Young Aphrodites. Text by Ulrich Bass.

Based on the fi lm cbyz Nikos Koundourous.
Translated by Henry Schwarzschild. New Yorkt
Ste in and Day,  1966.

lv .  (ch ief ly  i l lus. )  28cm.

Translation of Junge Aphroditen.

I .Bass,  Ul r ich.  I I .Koundourous,  Nikos.
I I I .T i t l e .

-
\-/

Figure 3

PS
3561 Stone,  Peter .
T65 C5E Charade. Greermich, Conn., Faltcett Publi-

c a t i o n s , 1 9 6 5 .
189p. i l lus. l9cm. (Cold medal book,

K-1358)

Based on the motion picture T\r lo for the
road.

I .T\ 'o  for  the road (Mot ion p ic ture)  I I .T i t le .

Figure 4
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PN
L997 Ross ,  L i l l i an .
R43 247 P ic tu re .  New York ,  R inehar t ,  1952.

258p.  22cm.

Chronicle of the f i lm The red badge of
courage,  wr i t ten  and d i rec ted  by  John Huston ,
based on  the  nove l  by  S tephen Crane.

l .The red  badge o f  courage (Mot ion  p ic tu re)
2 . H u s t o n ,  J o h n .  I . T i t l e .

Figure 5

PN
L997 The sandpiper (Motion picture)
Af  S35 A Trunbo t r i logy ;  sc reenp lays  by  Da l ton

Trunbo. Edited by Edward Holt.  New York,
XYZ Press ,  1971.

365p.  i l l us .  23cm.

CONTENTS.-The sandpiper .directed by V.
Minne l l i : -Hawai i  cd i rec ted  by  G.R.  H i l l ' -
The f i xer  sd i rec ted  by  J .  F rankenhe imer :

I .T rumbo,  Da l ton ,  1905-  I I .M inne l l i ,
V incente ,  1906-  I I I .H i l l ,  George Roy.
IV .Frankenhe imer ,  John.  V .Hawai i  (Mot ion  p ic -
tu re)  V I .The f i xerA (Mot ion  p ic tu re)
V I I I . T i t l e .  \ - /

Figure 6

adding "2" to that Cutter: "2322." (French translation would be "2324,"
Italian "2325," etc.)

2. For a novel, stage play, or other literary work, use the author of
the adaptation as the main entry and assign the appropriate literary
classification. If the title differs, uace the original title in its entry form.
(See Figure 4.)

Criticism

Flere are included criticisms of the screenplay, criticisms of the film
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PN
1997 The pass ion  o f  Joan o f  Arc  (Mot ion  p ic tu re)
A1 P38 Four  sc reenp lays  cby :  Car l  Theodor  D ieyer .

In t roduc t ion  by  Ole  rS torm.  B loon ing ton ,
Ind iana Un ivers i ty  Press ,  1970.

3 1 2 p .  i 1 l u s .  2 5 c m .

T r a n s l a t i o n  o f  F i r e  f i l m .
CONTENTS.-La  pass ion  de  Jeanne drArc  (The

p a s s i o n  o f  J o a n  o f  A r c ) . - V a m p y r  ( V a m p i r e ) . -
Vredens dag (Day o f  wra th) . -Ordet  (The word) . -
B iograph ica l  no te  and f i lmography .

I . D r e y e r ,  C a r l  T h e o d o r ,  1 8 8 9 - 1 9 6 8 .

t/anaL l,

Figure 7

PN
L99? Brief encounter (Xotion picture)
AI 875 fhDee British scleen playsl editcd by Roger lanveU.

Forerord by tlank Lrunder:. published in essociation rith
the British FiI! Acrdely. Londonl Icthuenl 195O.

299p. i l lus.  l9cu.

COtlTEllTS.-Brief encounterr Dy llocl Couardi d.irectcd by
David Leen.-Odd len out t  bJt  F.L.  Ciraen and R.C. Shcrr i f f l
direotcd by Crrol Reed.-5s6trtr of the Anterctios by lrltct
llc.de .nd Ivor llontrgu; directed by Chmles Frend.

l..Screenplrysr British. I.Corerdl tlocl Picrocr 1899-
II.Q1'gsnt Frcderick Lrrrence, 1902- III.Ieedet U.Itcr.
IV . l san t  Dev id .  V .Reeds  C r ro l .  V I . f cnd l  Cha r l . s .  V I I .
odd Een out (Iotion picture) VIII.scott of thc Ant$ctic
(xot ion picture)  Ix .  f \ Ienvel l l  Ro6er,  1909- ed.
x.ritrc. I_i

Figure 8

itself, narratives of the film's production, etc. Enter under the author

of the criticism. Use the classification of the film under discussion and

add a second Cutter, "2M9," for the author of the criticism' Trace both

the title of the film (entry form) and the director as subjects. (See Figure
5 . )

Collections

A. Scrcenplays by one author.
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PI
L99? It hrppened onc ni8ht (lotion picture)
Al I85 lrenty best fih plays, edited by John cassne! end

Dudley lichols. ller lork; Clorn, 194t.
1112p. 25ce.

COilfEilTS.-It happened one night.-the rolen.-Iy ran
Godfrey.-Here cones Ir. .tordan.-Rebecca.-f utfrering
Heights.-fhe grepes of nath.-Hor green ,as ry valley.-
Iake ray for tororror.-Little Caesar.-nrly.-Ir. Srith
goes to lashington.-the life of Enile Zola.rluarez._
Irs. Iiniver.-this lend is linc.rfhe good esrth.-A1l
tbat roney cen buy.-Sta8ecoach.-yellor jack.-the fight
for life.

I .Scteenpleys,
I I  . I i t Ie.

t/anal

Aler ican.  I .Gessner,  atohn,  1909- ed.

Figure 9

l. Enter works containing three screenplays or less under the first
screenplay title given on the title page or in the contents. Trace remain-
ing titles; author of screenplays; directors, if different from author; title
of book, if distinctive. (See Figure 6.)

2. Enter works containing four screenplays or more under the first
screenplay title given. Make title analytics for remaining titles. Trace
author of screenplays; title of book, if distinctive. (See Figure 7.)

B. Screenplays by several authors.
l. Enter works containing three screenplays or less under the first

screenplay title given. Trace remaining titles; authors of individual
screenplays (first author only); directors; editor of book; title of book,
if distinctive; subject Screenplays, indicating nationality if uniform. (See
Figure 8.)

2. Enter works containing four screenplays or more under the first
screenplay title given. Make title analytics for remaining tirles. Trace
editor of book; title of book, if distinctive; subject Screenplays, indicat-
ing nationality if uniform. (See Figure 9.)
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Courses in Reprography Offered
In Graduate Library Schools

H. Wrr,r-reu Axnonn
Uniuersi.ty Library

Uniaersity of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon

What is the impact of the continuing deuelopments in teprography on
United States library school curricula? This subiect was explored in a
1965 suraey and the Reproduction of Library Materials Section of the
Resources and Technic'al Seruices Di'vision was curious about what
changes haue occurred in the past seaen years. Questionnaires were
sentio all accredited library school programs in the U'5., and the re'
sponses indicaftd that only seuen schools now ofier special cou,rses
related to reprography. Library schools in general seem ta haue been
slou to reuise their curricula to keep pace with new technologies.

A PPROXIMATELY SEVEN YEARS AGO, Rolland E. Stevens sur-
la vqysd thirty-six graduate library schools to determine the impact
of technological developments in the area of "microphotography and
other copying methods" on library school curricula. His findings were
not unexpected, but interesting nonetheless.r

In the first place, he found that only one, Columbia, of the twenty-
nine schools which responded to his questionnaire offered a course whol-
ly concerned with photoduplication. On the other hand, all twenty'
nine schools covered in some manner or fashion what might be termed
the "technical services side of photoduplication," i.e., the acquisitions
and cataloging of microforms. There seemed to be somewhat less atten-
tion given to the use of such collections or the management of library
copying services. Stevens concluded from his study "that future instruc-

tion on microforms will increase as these media for copying and publi
cation become more important to libraries. Such instruction is likely to

be on the use rather than the production of microforms, and to be in-

corporated into traditional courses on selection, acquisition, cataloging,
reference, and administration, as well as into new courses on data proc'

Manuscript receiaed for reaieu, Decernber 1972; accepted lor publication, January
197 t .
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essing, information retrieval, and automation, rather than to be of-
fered as one or more separate courses."

Since 1965, there have been very significant technological deverop-
ments in microimagery and reprography. More and more material con-
tinues to become available in microform; ultramicrofiche has become a
reality; and Computer-Output Microfilm (COM) sofrware ancl harcl-
ware have opened whole new frontiers in the area of on-line informa-
tion retrieval systems utilizing large microform data banks and com-
puter terminals. These developments, in the opinion of the RTSD Re-
production of Library Materials section Executive committee, justified
another survey of the library schools to see to what extent technological
changes since the Stevens' survey have affected library school curricula.

As a first step, caralogs of forty-four library schools with accredited
programs were studied. This process revealed that Maryland and North
carolina had joined columbia in ofiering a special course devoted ex-
clusively to photoduplication ancl reprograpiry. In add.ition, it was
found that the university of Minnesoti oneti a course in library mech-
anization in which there appears to be a very srrong emphasis in these
areas. rn general, this part of the study seemed to bear out stevens' pre-
diction that information regarding technological advances in these fields
would be spread throughout the curriculum rather than concentrated
into special courses.

However, catalogs can only vaguely reflect the intellectual environ-
ment- of a _professional school. course titles can imply either more or
Iess than the course content as it actually unfolds in 

'the 
classroom or

seminar. For instance, one school which ieveral years ago used to offer
courses in the "Literature of the social Sciences," now ofiers courses en-
titled "Resources and Information sysrems" in the social Sciences. The
catalog by itself is not much help in cletermining if more than a change
in terminology has taken place, whether or not there has been a substair-
tive change in the course ofierings which reflects in awareness of new
technologies.

. 9"1^r:g".ntly, a letter and a quesrionnaire were prepared and sent in
April 1972 to all of the accredited library school p.ogr-os in the United
States. The purpose of the letter was to elicit fiom the library school
deans and directors a general statement concerning their viewi of the
proper, place of microimagery and reprography in the curriculum and
an evaluation of the effectiveness of their own programs. The purposes
of the_questionnaire were (l) to obtain some deiailJ regarding *hai wus
actually taking place in the classroom, and (z) to riarn of rerevanr
courses which may not have turned up in the catalog stud,y. Unfortu-
nately, the respondents tended to react to the lattei rather than the
former which resulted, in many cases, in a recapitulation of informa-
tion already available in catalogs. However, seveial respondents sensed
the real thrust of the project and supplied some very usefur informa-
tion.

Four additional schools can be added to the list of those offering spe-
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cific courses in microimagery and/or reprography: Michigan, Rutgers,
SUNY-AIbany, and Drexel. Of these, Drexel and Michigan are especial-
ly interesting because both utilize specialists from industry as faculty.

At Drexel, James E. Crew, who as senior systems consultant for E. E.
duPont de Nemours is engaged full time in the development of infor-
mation systems utilizing a variety of microforms and other copying
techniques, has taught for six years a course in reprographic techniques.
On the average, fifty students per year have availed themselves of this
opportunity. The course at Michigan, "Reprography Techniques and
Materials" is taught by Steven Rice, vice-president for Editorial Admin-
istration, University Microfilms. The questionnaire also uncovered the
fact that Michigan is planning a new course on the organization and ad-
ministration of copying services.

Perhaps the most interesting result of the survey was that it seemed
to indicate a developing trend toward ofiering special courses rather than
treating microimagery and reprography relatively briefly in a number of
other courses as has been the case at most institutions up to the present
time. For example, an analysis of the Illinois curriculum supplied by
Stevens showed that a total of eight to ten hours, spread throughout sev-
en courses, is spent on microimagery and reprography. In 1965 Stevens
found that only one of twenty-seven schools which replied to his ques-
tionnaire offered a special course. By 1972, this figure had risen to seven
out of thirty-two, or to 2lfo.

One of the factors behind this developing trend toward special
courses would seem to be technological developments which have linked
the computer and the high speed camera. The economics of COM and
its applicability to a wide range of library and user informational needs
are so obvious that they are apparently elevating microimagery to a new
level of appreciation in library school curricula.

At the present time, there seems to be a fairly strong feeling among
a large number of librarians that the library schools have not kept up
with new technologies, that their graduates are not adequately prepared
to cope with the management informational and educational problems
which are related to developments in the computer and allied industries.
In light of this attitude, Andrew Horn's reply to the questionnaire
might be instructive:

Your covering letter is what's important to me because you put your finger
right on it when you said that a school's published catalog can for the
most part only hint at course content and the total intellectual environment
of a professional school. One of the ways schools have responded to change
or pressure is to tack on a new course, usually because it's difficult to change
a whole curriculum. That's not such a bad frrst step; but if it stops there, it
really doesn't mean a thing. Sooner or later, the sum total of new course offer-
ings must be pulled together into a coherent whole, a philosophy, if you like'
which permeates the entire curriculum. . . .

All of our courses have been revamped since 1965. We even added a seParate
degree in Information Science, and one of our post-MLS Certificates of Spe-
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cialization is in Library Systems Analysis and Automation. The biggest change,
however, is our new position on the MLS degree. If you read our course de-
scriptions carefully, you'll notice we talk about information, texts, and docu-
ments instead of books and periodicals-i.e., the format isn't what matters, it's
the recorded information in whatever format.
What I'm saying is that in the school the whole curriculum, not isolated courses,
takes it for granted that libraries are, or soon will be, multimedia collections,

Both the questionnaire and lforn's report seem to point toward the
fact that the library profession, in general, has been slower than might
be desirable in demonstrating a srrong commitment to rapid change in
response to new technologies.

llorn's view of the library of the immediate future as a multimedia
information center linked to similar entities in an overarching infor-
mation network is impossible to dispute. Too many of the elements are
already in place. It would also be difficult to dispute that the fact that
the impetus in this direction comes from technological developments in
the area of hardware capable of digital to documentary transformation
(COM) and documentary to digital transformation (OCR). These,

plus other advances in microimagery, e.g., ultra microfiche, seem des-
tined to alter the basic nature of information storage and transmission
in the very near future.

It is to be hoped that fewer and fewer graduates of our most intel-
lectually energetic professional schools will find the libraries in which
they hold their first professional positions to be traditional and unimag-
inative environments. And, if this does turn out to be the case, that they
will devote a large measure of their energies to bringing about funda-
mental changes.

For the errtire profession, both teachers and practitioners, the chal-
lenge is to respond to the opportunities which technological develop-
ments in the area of micrographics and reprography present, teachers by
developing faculties and curricula which will send into the field gradu-
ates soundly based in theory and principles, and practitioners by creating
the kind of working environment which will stimulare the development
of efficient and efiective applications in libraries of all types.

Although the evidence is fairly meager, the survey seems to indicate
significant movement in this direction by library schools. If it was not
too encouraging to have one dean ask "what is COM," hopes rose when
another noted that the fourth edition of his school's catalog will be on
COM produced microfiche.

In a survey conducted in l97l by the Micro-News Bulletin, published
by the National Microfilm Association (NMA), it was found that very
few courses in microimage technology are being ofiered by colleges and
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universities in the United States.2 It is encouraging to note that NMA
now includes a section on education in its Micro-News Bulletin, and the
association is seeking to establish a concise listing of all courses available
in the United States relating entirely or partially to micrographics.s
Courses in addition to those alluded to have been identified as being of-
fered at the following institutions: California State University (Los
Angeles), University of California (San Diego), Community College of
Denver, University of Denver, Georgia Institute of Technology, Univer-

sity of Missouri (Kansas City), University of Missouri (St. Louis) ,
Portland State University, and the University of Virginia.
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t. Rolland E. Stevens, "Instruction on Microforms; Its Place in the Library School,"

Journal ol Educati.on for Librarianship 6:133-6 (Fall 1965) .
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REVIEWS
Bibliographic Control ol Nonprint

Media; ed. Pearce S. Grove and
Evelyn G. Clement. Chicago:
American Library Association,
1972. 4r5 p. $15.00. ISBN 0-8389-
0109-3.

During the period berween August
1969 and April 1970 rhree sessions of
the United States Office of Education
media institute, Systems and Stan-
dards for the Ribliographic Control
of Media, were held. More than rwo
years later, we have in printed form
the sixty-eighr papers presented by
forty-nine distinguished contriburors.
The verbatim transcriptions have
been reworked, revised, and rewrit-
ten by the editors, but presumably,
the essence of the original works re-
mains. The comments by the speaker-
consultants and participants which
are interspersed both elucidate and
enliven the proceedings. As is the case
with most publications of this type,
there is considerable variation in
quality of the contriburions. How-
ever, it would not be fair to be over-
ly critical on this point since rhe cov-
erage of the topic is so broad that irs
treatment must necessarily be a com-
posite of many persons' expertise.

This work is in no sense a manual
or guide to the procedures of biblio-
gaphic control, though the title
might imply rhat. It is the result of
an ambitious project which aimed
toward an analysis of the scope and
complexity of the bibliographic con-
trol of nonprint media, and attempt-
ed to show both the urgency of the
situation and some of the things
being done about it. In the editors'
words:

It was convened to facilitate: (l) the
systematic evaluation of existing biblio-
graphic sources for nonprint material; (2)
a critical review of published and unpub-
lished guides, manuals, handbooks, sched-
ules, and suggested standards by librar-
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ians, audio-visual specialists, and commer-
cial firm.s; (3) the consideration of user
needs and their implications for sys-
tems of retrieval; (4) an examina-
tion of current research and the identi-
fication of conflict, duplication, and trencls
in the control of audiovisual software; (5)
an evaluation of commercial firms' con-
cerns, needs, and proposed solutions; (6)
the consideration of systems and standards
for the location, evaluation, selection, stor-
age, and retrieval of nonbook material;
(7) the establishment of an international

perspective in the consideration of controls
for media and (8) the establishment of
structured dialogue between members of
the various professions mutually con-
cerned with the control and use of media.

Reading the work, one may search in
vain for a systematic treatment of
some of these topics. Ilowever, if
anyone ever doubted that problems
existed in this area, he should be to-
tally convinced by this picture of
variables playing against variables:
the diverse forms of the materials
themselves, the users' needs, the pur-
veyors' ambitions for their utiliza-
tion, the relationship to those other
companion materials-books, the con-
fl icting and ambiguous terminology.

While most of the forms of me-
dia in current use are mentioned and
some are discussed at length, some
fundamental matters are missing or
treated only incidentally. Foremost
among these omissions is the idea of
prior bibliographic control at the
source, which could assure, for ex-
ample, the consistency of title given
in or on a work and the date of is-
suance, thus eliminating factors
which complicate the problem of con-
trol. Another basic omission is a dis-
cussion of the meaning of the terms
"bibliographic control" and "non-
print media." One report recognizes
"The Terminology Crisis," but it
would seem that definitions of these
two basic terns must precede all oth-
er considerations. Other omissions are
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the possible applications of the Cata-
loging-in-Publication idea and the use
of an equivalent of the Standard
Book Number, both of which have
been discussed in other circles. A pa-
per showing the strong relationship
between bibliographic control oI
print and nonprint media would have
been appropriate also, though some
aspects of this are touched upon in
Maurice Tauber's paper on the pro-
posed standards for bibliographic
references and the ensuing lively dis-
cussron.

Taken as a whole, this work pre-
sents a bewildering picture. Fortu-
nately, we have had some progress
since 1970, particularly in the activ-
ities of the Joint Advisory Commit-
tee on Nonbook Materials and their
soon to be published code, and as evi-
denced by the Library of Congress
publication, Films: A MARC Format.
Most importantly, the Institute pro-
vided an opportunity for the partici-
pants to exchange ideas in a relaxed
atmosphere, and from this to go back
to their drawing boards with re-
freshed ideas and broadened perspec-
tives. Some day we may look back on
this publication as the turning point
from which an improvement in the
bibliographic control of nonprint
media began.

It is impossible to complete this
review without mentioning the qual-
ity of bibliographic control evident
in the bibliography. As we all know,
the bibliographic control of printed
materials is no simple matter. Since
a couple of obvious errors stood out
on page 399, the whole page was
checked for accuracy. Of the twenty-
four items on the page, ten lack pagi-
nation, one item is out of alphabet-
ical order, one omits the joint author,
one places the second author first (a
participant in the conference), one
author's surname is misspelled, one
omits the series, and a major univer-
sity's library school is placed in its
sister institution. Bibliographic con-

trol, like some other homely virtues,
should begin at l16n1s.-guyonne Mas-
sonnean, School of Library Science,
Florida State U niuersity, Tallahassee.

Painter, Ann F., comp. Read,er in
C lassification and Descriptiae Cata-
loging. Washington, D.C.: NCR
Microcard Editions, 1972. (Reader
Series in Library and Information
Science) viii, 320 p. ISBN 0-910972-
r3-3.

The most recent volume in the
NCR Reader Series deals with two-
thirds of what, at least until recent-
ly, was the typical library school
course in cataloging and classification.
Painter notes that: "The two parts of
the readings are tied together not so
much by logic-one does not lead to
the other-but rather because they
are indeed, perhaps unfortunately,
still linked in the hearts and minds
of the American cataloger." Subject
cataloging, a topic excluded from the
present anthology excePt in passing
references, has also traditionally been
part of basic cataloging courses. The
relationship between vocabulary con-
trol and modern concepts of classifi-
cation is obviously based on some-
thing more rational than what is in
the hearts and minds of American
catalogers. And considering the pur-
pose of the present compilation, the
reader should have been told the ra-
tionale for including only classifica-
tion and descriptive cataloging.

The purpose of this volume is
wholly admirable: to provide materi-
al which will give the student "an un-
derstanding of, or at least an ability
to converse and reason with, the prin-
ciples and theories of organization."
The major objective is "not the how-
to but, rather, the why."

Painter has selected thirty-six
items (from books and the periodical
literature) which span almost a cen-
tury from the first report of Melvil
Dewev's svstem to the Paris Confer-
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ence and the use of MARC tapes.
lVlost important writers are represent-
ed: Bliss, Dewey, Richardson, La-
Montagne, Ranganathan, Shera, Say-
ers, Mills, Vickery, Farradane, Rich-
mond, Strout, Cutter, Osborn, Chap-
lin, Lubetzky, tsatty, Haykin, Avram,
and others. All material is from the
Anglo-American tradition, and though
I would have liked the inclusion of
some material from the European lit-
erature, the material already includ-
ed is a formidable challenge to any
beginning student.

A small number of the selections
have already been anthologized by
A. R. Rowland (The Catalog and
Cataloging, 1969) and R. K. Olding
(Readings in Library Cataloging,
1966) . The duplicarions, however, are
not a serious issue, and in any case
Painter 's work stands up very well  in
comparison to Rowland and Olding.
On the other hand Olding's work is
enhanced by really excellent intro-
ductory notes to each reading; and
Rowland does a very good job with
descriptive cataloging and also gets
into subject headings. By and large,
if one had to choose among the three
readers, Painter's would have to be
the first choice.

One limitation which bothers me
a bit is the lengths to which Painter
has gone to avoid saying anything
about the material. Her assumptions
(which may be valid) seem ro be rhar
the material should speak for itself.
For example, a lengthy excerpt from
E. C. Richardson's classic work is re-
printed from the Shoestring Press re-
print of 1964, without any note thar
the work dates from 1912. Richard-
son is important, but much of what
he says is rather quaint and some of
it shouldn't be taken roo seriously.
Instructors using these readings will,
then, have to put some of them in a
proper historical perspective.

Setting aside these limitations and
turning to the readings themselves, we
find that the compiler has made an
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excellent and provocative selection
which is surely as fine as one could
ask for. The material is also very
neatly organized for instructional
purposes. Each of the two main sec-
tions begins with readings on histor-
ical background arrd development.
The classif icat ion rearl ings are orga-
nized around: Principles, Theories
and Philosophies; Automatic Classi-
fication; and Research in Classifica-
tion. Appropriate groupings are used
in the readings in descriptive catalog-
ing. All things considered, and within
the limitations set by herself or by
the series editor, Painter has done a
remarkably fine job. At issue is the
question of what needs to be taught
and what we need to know about cat-
aloging and classification-the "how-
to" or the "why." The two are not
rnutually exclusive. In a basic course,
neither can be neglected at the ex-
pense of the other. It is an encourag-
ing sign that there are approaches
which try to put organization and ac-
cess problems in a historical and the-
oretical perspective. By such an ap-
proach, practice and the study of tra-
ditional tools (Dewey, LC, etc.) can
only be improved and made into an
intellectual pursuit which will cap-
ture the imagination of the student.
-Gordon Steuenson, State Uniuersity
of New York, Albany.

Seminar on UDC and Mechanized In-
formation Systems, 2d, Frankfurt,
1970. Proceedings; ed. R. Mttl-
gaard-Hansen and M. Westring-
Nielsen. Copenhagen: Danish Cen-
tre for Documentation, 1971.
230 p. $10.00. (International Fed-
eration for Documentation. Com-
mittee on Classification Research.
FID/CR Report, no. ll) ISBN
87-7418-012-6.

Not all the papers read at the
seminar are published in this report,
and not all of those published are
likely to be of interest to persons not
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already aware of the work to which
they refer, in the sense that what is
reported is not usually all that inno-
vative or theoretically interesting.

The German locus makes it ap-
propriate that many Cermarr proiects
are reported; four of the five papers
in Part 2 "UDC in Computer-pre-
pared Catalogues, Bibliographies and
Indexes" are by Germans, with two
on the Documentatio Geographica.
The same locus may have something
to do with the fact that the two most
valuable (and most critical) papers
are by Germans: "Chancengleichheit
der DK und der Thesauri" by
H. Arntz, and "Possibilities for a Re-
organization of the UDC" by I. Dahl-
berg. Arntz describes UDC's inability
to substitute for specialized (disci
plinary or mission-oriented) infor-
mation languages, thus calling into
question its real universality. Dahl-
berg (her paper has been available as
a separate title since 1970, was pub-
lished in Nachrichten filr Dohumen-
tation in 1970 and translated for the

lournal of Documentation in l97l
under the title "Possibilities for a
New Universal Decimal Classifica-
tion," and was exposited at Ottawa
in I97l at the Conference on the
Conceptual Basis of the Classifica-
tion of Knowledge-this FID/CR
publication thus seems a bit redun-
dant) suggests a radical restructuring
along the lines of a universal gener-
al-categoric (.f. de Grolier) and
freely-faceted (.f. Gardin) plan,
largely following in substantive out-
Iine a none-too-satisfactory sugges-
tion by von Weizsacker. But the re-
swlts would indeed be superior to that
obtainable with any extant general
classification; the question still re-
mains whether they would be worth
the cost-and how long it would be
till a new plan became necessary.

Far too many of the papers are
hardly more than sketches; only those
in attendance could really get any-
thing out of (re) reading them; but

of course distribution to attendees is
a function of published proceedings.
Several essentially tutorial lectures
were, happily, ornitted from the pub-
lished volume.

There is some doubt in my mind
whether publication of such volumes
in the future serves any real purpose.
I cannot deny that UDC is neither as
well nor as widely known as it de-
serves, or that its capabilities in re-
gard to a meshing with computers are
seen to be as good as they are in com-
parison with the capabilities of LC
or DC. But the question must be: do
further publications such as this and
the first (Copenhagen) seminar make
that much of an impression on the
unconverted? Periodical publication
would doubtless reach a larger audi-
ence than publication in a series little
known except to FID members,
though that would not allow the ben-
efit that does accrue to those attend-
ing and thereby being apprized of re-
cent developments by colleagues
whose claims can be challenged on
the spot.

So: this publication and that of
the Copenhagen seminar deserve a
place in research collections as the
record of pioneering efforts by Free-
man and Atherton, by the Zentral'
stelle fiir maschinelle Dokumenta-
tion, etc. But if future meetings are
to have their proceedings published,
there should be a greater preponder-
ance of papers that lead into the fu-
ture (and I do not mean science fic-
tion such as Rigby's paper here) in-
stead of dwelling on a fairly obvious
present.-lean M. Perrault, Uniuersi-
ty of Alabama Li,brary, Huntsuille.

Bakewell, K. G. B. A Manual of Cata'
loguing Practice. New York: Per-
gamon, 1972. (International Series
of Monographs in LibrarY and
Information Science, v.14.) 298 P.
$24.00. ISBN 08-016697-0.

This manual deals with the entire
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gamut of descriptive and subject cata-
loging with a slightly heavier empha-
sis on the practical rather than the
theoretical. A sound basis is set with
a discussion of the nature and pur-
pose of catalogs and the history of
catalogs, cataloging, and catalog
codes. Following chapters deal with
each part of the catalog, the author-
title, the subject, and the name cata-
logs. Next, the text presents the prob-
lems of special materials such as seri-
als, music, and government docu-
ments, and finally turns to analytics,
notes, and annotations. The final
chapters are concerned primarily with
the physical aspects of processing,
such as forms of the catalog, filing
and arrangement, guiding, centralized
and cooperative cataloging, adminis-
trative organization, and modern
methods of information retrieval.
The volume contains an extensive
bibliogaphy of 403 citations to
which the footnotes are keyed.

The reviewer finds proper evalua-
tion of the volume a bit difficult since
the author does not provide either in
the preface or in the first chapter any
indication of the orientation or pos-
sible audience of the text. While ad-
mitting that "another book on cata-
loguing" does indeed need some jus-
tification, the only statement of pur-
pose is that the attempt is to provide
both theory and practice. The pub-
lisher's blurb on the jacket indicates
that the book is a comprehensive
guide to cataloging intended for both
practicing catalogers and advanced
students of cataloging and indexing.
This, however, is somewhat mislead-
ing, for in fact the manual appears
to be aimed at the beginning student
or cataloger.

The presentation of material is
clear, concise, ar'd a pleasure to read.
The organization is good and follows
a logical sequence with practical il-
lustrations from thirteen libraries
well integrated as case studies. The
manual reads very rnuch like lectures
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prepared tot an introductory catalog-
ing class minus the practical problems
which so often burden cataloging
manuals. The concentration is on de-
scription of the major characteristics
in each area rather than any in-depth
analysis. Thus, the manual is for the
student who needs an introduction to
the field, or the cataloger who needs
to up-date or broaden his horizons.

The major drawback of this man-
ual for the American librarian is its
British orientation. Although the
publisher states that it has interna-
tional appeal, the international aP-
peal would be restricted to those
countries largely founded on and fol-
lowing the British systems. The text
does indeed attemp[ to refer fre-
quently to American cataloging de-
velopments and contributions, but
most of the illustrations are British,
as are the card formats and most of
the discussion of subject catalogs. As
a result, an American cataloger would
find the manual extremely difficult to
use. The content also occasionally
sufiers from the British tone particu-
larly in the final chapters on Process-
ing. These chapters are too brief to
provide more than a reminder to look
for more sources in the bibliography,
and in places show some misconceP-
tions about American activities in
centralized and cooperative process-
irg.

Thus. the manual is to be recom-
mended as a survey or overview of
the descriptive and subject cataloging
world, but chiefly for the British-
oriented librarian.-lnn F. Painter,
Graduate School af Li,brary Science,
Drexel (Jniaersity, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylaania.

Hickey, Doralyn J. Problems i,n Orga-
nizing Library Collections. New
York: R. R. Bowker CompanY,
1972. (Bowker Series in Problem-
Centered Approaches to Librarian-
ship.) 206 p. $9.95. ISBN 0-8352-
0539-8.
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This volume, the fourth in its se-
ries, takes the student via case studies
into the back room of the library to
see how it is on the job. The author's
introduction discusses the use of the
case method in teaching courses in the
bibliographic control of library ma-
terials, emphasizing the importance
of group discussion as a means of
gaining the maximum from the
method.

The value of the case method in
insruction is its potential for giving
the student a feeling for the acrualiry
of everyday practice in the profes-
sion about which he is learning and
some of the excitement of being in-
volved in using his grasp of theory.
The essence of a good case is that it
has two sides or more, that in a solu-
tion to its problem there is a balance
of several pulls in difierent direc-
tions. Hickey's real life dramas are
not carried to happy endings. The
reader is usually lefr dangling with
the necessity of providing his own
denouement.

The book's thirty cases, averaging
about six pages in lengrh, include
problems set in university, college,
public, school, and special libraries,
both large and small. They cover a
wide array of aspects of the organi
zation of library materials-the divid-
ed catalog, reclassification to LC, a
backlog in a cooperative processing
center, machine-readable serial rec-
ords, a lost catalog tray, modification
of LC subject headings, srudent ori-
entation to the card catalog, a region-
al union catalog, an author whose
book has been misclassified, and many
more. The easiest cases come first, fol-
lowed by those of increasing difficul-
ty.

An unbiased examination of these
cases would convince the reader that
an important and almost constant
consideration for technical service li-
brarians is that of personal relations
-with their colleagues, with other li-
brarians, and with the library's users.

And the emphasis is deliberate. Says
Hickey in the introduction, "Practic-
ing librarians . . know full well that
the organizational function of the li-
brary is at heart a social one and that
the design and operation of a library
catalog depar:tment requires as much
skill in interpersonal relations as it
does in the construction of flow
charts or the preparation of a cata-
log card" (p. xviii). Each case is set
in its library context, and particular
attention is paid to presenting the
personalities involved, confronting
catalogers with other categories of li-
brarians and some users, so that, in
the author's words, "the analyst can
base his recommendations upon hu-
man as well as technical considera-
tions" (p. xix) .

It is re{reshing to find the author
deliberately emphasizing the human
relations aspect of organizing litrrary
materials, the area of librarianship
which is considered the most with-
drawn from human contacts. Practi-
cally all of the thirty cases allow for
the human element, and the problem
of communications is shown for
what it is-the most difficult aspect
of library operations. There is no
sex bias. (Kenneth Shaffer, please
note.) Emotion is realistically and
impartially depicted among librarians
of both sexes, emotion which is pro-
duced by frustration and lack of un-
derstanding, not brought on by an at-
tack of the vapors.

The cases have the smell of real-
ity, and indeed the preface states that
they are "drawn from incidents
which have actually transpired or
were reported to have occurred in ap-
proximately the manner described"
(p. xiv). Note, for example, case
twenty-seven's depiction of the after-
math of the failure of Florida Atlan-
tic's premature attempt to step com-
pletely into the brave new world of
computers. The author must have
been col lect ing the cases over quite a
period of time. They could not have
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been found easily within a short
t ime.

All of the cases are told in the all-
knowing third person, usually in the
past tense with the future represented
by questions to the reader about the
next step. It is possible that a varia-
tion in this method of presentation,
such as use of the first person to set
the scene, would present more force-
fully the personality problem fused
with the technical problem. Cerrainly,
the scene could be set with fewer
words, with the author staring flarly
in the present tense the situation
which exists, omitting the longer, nar-
rative way of bringing our rhe per-
sonalities. F{owever, the author's de-
liberate efiort to present a problem
which has reality in rerms of irs sit-
uation and the personalities of the
protagonists must be applauded.
Given her intention, her tone and
style serve to carry it off. A first reac-
tion that the cases are rather naively
told soon gives way to a convict ion
that they serve the purpose which the
author intended and that it was a
good purpose.

The careful explanation of each
case opens up the text to both the Ii-
brary science studerrt and the practic-
ing librarian who is not a cataloger.
The cases could be used in ro-" Ii
brary situations for continuing edu-
cation, particularly for beginning li
brarians. In stafi study groups, the
case method can be used to defuse is-
sues, transferring the problem away
from local personalities to the imper-
sonal problem with similar issues.

Useful features of the book in-
clude case titles which indicate the
problem under consideration, ab-
stracts under each title in the table of
contents, leading questions at the end
of each case, and an appendix pre-
senting sample analyses of the two
final cases, one by a student and the
other by the author for each case. It
is an excellent text and an example
of an author accomplishing what she
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set out to do. About the most serious
criticism which can be made is that
no CIP record is in itl-Helen W.
Tuttle, Preparations Department,
Princeton Uniuersity Library, New
tersey.

International Seminar on Approval
and Gathering Plans in Large and
Medium Size Academic Libraries,
3d, West Palm Beach, Fla., 1971.
Economics of Approul Plans; ed.
Peter Spyers-Duran and Daniel
Gore. Westport, Conn.: Green-
wood Press, 1972. 134 p. 98.50.
ISBN 0-8371-6405-2.

Ifave the Proceedings of the
Third International Seminar on Ap-
proval and Gathering Plans held at
West Palm Beach, Florida, Feb. 17-19,
197I, exploded the myth that approv-
al plans are intended exclusively for
large libraries, academic or otherwise,
with immense budgets? I fear not. Al-
though the intended emphasis of the
conference was to be the "economics
of approval plans," I saw little in the
seven papers presented which would
convince medium-sized institutions
with moderate budgets to pursue the
virtues of the approval program with
its oft-mentioned economies.

And what is an approval program
anyway? Richard Chapin, in perhaps
one of the most interesting moments
at the symposium, suggested: "First,
we don't know what we're talking
about. No one has been able to define
the difference between a gathering
plan, an approval plan, blanket order,
or other such projects that are de-
signed to sel l  us more books" (p. l l7).
I suppose that it is this lack of defini
tion, of explanation, which has re-
sulted in my uneasiness about the val-
ue of the publication of these pro-
ceedings. A standing order for all
books published by a university press
has little place in a discussion of ap-
proval programs except as it may be
described as a forerunner of the ap-
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proval program. Yet it is grouped
with approval plans and gathering
plans as though it were a full-
fledged member of the family. The
function of the approval plan as I
see it is to supply currently published
materials, English language or other-
wise, geographically limited or not,
limited in terms of subject specialty
or not, to the library which has pro-
filed its needs accordingly. Modifica-
tions in format may be introduced to
meet the special requirements of the
library involved (e.g. Abel, Bro-Dart,
and Baker & Taylor, if requested,
will send forms only for perusal) .

And what of the "economics" of
approval programs? Trite as it may
seem, libraries are, or should be, very
cautious about participating in pro-
grams which are not sound invest-
ments. I am not sure that the case
studies discussed would convincc any
librarian that he should opt for turn-
ing over a part or the whole of his
collection building responsibilities to
a dealer if statistics show that "the more
efficient your bibliographic searching
and acquisitions procedures, the less
likely you will be to save by having
an approval plan, while the more in-
efficient they are; the greater will be
your saving" (p. 9).

Harriet Rebuldela's discussion of
approval plan methods is of great
utility for anyone considering par-
ticipation in an approval program be-
cause she details the various rubrics
into which approval programs {a11.
She ofiers sound advice in regard to
the selection of a plan to meet the
needs of the library, based on dis-
counts, service, and the facility with
which the plan operates. While the
members of the dealers' panel could
have dealt more readily with the seri'
ous issue of economy, they chose rath-
er to describe their respective oPera-
tions. What arrangements can be
made for the library with a budget
of moderate size to participate in an
approval program? Are there limita-

tions on participation because of the
size of one's budget? While some
dealers intimated that there were no
limitations, I suspect there is indeed
a budget level below which the jobber

will not go. There is a profit motive
after alll

Richard Chapin may have been
correct when he wondered "what else
there might be to confer about on ap-
proval plans" (p. 23)' I wonder
whether service has been done fully
to the subject of the economics of ap-
proval programs by the publication
of these papers. If there are econom-
ic advantages to an aPPfoval progr:am
(and I believe there are), then what
exactly are these benefits and how ex-
tensive are they? Unfortunately, little
attention was given to the economic
advantages of approval and gathering
plans in the papers presented. Thus,

college and research librarians must
still await conclusive evidence regard-
ing the economics of aPProval Pro-
grams.-Dadd L. Palus, Vassar Col-

Iege Library, Poughkeepsie, New York.

Wynar, Bohdan S. LibrarY Acquisi-

tions; a Classified Bi'bliograPhic
Gui.de to the Literature and Ref-
erence Tools. 2d ed. Littleton'
Colo.: Libraries Unlimited, 1971.

239 p. (Library Science Text Se-
ries) $9.50. ISBN 0-87287-035-9'

With this revision, Wynar has cor-
rected several glaring flaws of his
1968 book, such as weak editing'
bland physical format, and the lack

of an index. He has retained the

same basic arrangement, listing items
under five chapters-"The Role of

Technical Services in the Library,"
"Organization and Administration of

Acquisitions," "Developing Acquisi-
tions Programs," "Publishing, Pur'
chases, and Cooperative Acquisi-
tions," and "Gifts and Exchanges";
he has updated the information bY

including new sections, such as "Ap-
proval and Blanket Order Plans," and
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substituting some newer titles for old
and out-dated ones. Other sections
have been enlarged, for example, "Li
braries and Automation" now con-
tains 132 enrries as compared to ll4
in the previous edition. A stronger
editorial hand is reflected in the fact
that even with the addition of new
sections and titles, pagination was re-
duced from 275 to 239 pages.

Another beneficial change is the
use of consecutive numbering o[ en-
tries which facilitates their location
through the new index. Annotations,
when provided, continue to be brief
and generally helpful, although a bit
redundant at times. While the place-
ment of titles under the various 

^chap-

ters and headings may appear arbi-
trary, the listings indicate a broad un-
derstanding of the most important
materials pertinent to the topic of ac-
quisitions. Of all changes, rhe mosr
important is the addition of the in-
dex.

The proliferation of wrirings in
the field of library science generally,
and in the area of acquisitions spe-
cifically, leads one to question wheth-
er a book such as this can be practical
for a long time. Librarians with some
experience, staff members, and others
conversant with indexes to current li-
brary literature will nor find it so.
Ilowever, for the beginning profes-
sional, the library school student, and
others needing an overview of the
subject, this compilation is handy and
easy to use.

Budding bibliophiles will find it
l,aluable to make an in-deoth com-
parison between the originai ancl re-
vised edition for lessons in how the
physical format and arrangement of
a book can substantially add to or de-
tract from its impact.

The book is adequately bound, at-
tractive, and easy to read. The im-
provements help it to fulfill rhe au-
thor's aim, which is to "provide order
librarians and those responsible for
the organization and ad-ministrat ion
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of acquisitions departments, with a
comprehensive bibliographic guide to
standard practices as expressed in the
literature, and to list selected refer-
ence tools for various aspects of or-
der work and book selection." Prob-
lems represented in all types of li-
braries are listed, making this edition
universally acceptable for most li-
braries.-Millie lue Tsui, Uniuersity
of Hawaii Library, Honolulu.

Microform Reuiew v.l-Jan. 1972-
Rogues Ridge, Weston, Conn.
rssN 0002-6530.

One of thc primary reasons for
the creation in 1958 of the Micropub-
lishing Projects Subcommittee, of the
Resources and Technical Services Di-
vision Resources Committee, was the
recognition of the need for establish-
ing a review mechanism for micro-
publications, to guide librarians con-
sidering the purchase of this increas-
ingly available form of material.
Various attempts to establish this
mechanism within ALA came to
naught until Allen B. Veaner became
chairman of the Micropublishing
Projects Subcommittee in the mid-
1960s. Veaner and his committee werc
able ultimately to convince Peter
Doiron, then editor of Choice, the
book review magazine for the Asso-
ciation of College and Research Li-
braries, of the merit of including re-
views of micropublications, as rvell
as of books, in Choice. A series of
three articles appearing in the June,
September, and December 1968 issues
of Choice served as the groundwork
for the proposed publication of ac-
tual reviews. ALA's Library Technol-
ogy Program was enlisted by the Mi
cropublishing Projects Subcommittee
at about this same time, to commis-
sion the writing of a manual for re-
viewers of microoublications. This
manual, The Eaa-luation of Micro-
publications; A Handbook f or Li-
brarians, authored by Veaner with the
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assistance of his committee and nu-
merous specialists, appeared in mid-
l97l as LTP Publication, no. 17. For
various reasons Choice was unable to
publish further reviews of micropub-
lications and Alan L{. Meckler, then
a graduate student at Columbia Uni
versity, decided to publish the quar-
terly M icrol orm R euiezu.

The first issue of Microform Re-
aiew appeared in January 1972. Now
that the first four issues have ap-
peared, we have a sound basis for
evaluating the effectiveness of this
new journal.

Each of the first four issues has
averaged 85 pages (a total of 340
pages) and included approximately
ten microform reviews (a total of
forty-one to date) . Although this is
not a large number of projects con-
sidering the current avalanche of mi-
cropublications, and particularly the
vast number that have appeared in
the past thirty years, it is a most wel-
come and encouraging beginning.
The cost of the forty-one projects re-
viewed thus far, if purchased, would
exceed $200,000.

In addition to microform reviews,
each issue includes an editorial or a
comment section, several Pages of
current news items about microforms,
four to six general articles (a total of
twenty-two to date) and several book
reviews (a total of nine thus far), a
list of recent articles on micropub-
lishing, a clearinghouse section listing
recently completed projects, and a cu-
mulative author-title index to both
the microform reviews and the book
reviews. Reviewers are generally well
qualified academically and constitute
an impressive list of representatives
of a cross section of United States
college and university faculties or li-
braries. Unfortunately, most of the
microform reviewers provide insuffi-
cient coverage of the technical as-
pects of the micropublications. The
microform projects tend to be re-
viewed more as traditional hard copy

publications rather than as micropub-
lications. Items such as the cost per
reel or fiche, the total footage or
number of fiche, or the number of
titles are not given uniformly. Su{fi-
cient references to existing technical
standards such as NMA, ANSI,
COSATI, ALA, LC are not given;
neither are references to filming posi
tion, reduction ratio, etc. Emphasis
on the administrative and technical
criteria, in addition to the biblio-
graphic criteria, for evaluating micro-
publications, as defined by Veaner in
his June 1968 article in Choice is
needed. This imbalance is recognized
by the editor-in-chief and, as stated
in his letter of September 25, 1972 to
this reviewer, ". we can look for-
rvard to steady improvements in the
technical areas of the reviews."

Other areas of improvement ne€d-
ed are to alert the reviewers to refer
to Newspapers in Microform rather
than to tJne National Register of Mi'
crof orm Masters in the reviews of
newspaper projects, and to include
dates of publication consistently or
definite information about the avail-
ability of the microforms. Some re-
viewers admit that samples of the
projects reviewed were either not
available or were not viewed; certain-
ly no valid technical evaluation is pos-
sible in such cases. Some articles, such
as those on simultaneous publication
by Pergamon Press, University of To-
ronto Press, or the University of
Washington Press, are really commer-
cials or announcements rather than
evaluations.

Greenwood Press, Inc., leads the
list of micropublisher's projects re-
viewed with seven reviews, Bell &
Howell is next with five, Readex has
four, NCR-Microcard Editions and
the National Archives have three
each, Research Publications and Na-
tional lVlicropublishing Corporation
have fivo each, and the rernaining fif"
teen micropublishers have one each.
Not only the larger commercial mi'
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cropublishers are represented but also
several institutional publishers such
as the National Archives, Temple
University, Ohio Historical Society,
Iloover fnstitute, Cornell University,
and Yale University library.

The page layout, particularly of
the reviews, is not as attractive and
easy to read as is desirable. While
there are large segments of blank
space and a generous border at the
top of each page, the texr of the eval-
uations appears cramped; the techni-
cal evaluation section needs to be ex-
panded and organized more clearly.
I t  is hoped that reviews of projecis
by micropublishers such as Microfilm-
ing Corporation of America, and ad-
ditional projects of Xerox-University
I\,Iicrofilms will be includecl in sub-
sequent issues.

Despite these relatively minor
areas that need improvement, this
quarterly, at the annual subscription
price of 920.00 per year (930.00 for
both paper copy and microfiche, or
$20.00 for either paper copy or micro-
fiche only) , is a mosr welcome addi-
tion to library liierature and well

worth the investment by any library
purchasing any quantiry of micro-
forms. Most encouraging is the evi-
dence that this journal is improving
with each issue. Its success was as-
sured when it secured Veaner as edi-
tor-in-chief. It made a further stride
forward when it obtained Hubbard
W. Ballou, head, photographic ser-
vices at Columbia University library,
as technical editor beginning with the
April 1972 issue. As announced in rhe
October 1972 issue, it broadened and
strengthened its board of editors by
adding, to the original ten members,
Charles R. Bryant of Yale University
library, L. L. Adern, vice president of
the Microfilm Association of Great
Britain and B. J. S. Williams, assisr-
ant director of the National Repro-
graphic Centre for documentation
(NRCd) in England. The latrer rwo

members particularly add lustre to
the editorial board because of their
acknowledged expertise in the micro-
form fielcl and because they introduce
more of an international flavor to the
group.-Robert C. Sulliuan, Order
Diuision, Library of Congress.
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ERIC/CLIS ABSTRACTS

Selecteil and edited by Et-r.rtt Ar.rlrlr

The following abstracts are based on those prepared by the Clearin8house for

Library and Inf6rmation sciences of the Educational Resources Information centef

(ERrC/CL$).' 
Documents with an ED number are available in the format specified-microfiche

(MF) or hard copy (HC) -from:
ERIC Document ReProduction Service

LEASCO Information Products, Inc

P.O. Drawer O
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Payment must accomPany orders iotaling less than $10'00. Book rate or library

,"t. fort"g" is included in ihe quoted prici. Order blanks containing furthet infor'

mation may be obtained from LEASCO Information Products.

Adaisability of Adopting an International Regulation Concerning- the Photo-

graphii Riprod'icti'oi of Copyright Worhs. July 1972' llp' ED 066 179' MF

$0.65, HC $3.29.
Institution: United Nations Educational' Scientific, and Cultural organization' Paris'

France.

adopted for the purpose.

American Library Association Policies, Procedures and Position Statements; 2d

ed. 1970. 176p. ED 063 948. MF $0.65, HC $6.58.

Institution: American Library Association, Chicago, Ill.

mittee assisted by the headquarters staff.
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Access to Machine Readable Bibliographic Data, a proposal to MERIT. August
1972. l6p. ED 066 200. MF $0.6b, HC 99.29.

Institution: Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan University Libraries.

MERIT has promulgated the obiective to make machine reaclable data bases ac-
cessible to its members. The sharing of competencies and facilities will make it pos-
sible to establish a ser-vice to MERIT institutions collectively that cannot be established
separately. This expansion of the MERIT nerwork will make demands on resources
and facilities of its members, but in the long run the institutional objectives will be
better served. This program will further develop expertise in the planning and devel-

_opment-of network goals and not merely represent the interest of the separate mem-
ber institutions.

Budach, Anneliese. Meeting of Experts on Shared Cataloguing in Research Li-

!r.2ri9s, Strasbourg, 6-8 June 1972; Three papers. npiit tSlZ. 27p. ED 063
941. MF $0.65, HC 93.29.

Institution: council of Europe, strasbourg (France) . committee for Higher Educa-
tion and Research.

_ Prior to the meeting of the committee for Higher Education and Research of the
council of Europe, library experts met to discuss shared cataloging in research li-
braries. working papers by three of the experts are presented in this volume. The
paper by Anneliese Budach on "The Deutsche Bibliothek at Frankfurt am Main and

Duggan, Maryann. Final Report ol a Library Inter-Network Study Demonstra-
tion and Pilot Model (Lib-NA'I} 197t. 428p. ED 065 lb6. MF 90.6b, HC
$16.45.

Institution: Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Tex.
Sponsor: Texas State Library, Austin.
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Little, Robert D., ed. cataloging, Processing, Ad.ministering AV Materials. A

Model  for  Wi.sconsin Schools.  1972.63p- ED 066 201. MF $0.65,  HC $3'29'

lnstitution: Wisconsin Library Association, Madison. Wisconsin Association of School

Librarians.

and (2) the most important consideration in organizing materials is the content not

the form.

McElfresh, Melvin P. LI Document Not Aaailable from EDRS' July 1972' 34p'

ED 066 202. MF $0.65, HC $3.29.
Institution: Our Lady of the Lake College, San Antonio, Texas.

and notes those that are available from the National Technical Information Service,

those that are listed in Li,brary Literatute, ERIC/CLIS lists and those on hand and

on order for our Lady of the Lake college library. The other three tables use com-

plete bibliographic citations to list the entire 169 non-EDRS LI documents and the

iardcopy trotaings and on order lists of these 169 documents at Our Lady- of the

Lake iollege libiary. This paper will be especially useful to scholarly libraries that

require good control of ERIC/CLIS holdings.

Preschel, Barbara Meitin. Indexer consistency in Perception of concepts o.nd

In Choice of Terminolog; Final Report. Jlune 1972.278p. ED 063 942. MF

$0.65, HC $9.87.
Institution: Columbia University, New York, N.Y. School of Library Service.

Sponsor: Office of Education (DHEW) , Washington, D.C. Bureau of Research'

concepts or terms for the retrieval of indexed information.

Proiect INTREX. Semiannual Actiuity Report, 15 March 1972-15 September

1972. 1972.69p. ED 066 207. MF $0.65, HC $3.29.
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Institution: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge.
Sponsor: National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C.; Carnegie Corp. of New york,

N.Y.; Council on Library Resources, Inc., Washington, D.C.

, Detailed analyses of the retrieval efiectiveness of the Intrex-system configuration
have been made in an efiort to establish, quantitatively, (l) the value of free-vocab-
ulary and deep subject indexing; (2) the usefulness of various fields of information

sLrcE/MARC-o cataloging Data search and print seraice: LIsers Manual.
2d ed.  March 1972. r2p.  ED 065 149. MF g0.65,  HC g3.29.

Institution: southwestern Library rntersrate cooperative Endeavor (SLrcE), Dallas,
Tex.; Oklahoma Dept. of Libraries, Oklahoma airy. MARC_O.

completed cataloging data request form, sample keypunched cards, and printed cata-
loging data as requested are included.

ILICE/MARC-O: Descripti.on of seruices. second Revised Edition. Mard' rg72.
20p. ED 065 150. MF 90.65, HC $3.29.

Institution: southwestern Library rnterstate cooperative Endeavor (SLICE), Dallas,
Tex.; Oklahoma Dept. of Libraries, Oklahoma iity. VfenC_O.

smith, stanley V. and williams, Joel. Library statistics of colleges and, uni-
aersities: Institutional Data, Part B, FaIl 1971; Basic Informail6n on collec-
tions, Staff, and Expenditures. 197t. 190p. ED 065 lg6. MF $0.65, HC $6.58.

Institution: National center for Educational Statistics (DHEw/oE) , washingron,
D.C.

The statistical dara shown in this report are tot the same 2,814 college and uni-
y*.]? lill"li.l and five joint libraries which were include<I in the first report (parr
A-ED 016 996) for fall 1971. Informarion is presented here in four dev6lopmental
areas: (I) the provision of library privileges beyond an institution's own students,
faculty, and stafi; (2) a centrally organized coliection of nonprint materials; (A)
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interlibrary cooperation; and (4) participation in Title III, Library Services and

Construction Act (LSCA) programs. Additional information is provided for in exes

of operating expenditures, collections, and stafi, and for regular library staff by term

of appointment, type of position, and sex. The questionnaire form and a list of nerv

institutions are appended.

Standards lor  Input  Cataloging.  June 1972. 28p.  ED 063 965. MF $0.65'  HC

$3.29.
Institution: Ohio College Library Center, Columbus.

The member libraries of the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) adopted stan-

added entries, series added entries, and local fields.

Weiman, Carl F. R. and Rothstein, Jerome. Pattern Recognition by Retina-Li'ke

Deuices. July 1972. 163p. ED 065 144. MF $0.65' HC $6.58.
Institution: Ohio State University, Columbus. Computer and Information Science

Research Center.

Sponsor: National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C. Office of Science Information

Services.

carry out line recognition. Other cellular automata were designed to recognize toP-

ological connectedness, detect boundaries and approximate curves by stlaight line

segments.
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S. R. RINGANATIIAN

The Board of Directors of the Resources and Technical Services Division of
the American Library Association notes with sadness the death of one who has
been a titan of our profession for as long as any can remember, S. R. Rangana-
than. His extensive writings on many fields of librarianship but particularly oir
the philosophy of library science and on the classification of knowledge, as ex-
emplified by his Colon Classification, have had a great impact on generations
of librarians in countries all over the world. Those whom he taught, those who
heard him lecture, and those who came to know rr'im were struck by the stimulat-
ing power of his intellect. Now that his long life of distinguished productivity
is over we wish to pay tribute to his many contributions to our profession and
to our specialty in that profession, technical services.

29 Jamtary 1973

RALPH R. SHAW

The Board of Directors of the Resources and Technical Services Division
of the American Library Association and the membership of the Division were
deeply saddened by the death, on October 14, 1972, of Ralph Robert Shaw,
whose entire career contributed uniquely to the advancement of the technical
services of libraries both in the United States and throughout the world. Al-
though these contributions have already been publicly recognized by the Amer-
ican Library Association in its award to him of the Melvil Dewey Medal and
of honorary membership in the Association, the Resources and Technical
Services Division wishes to pay tribute on this occasion to the values which
Ralph Shaw upheld in his work as librarian, library educator, publisher, in-
ventor, and gadfly to the profession.

Ralph Shaw demanded and called forth the best efforts of his colleagues and
students in assessing the effectiveness of cataloging procedures, classication ef-
forts, the bibliographic control of materials, and mechanization of technical
processing activities. No one could long escape his pointed questions: "What are
you doing? How much does it cost? How long does it take? Why do you do it
at all?"

The wide-ranging intellect of Ralph Shaw could consider the intricacies of
copyright law, translate ponderous bibliographic tomes from the German, con-
struct the Rapid Selector, and provide technical consultant services-all with
apParently equal ease and sometimes simulaneously. He had the gift of making
the complex and the difficult seem absurdly obvious and easy. Always he prod-
ded and nudged the profession to reach out beyond itself; and, in so doing,
Ralph Shaw instilled in librarianship a spirit of adventure which carries his
energ'y, if not his physical presence, into the future of the profession to which
he gave so much. For most librarians, the name Shaw will always call to mind
Ralph Shaw.

I February 1973
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IN THE MAIL

The Fall 1972 number of IRTS presented several articles on subject analysis

in which LC practices were directly involved. I thought it might .be 
of interest

to readers to have a few additional facts to complement the Picture already

Presented.
Lois Mai Chan's article on The Period, Subrliuision in Subiect Head'ings

gres.s.
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NONBOOK MATERIALS

Responses to rhe ccs request were received. at Midwinter l9z3. The De-

The canadian Library Association, committee on Revision of the Anglo-
American cataloging Rales passed the following morion at its January 1"978
meeting:

the lest.of our ability to recognize them at this date, the above-mentioned
publication also incorporates, as alternatives, these differences. we recom-
mend Non-Book Matzrials, therefore, to all canadian librarians for the
practical handling of this type of material.
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Casino Theater, New York, 1896. The Byron
Colleclion. lluseum of the City of New Yort

I)oeurrrerrts of

The Gulhrie Iheater,
1953. Minneapolis

Arneriean Theater llistorY
Vols. I and 2: Famous American Playhouses

William C. Young

chronologically. Lavishly illustrated, completely
indexed for use as a reference book. All sources
reproduced have complete bibliographic citations.
Volumes I and 2, $50. ISBN 0-8389-0136-0 (1973)

Volume l .  1716-1899
Volume 2, t900-t971

Volumes 3, 4 and 5, Famous Actors and Actresses of
the American Stage are in preparation.

American Library Aesociation
50 E. Huron St., Chicago, Illinois 60611



ffit€T blends the two "recommended,,' technotogies of low cost
micrographic slorage and high speed all purpose interictive minicomputers.

MET provides an in-house serf-contained bibriographic control system for
each library and can give cRT console access to library networks at the slme time.

Bffif systems excel all other computer based ribrary systems formerry
designed for use in technical processing when it comes to:

.  Comprehensiveness and completeness of MARC fi les Dlus al lother
LC catatoging data

. Reliable t i le accessto LC cataloging from 19S3to the most current
cataloging data avai lable

. Operating improvements that sharply increase net productivity

. Low drain on expense budgets

A BtIrIEf representative is ready to show you how your library and your
network group can use this powerful system.

ntrnD
!!!! INFORMATION DYNAMICS CORPORATION
EEEE B0 Main Srreer, Reading, Mass.01862
!n ! !

"'.Recommended" by the Computer Science and Engineeilng Eoad ol the National Academy ot Sciences ln
theit  latest rcpott  to the councit  on Libraty Resoutces "LtBhARtEs AND INF?RMATtou t icuNotoey -
A.Nat ional Sy_steo,s-Cha//enge" avai lable'hom NAS tuint ing & Publ ishing Oft ice,2101 Const i tut ion Ave.,  N.W
Washington, D.C. 20418.



WHY

BINDING?
Library Binding is a special kind of
binding developed primarily for
l ibraries, and includes the init ial
hardcover binding of periodicals,
the rebinding of used books and
the pre-binding of new books -
all in accordance with the LBI
Standard.

over four times the number Pro-
vided by a publisher's l ibrary edi-
tion. This new-found money can
then be used to purchase new
tit les, thereby increasing the size of
your collection without substan-
tially increasing the budget.
wrrteroortroreur i-
lroobrochutesand J I t LI

ffil;i;'ri'i:T HI
7-i 6 ra r f ts i n di n C'l n s titute

50 Congres( Street, Bosd-on, Mass. O21og

cover binding of periodicals.
As a bookkeePer, every libra-

rian should be familar with l ibrary
binding and library Pre-binding
-the two most effective ways
of saving money for Your l ibrary.

Write loday lol oul
tree brochutes and
the name of youl
nearesl Certilied
Library Binder.

T- i 6 ra r{ts i ndi n lT n s tttute
50 Congress Street, Boston, llllass. 02109



TheNew
ApprovalProgram
from Baker &Thylor

offers all the refinement and specificity
required to service even the most complex
book collection policy. It offers a wide range
of service options, including LC cataloging
and interface with standing orders and BATAB,
Baker & Taylor's Automated Buying system.

And, Baker & Taylor offers its approval
program customers a choice of discount plans.
Choose between a flat discount which starts
at a minimum of t57o or a variable discount
schedule, both of which are based on volume.

Of course, there are no service charges,
and delivery is free.

For information write or call your nearest
Baker & Taylor l ibrary service center.

TheBaker&Thylorgo.
ilsIEnil orvtstolt soullrttsT 0tvtstoll
soffnutlE, ltEU tERsEy 0E870 c0tttnct, GE0RG|A 30529
50 Ki6y Avenue, Tel: 201-722-8000 Tel: 404335-5000
N.Y. C ity I el z 212-227 -847 0

mDUtsI Dtvtstoil souT[utsT otvtstolt uEsltRlt otvlstoll
tottltcE, ttuilots 6G54 cuRt$ytltE, rEx s 75420 Rtt{o, rtv Dt 89502
Gladiola Avenue Industrial Park 380 Edison V{ay
lelzSl5-472-2444 lelt2l*427-3811 Tel:702-786-67fi)
Chicago Tel: 312-641-3233
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Beuiewers Agl€e...
National
Faculty
Directory is
unique, inualuable,
essential

SCiENCE BOOKS: A QUARTERLY REVIEW

3l In thi" single source it is now possible to
locate practically every person in the United

States who occupies a full-time or part-time
facultv position in any of more than 2,500 col-
leges 

-and 
universities. All disciplines, sub-

disciplines, and interdisciplinary programs are
repreiented. . . . This should prove to be a widely

us^ed reference in colleges, universities, public

librries, educational and professional organi-
zations, etc. Highly recommended. !t

JOURNAL OF HIGHER EDUCATION

ll ft i" a useful reference tool, particularly
in this age of the mobile faculty mernber. . ' ' The

directory remains, of course, the only one of its
kind an-d therefore invaluable as a standard
reference. tt Mary A Bucher

cHo rcE
l3 Ctearty, this compilation is one of the most
imoortant ieference works now available to the
higher education academic community' Ini-

tiilv published in 1970 (some 320'000 entries)'
this is more than an updated edition: it repre-
sents a refinement oI data gathering procedures
(with substantial expansion of coverageL and
ihe resolution of most of the problems inevitable
in a work of so large a scope. . . ' It is unique and

an invaluable resource to a multiplicity of users'
. . . The bibliographical nightmare which is

American college/university catalog publica'

tion would detei the most stalwut of investi-
gators; yet, the NFD has put it all togethet'
' . ' e" essential acquisition for all academic
libraries. tt

THE NATIONAL
FACU LTY

DI RECIORY
197 3

Third Edit ion
Two Volumes

ui + 2229 pa4es
Introduct ionj

List  of  Abbreviat ions
L  C  + 7 6 - 1 1 4 4 0 4

$68 50

Reviewers have agreed that past editions of the National
Faculty Directorywere extremely helpful in meeting the need
for a reliable reference book ior identifying and locating
facul ty personnel  at  inst i tut ions of  h igher educat ion.

Now, National Faculty DirectorY-1973-Ihe new, Third
Edition - provides even greater coverage - a total of 413,588
members of  teaching facul t ies and major  administrators at
United States and selected Canadian institutions This is an
increase of 35,000 over the previous edition, and a 30%
increase over the first edition. As before, each of the
alphabet ical ly  arranged entr ies g ives name, inst i tut ion name,
department,  and fu l l  mai l ing address.

The new edition has been prepared from the most recent
catalogs and faculty lists available when the highspeed
photocomposition equipment utilized for this directory
withdrew the needed information from the enormous data
bank upon which the publ icat ion is  based Besides the
35,000 new entries which have been added, over 100'000
entries in the previous edition have been corrected.

You can review the new edition yourself, without obliga-
tion. Request an on-approval copy today!

AMERICAN REFERENCE BOOKS ANNUAL

13 fn" editorial staff of Gale Research Com'
pany has made a noticeable effod to update
most of the listings. ' . . The currency of in'
Iormation in the present edition is consider-
ably better than are most mailing lists dis-
tributed by some publishers and special mail-
ing houses. !! eonaan s wyna,

GATT RESEARGH CI|MPANY
- 

BOOK TOWER o DETROIT, MICH. 48226



NEW FOR 1973

soctAL
sctEl.tcES
cfiAiloN

INDEX-
A new

reference tool
for researchers,

educators,
and librarians

in the
socialsciences.

Beginning in 1973 you' l l  f ind i t  a lot easier to search the
social sciences journal l i terature i f  your l ibrary is one that has
the new SOCtAt SC,ENCES CITAT ION,NDEX.

55Clr{ will utilize a retrieval technique based on the fact that
some of the best indicators of the subject of an article are its
reference citat ions to earl ier publ icat ions. The technique is
called Citation lndexing and 55Cl will be the first reference
tool to apply it to the literature of a/l the social sciences.
So 55C/ searches won't be hampered by ambiguous and
rapidly changing terminology because 55CI won't use
tradi-tional subject headings.

And because SSCI will cover over 1,000 of the world's
important journals from f ields l ike anthropology, community
health, demographf, economics, educational research, ethnic
group studies, geography, history, law, linguistics,
management, marketing, political science, psychiatry,
psychology, sociology, statistics, and urban planning and
development, wide scattering of related articles won't result
in incomplete searches.

Send in tle coupon to find out more about why your library
should have 55C1.

F r r l r r r r r r r r r r r r r r a
I  Please send me more informat ion on your new

1 
SOCTAL SC,ENCES CtTATtON,NDExrr .

T
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I  
Name

Library

City-Stat ,tr___-;

l [SE' #i'i[":fl',tiiifi:l'F:difuii,ilr.',# l
. r r r , . ,  L r r l r r r r r r r r r  r  r  r  r r  I



Now Auailable
LC SUBJECT HEADINGS

SUPPLEMENTS
1966.197I CUMULATION

A new tool to cut the time and
complexity of subject cataloging,

Produccd from the unedited Library
of Congress magnetic tape source nles

of annual supplement data for
1966 tlroueh 1971.

(The 79il/65 supplemdnt is not accessible
in machine readable foh.)

Edited to ensure conformity with the
LC Printed Supplements.

Eliminates the need to check six annual
supplements to the LC 7th Edition,

Format of the cumulated supplements
is similar to standard LC Printed

SupplemeDt style. Variations frcm LC
display are explained in full.

Convenient 8Yz x 7l', size. 793 pages.
Frec descriptive brochure available

on rcquest.
Price. 940.00 ppd.

DIRECTOR. UNryERSITY-WIDE
LIBRARY AUTOMATION
PROGRAMS

INSTITUTE OF LIBRARY RESEARCH
SOUTH HALL ANNEX, BOX J
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA 94720

AVAILABLE NOI|^'I A NEW

SERIA[5:
l.quiririon

& Moinfenonce

by Cloro D. Brown

Library of Congress Catalog Card
Number: 76:189654
Mrs. Brown has authored this book
during ret irement after 30 years serv-
ice as l ibrarian at Washington State
and Lou is iana Sta te  Un ivers i t ies .
Librarians who have reviewed the
volume f ind i t  "down to earth and
extremely clear" "outl ines with
wit and perception al l  of the dif f icul-
t ies with which serials people must
contend and suggests solut ions."

0rder Now at $4.95 from

E8$C0 Induslrtc$ InG.
Book Dept.

P.0. Box 1943.Birmingham, Ala. 35207

SEUALS LTBBABTANI
HAVE YOU HAID ENOUGIT?

Moat rri.ls libr..bnr rrc proloundly dir.rirtiad wirh fi|. poor lrvi:G p7o-
vidrd by mo.t arbcription q.nt.. It Vou h.r. hd.nordr ol uclrt,
brokan promiG and anafirlnot to mantlon rfrr rd hdr of Fa?Dnal |t.
tantion to clrim!.

IIIVESTIGATE ilOW THE TIANY ADVAIIITAG€S OF CHA]TGI]IG TO M I S A FOR 197' t

oltlam.d Fa7$n handha ordara rnd claama
.nd k..p. libr..V intorm.d of.ction trt.n

a A tampl. rnd aft.ctira tachnklu. ld trang
trrine youi 197f tubcrlnioo. to ur

o l| t 3 A witt rnrd to lg73 .od prior y..t
cLrilm, thua pr.|arying onlanuity

a Miaif|e ar|. raplacmant lu|'antaad

O Emargancy arprar3 ordrr rnd clrim rrvicr

O i/Icrolilm Trrdo-in Ploenm

a Only |..ncA with comFl.t
ostving8 ol b.twon lay.X-EX on ','r.a @jt b.d( numb.r .ryic.

A FREE COPY OF OT.IR SHORT UA]TUAL FOR THE ACOUISITIOI{
A]{D SERVICI'IG OF SUASCRIPTIOTIS WILL BE SE]IT OTT REOr'EST

WRITE OR CALL COLLECT TO:
TAXWELL IXTERNAIIONAL

Attn: Dr. Cdmrd Grry, Pr.id.nt
FriwLw Pr*, Elmrford,lln York 1623
Trlophom: (gttfl 592-9141

SUESGnIPTIOX AGEINCY
Or to our Wcst Coast Offics:
Attn: llr. F?.d Ro.-h, G.n nl ll.trre.t
f 16 llo. Ghndrlo An., Glondrb, Crlif. 91206
T.Lehon : l2t3l 2.(l415t



F-,ver

It 's pretty unlikely
It's the most permanent
fixture in your library
But think what you
could do i{ you cou.ld tuck
your holdings-and all
those in your library
system-under your arm!

That's why the
Xerox Book Catalog was
developed. It reshapes
your card file so it not
only looks like a book It's
portable like a book, too

That means you can
place multiple copies o{
ymr book catalog throughout
your l ibrary So patrons can
consult any copy, in
any location

You can put some copies
rnto circulation to advertise your
resources When your public knows
what you have, they'l l  use your
facil i t ies more.

And you can enjoy the numerous
fringe benefits of a book catalog Like
reduced cataloging labor Attractrve
cost,/benefit ratio Ease o{ modification
because it 's computer-produced

Xerox BiblioGraphics will customize
your book catalog to meet your specifi-
cations- We can give you a full or brief
entry Convert your entire file into a book
catalog Or begin with your new acquisit ions.

Why the Xerox Book Catalog? Think
about it. Your card catalog neyer
served you so well

l - - r - r
. . . - . . - . . . - t

Xerox BiblioGraphics
2500 Schuster 0r ive Cheverly,  Md 20781

Tl I  would l ike more information on rhe- Xerox Book Catalog. Please seno your
brochu re

ci t  state_zip_

a

I
I
I
I
I
I
I - - - - r r r r r r - - - - - r r -

XEROX
xEROX@ is a tredemark ot xERox coRpoRATIoN





How nuch C=
ccn o subscription

:gil?."lib,ory I
consider how long n ,"*"9ro
order one subscription, how much
it costs to process one lnvoice lor
payment and s6nd one check. Es-
timates run from $10.00 to $18.00
for each order. Multiply by the
number ol subscriptions your li-
brary orders, and see how much
you'll save by sending one order
and one check for all your periodi-
cals to F, W. Faxon Co.
Send tor our free dercrlpl lvc
brochure rnd annull Librurianr'
Guide lirting mole thln 50,000
dom$tlc end lorelgn perlodlcalr.

Library busiless is our onll
business-since 1886

#.:'':-,

iF \iliil Hrf . tnxon co.,lnc.
15 Southwcrl P.rk

wottwood, 11.13.02090
T.l.phon.: (t00) 225-7894 (Tolt Fr.a)

YOU WILL HAVE-

"c0llFl0El{cE'
In Our Complctc

Periodicolr Scrvicc-
All Americon ond Forcign Titlcs

hn?ru. ir ! trcdiridd pl}'
of ilc0rrgcr trrvio . . , st wdl cr:

o EXPERIENCE
r TRAINED PERSONNEL
r FINANCIAL STABILIW
o AMPLE FACILITIES
o RESPONSIBLE MANAGEMENT

At etlrc3tiy. btdton h
oveilcUo lu tho cdri4.

mouNt nom|3, [|'|1'tot3 at0'4

IIilgHilUMI
lln0uHn$nunl
ALL desired i i t les,  per iodicols ond i r regulors,  foreign or  domest ic,  ovai loble f rom
one source s impl i f ies your work.  Regionol  of f ices ossure except ionol .  de.
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n I  wish to order the source mater ia ls Women's Rights (79 t i t les)  on 4xC microf iche [ : ]  posi t ive n negatrve
at  $550 00

f l  Please send me a l is t  of  t i t les for  Women's Rights
f l  I  wish to order the fo l lowing t i t les on microf iche E posi t ive f  negat ive

ADDRESS

!  P lease  pu t  me  on  you r  ma i l i ng  l i s t .!  Please send me your current  catalog

NAME

I I I L t r

INST ITUT ION



Now available!
the 7th edition of

ENCTCMPBDIA
OF

. 1,508 New Entries, for a Total of 16,642 Associations Covereo* Thousands of Revisions-All Entries Checked and Confirmeo

When sources for current, authoritative information
must be found quickly, Encyclopedia ofAssoclaflons is
the guide librarians have traditionally consulted first.
The revised, Seventh Edition identifies and describes
16,642 national special-i nterest associations (an
increase of 1,508 over the previous edition) wh ich can
betapped for up-todate facts and figureson all subjects

The associations' publ ications, projects, research
reports, personal replies to questions, and other
services yield a limitless fund of data required by
I ibrarians, researchers, students, teachers, busi ness
and professional people, government agencies, and
general I ibrary patrons. Use E4 to get the facts f ast in
such pertinent areas as ecology, drug abuse, civi I rights,
geriatrics, women's rights, space exploration, urban
renewal, prison reform, cultural exchanges, cancer
research, and u nderdevelooed nations.

ASSOCIATIONS

VOLUME tr

VOLUME I
National Organizations of the Unlted States

In the base volume the 16,642 national, nonprofit
membership organizations are grouped into 19
categories according to their principal interests
(Business, Hobbies, Social Welfare, etc.) Included in
the broad coverage are selected non-membership
groups; foreign groups of interest in America; U. S. local
and regional groups of national interest; and citizen
action groups and governmental advisory bodies
concerned with specific problems. A typical entry
covers 17 vital items, including organization's name,
address, chief executive, phone numbel purpose,
publications, and convention schedule. The 43.750-item
alphabetical and keyword index lists associations both
by proper names and under the keyword or keywords
that best identify their fields of activily. 1452 pages.
$38.50.

Geographic and Executive Index

This two-part index provides two additional
approaches to organizations and their executives. The
Geographic Section lists in state and city order all the
associations which are arranged in Volume I according
to subject interest. Included are addresses, phone
numbers, and names of executives. The Executive
Section lists by surname all the executives mentioned
in Volume l. followed by their titles, names of their
organizations, and location (city and state) 480pages.
$2s.00.

VOLUME III
New Associations and Proiects

Because of the great interest in the new ideas which
generate new associations, N/4P is published quarterly
to supplement information in Volume I during the two
years between editions of 84. The eight issues,
cumulatively indexed, promptly provide subscribers
with details on hundreds of new groups; entries appear
in the same format as those in Volumel. 2-year inter-
edition subscription, with binder, S48.OO.

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASSOCIATIONS
is available on 30-day approval

GAIJ RESEARCH COMPITNY
BOOK TOWER. DETROIT. MICH. 48226



Intnoilusin$ Iwo [leuu lmruntant
BIBTIOGRAPIIIG IOOL$

LC/TITLE REGISTER lisls alPhabetically the full tltle entry ol

all library matetials calalogued by the Libraty ot Congress

since JanuarY 1970.

Under each title eniry data atso shown includes:

plus beginning January 1973

. ISBN whel€ as3igned

. Unifom Title

. Series Add€d Enttie3

beginning January 1970

. LC cardotdet numbel

. Authoritativ€ LC-Main
Enlry

o MARC/CIP Indicatol
Flags

LC/ENGLISH TITLE REGISTER is identical lo the lull LG Title

Registel above, excEpl at contains only the English Ianguage

entiies. All foreign language materials have b€en remoYed

for the convenience ol librades not interested in lhese tilles:

TITLE REGISTER USES abound lor all libraries; academic and public, research and

special ,  large and smal l :
. order catalog cards from LC by number and save 400 per title search

.ver i fy indiv idua|purchaserequis i t ionsbyt i t |e |orcorrect ident i f icat ion

. when title is known, search current materials contents ol catalog files

arranged by authoritative LC Main Entry' e'g''

E! National Union Catalog

3[ Proofslip Files

fl Otlicial Catalogs

fl Regional Union Catalogs

El Author Catalogs

fl DepositorY Card Files

Subscription Rates
tor Title Registets

negalive
microtiche

nnn!nnnnnnntr
NtrDGtrnnn

. Use as title index to MARC tapes and other MARC based files

Special discounts available lor multiple year subscriptio-ng gld-qu^q'l-
t i l io to" iJ fot  l ibrary consort ia and'net i rork groups'  ORDER FROM:

INFORMATION DYNAMICS CORPORATION, Dept' T - 2fi1

80 Main Street, Reading, Massachusetts 01887

& Bi-Monthlv Running Cumulat ions

Bi-Monthly Update & Cumulat ion
Merged Register  for  1970, '71,  and'72



Order your books from
this source to get them FAST.

This  i s  one o f  f i ve  Baker  &  Tay lo r  L ib rary  Serv ice
Centers lt stocks about 2,OOO,OOO books lt has a
computerized fi le oI over 2OO,OO0 tit les lt a book vou
order is not in stock or in computer fi le, it wil l be
spec ia l l y  o rdered to r  you .  Baker  &  Tay lo r  w i l l  supp ly
any  book  ava i lab le  th rough who lesa le rs  And a  Baker
& Taylor Library Service Center is located close to
you. wherever Vou are

These resources ,  p lus  p rompt  c la iming  and repor t -

ing ,  a re  the  reasons  why Baker  &  Tay lo r  serves  the
book needs o f  so  many academic  l ib ra r ies  th roughout
the  count ry .  Wi th  resources  l i ke  these,  your  books  are
de l ivered  fas te r  -and a t  lower  cos t  The u t i l i t y  o f  your
budget  i s  mu l t ip l ied  Your  books  ge t  on to  she lves  and
in to  c i rcu la t ion  fas te r  And a  var ie ty  o {  p rograms and
serv ices  are  ava i lab le ,  geared spec i f i ca l l y  to  the  needs
o l  academic  l ib ra r ies ,  la rge  and smal l  Wr i te  to  the
d iv is ion  neares t  you ,  l i s ted  be low,  to r  fu l l  de ta i l s

TheBaker&@or

IASTtn[ otvtstoil soulfltasl otvtstolt Mtowtsl Dtvtstolr s()uTHwtsT Dtvtstol{ wtsltnil 0tvtstol{
s0lltRvlttE, lltw ,tnstY 080?6 coMiltnct, GtonGtA 30529 iloilH{Ct, il.Ultots 60954 CtARt(SVtU.t, rrxls ruze Rtilo, t{EyADt 89502
50 xirby Avenue, Tel:201-722-8000 Tel' 404-335.5000 Gtadiota Avenue Industriat park 380 Edison way
NY CiIy 1e1,212221.8470 Iet:9r5.4122444 tet,2t4.427.381l ret,702.786.6ib0

Chicago Tel' 312.641.3233
l{ew B00ls Insp€ction Center 5820 Wilshire Blvd, Los Angeles, California 90036, Tel:213-938.2925



Take this opportunity to receive the best books pub-
l ished by the American Library Associat ion at a saving
ol 4oo/o or 50% off listed orices. For the first time in its

books to you at 40% olf on BILLED orders; 50ol '
ON PREPAID OTdETS; COUPON ON NEXT PAGE.

existence, the ALA is offering these recenl

0025-9 Clattl l lcl l lon: An Inlroduclory Manual, 2d€d'
Mergare t  M.  Herdman.  PaPer  $1 .00 .

An e lementary  and compact  s tudy  o t  c lass i f i ca t ion '
3O2l-2 Collcgo Teaching and lhe Collage Library'

ACRL Monograph No 23  Pat r i c ia  B  Knapp Paper

s3 00
An sxaminet ion  o l  l ib ra ry  use  by  s tudents  a t  Knox

Col l6ge 8nd ths  rs la t ionsh ip  be tween co l lege teach-
ing and student use of the l ibrary.

OO3O-5 Flltt Freedom: Libolty and Justice in lhe

iforfi of Bookr and R.!ding. Robert B oowns,

editor- $8 50
A compi la t ion  o l  88  ou ts tand ing  twent ie th -century

Amer ican and Br i t i sh  wr i t ings  on  l i te ra ry  censorsh ip
end inlellectual lreedom
3t22-7 Fotnlt Rocognition Ploces3 lor MARC Bec'
o?dr: A Logical De3lgn. Information Syslems Olfice'
Library ot Congress. Paper $10.00.

Format  recogn i t ion  is  a  techn ique des igned lo r

the  computer  ana lys is  o f  b ib l iograph ic  records
3098-0 G.tman Exile LltoralutG in America 1933'
1950: A Hi.lory ot lhe Free Gernan Pre33 and Book
Trade, Robert E Cazden $1000

Th is  p ioneer ing  b ib l iograph ica l  s tudy  i l l umina tes
an impor lan t  chapter  in  the  h is to ry  o t  German-Amer-
ican  cu l lu ra l  in te rchange- the  years  1933 to  1950
OO32-t Gulda lo Jeprnere Rolerence Bookr: Nihon no
S.ntolorho, 1965 R.yisod Edil ion. Edited and Trans-
la tad  by  ths  In te rna t iona l  House L ib rary ,  Eng l ish
Ed i t ion  $10 O0

Ths Japanese counterpar t  o l  Winche l i ' s  Gu ide  to
Relercnce Sooks edited and translaled lor those who
do no t  read JaPanes€
OO33.X Guldc lo Lllt. of Mst€r The3e3. Dorothy M
Black ,  compi le r  $5  25

A compi la t ion ,  th rough 1964,  o t  a l l  known b ib l i -
ograph i€9 ,  co l l sc l ions  o f  abs t rac ts ,  and l i s ts  o l  U  S
and Canad ian  mast€r ' s  lheses
OoSO-1 Institutlonal Libtrry Seryica3: A Plan for the
Sta lg  o t  l l l i no i ! .  Soc ia l  Educat iona l  Research  and
Oeve iopment ,  Inc  Paper  $3  50

Ana lyz€s  the  ex ls t ing  l ib ra ry  tac i l i l i es ,  serv ices
and programs in  l l l i no is  s ta te  ins t i lu l ions
OO4O-2 Inlegrating Library In3ttuction with Cla3sroom
Tgaching 8t Plainyiew Junio. High School. Elsa
Berner Paper $2 75

Uses a  compos i te ,  hypothe t ica l  schoo l  to  show a
school-wide l ibrary program based on teacher-l i-
brary cooperation
OO85-2 Jsprn and Koroa: An Annohted Biblioerrphy
ol Doctoral Di3!el|ation! in Welletn Languages,
l8 t? -1969.  Compi led  and ed i ted  by  Frank  J  Shu lman
for  the  Center  lo r  Japanese Stud ies ,  The Un ivers i i y
o f  Mich igan Paper  $6  95

Th is  work  assembles  in  c lass i f ied  order  approx i '
mate ly  2 ,500 d isser ta t ions  f rom 26 count r ies  and
wr i t ten  in  14  Wes lern  languages,  tha t  bear  on  Japan
and Korea
3104-9 Libtary-Sponsoted Di3cu.3lon Group. Robert
Lee Paper  $1  75

Methods  o f  p lann ing  and organ iz ing  an  e l fec t i ve
adu l t  educat ion  program based on  hav ing  group d is '
cuss ion  in  the  pub l ic  l ib ra ry ,
3loi-l Library USA: A Bibliog?8phlc and Delcllp'
l iye Repoil. Gordon P Martin, Joseph Becker, and
Alphonse F  Trezza.  $500.

ReDort on the American Library Association ex'
hibit at the 1964-65 New York World's Feir

lJnless otherwise indicated, att books have cloth binding. MINIMUM ORDER $5-O0
fhis sa/e tuns lrcm Mav 1 ,1973 to Sept. 1 ,  1973

3005.0 Accer! lo Publlc Llbrlrler: A nelearch P.ol-
acl. Intornalional Resoarch Associates. Inc Paper
$3 o0

A survey ol restrictions on tr€e and squal access
to the resourc€s and services ot Dublic l ibraries
0079-0 Amo?lc.n .nd B?lllrh Gencrlogy lnd Her-
l ldry: A S.lecled Llrl ot Eookr. P. Will iem Filby,
compi le r .  $10 00

Owr 1,800 gntries l ist th6 bost and iho bost-known
woiks in geneelogy and heraldry
0117{ Amo?lcrn Fllm Inll l lulc'r Gulda lo College
Flln Couna!, t971-10?2. Dorolhy l. W€il, edilor
Published lor the American Film Institute by ALA
PaDer 33 50.

Lists 427 colleges and universit ies ofl€ring credil
courses in l i lm
A|r|.rleln Llb.artf Lrur,3d ad. Al€x Ladenson
0006-2 First Supplement 1963S,1 $5.50: 0007.0 Ssc-
ond Suppl€ment 1965€6 36 00; 006&2 ThiTd Suppls'
ment 196768 $5 50; 0106-9 Foudh Supplemenl
1969-70 $6 s0

Compilation of tederal and state lews alleciing
I i bra ries
0014-3 Eibliogr.phy ot Pltca-Nrma Lltc.!lut.: Unilad
Slale. end Can.dr,2d cd. Richard B. Seslock and
Pau l ine  A.  See ly ,  compi le rs .  3750.

Revised and enlatged edition of the authots' slan-
dard guide (1948) to lhe l iterature dealing with glace-
names in the U.S. and Canada
3012-3 Biographical Dilectort ol Libr.?i.n3 in lhe
Field ol Sl.vic tnd East EurcPean Sludie3. Peter A
Goy,  compi le r  and ed i to t  Paper  $325

ldentif ies mot€ than 30O librarians, inlormation
specialists, archivists, bibliographers, and editors
who havb subiect or language competence in the
Slavic and East European lields
OO84-4 A Blographical Dileclort ol Libr.tians an lhe
United Slate3 and Canada, slh ed. Lee Ash, editor
s45 00

Contains biographies ol approximately 20'000 li-
b rar ians ,  a rch iv is ts ,  and in lo .mat ion  sc ien t is ts
Book8 lot Child.sn: 0016'1 196065 $1000; 0Ot7-8
1965-66 Dapet $200; 0018'6 196667 paper $225:
oo19-4 1967-68 paper $300: 0082'8 196869 paper

$3 s0
Annua l  compi la t ions  l i s t ing  t i t les  se lec led  and

.ecommended fo .  purchase in  Ch i ld ren  s  Books  sec '
l ion  o l  The Boo l l i s l
OOTO-4 Bridge ot Children'r Book.. Jella Lepman
$5 00

Je l la  Lepman 's  s to ry  o f  the  res tora t ron  o l  Germany
by us ing  ch i ld ren 's  books
3086.7 Buckram Synd.ome: A Ctil ic.l E.r!y on
Paperbackt in Public Libtaties ot ths Unlltd Slal.! '
eu 'b t i c  L iUrary  Repor te r  No 13 .  Mar ie  T  Cur ley
Papet  $1  75 .

Pubt ic  l ib ra ry  use  o t  paperbacks  is  exp lo fed
3114-6 Ca.e lor Facully Stalur tor Academic Li-
b r r r ianr .  ACRLMonograph No 33  Lewis  C Erans-
comb.  ed i to t  Paper  $5  00

Conta ins  13  papers  in  favor  o l  facu l ty  s ta tus  fo r
I  ib ra r ians
0023.2 Catrloging of Per.ian Wolk!: Including Ruler
of Tranrliterelion, Enlry, and og3cription. Nasser
Shar i fy  $3  50

A comprehens ive  code to r  ca ta log ing  Pers ian-
language pub l ica t ions  based on  accepted  Amer ican
pr inc ip les  o f  ca la log ing

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION '50 East Huron Streel ' Chicago, lllinois 60611



Tho Llteraturo ol Jrz. Donatd K€nnington 0102-6
Cloth $6.95. OIOS-O Papef $9.50.

No aspect ol Jazz is negtected trom this reliable
and selective bibtiography.
3095-6 l l.tropolitm Llbrlrle3: The Chrllengo and
lhc Promi!.. Judtth Dommu Guthman. paper-$t.7S.

Inner-city l ibrary programs are teviewed and neces-
sary legislatiw actions recommended.
3050-6 N.tional Inyontory ol Llbrlry Needa. Ameri-
can Library Associeiion Paper g2 0O

Delails the gap belwoen library resources on a
nationaf basis and ALA's minimum standards for l i_
brary service in the areas ol staft, operating ox_
penditures, and book collections.
3059-X Planning Llbrary Bulldingr lor S.rylc.: pro-
ceedingr ot r Librery Bulldlngr and Equlpment Intfi-
tu le ,  Ju ly  6 -8 ,1961.  Sponsored by  the  L ib rary
Admin is t ra t ion  D iv is ion ,  ALA.  Haro td  L .  Roth ,  sd i to ; .
Paper $3.75.

Covers the design and layout ot public, school,
co l lege,  end un ivers i ty  l ib ra r ies  w i th  emphas is  on
service to users.
3061-1 Presnl Slalu3 and Futuro pro.p.ctr of Rol-
orence/lntormallon Sorvlce: proceedingr ol tha Con-
lerence Hold !l The Schoot of Libr.rt S.rvico,
Columbl! Uniyer.lty, trh.ch 30-Aprit i, i966. Wini-
lred B. Linderman, editor. Paper $3.7S.

Analyzes the lundamental aspects ot rsference/
informalion service, consumers ol informstion. sor.
vices otlered, inlormation networks, sources of in-
formation, and dsvelopment and uss ol storage end
retrieval systems.
3062-X Tho Prlnted Book Cahlogu. In Am.?lc!n
Librario!: 1723-1900. ACRL Monograph No. 26. Jim
Ranz Papor $3 00.

First documentsd history ol the printed Dublic or
reader catalog
0049.6 Promollon ldcrt lor Publlc Llbrldcr. Sarah L.
Wallace. Paper 92.00.

Workeble ideas on how to dramatize th6 work and
services of lhg l ibrary and stimuteto intorgst in thsm
3065-4 Publlc Llbr!ry Poilcl.Fc.n.r.t rnd Sp.ctfle.
Pub l ic  L ib rary  Repor te r  No.9 .  Ruth  M.  Whi te ,  ed i to r
Paper $3 50

Se lec ted  po l i cy  s ta tements  in  ac tua l  use  by  2OO
pub l ic  l ib ra r ies  o l  var ious  s izes  wh ich  Drov ide  a
use lu l  gu ide  lo r  l ib ra r ies  and t rus lees  to rmutar ing
po l icy  s ta tements
3087-5 Public Library Sy3tems in the Unlled Sl.te!:
A Suryey ot Multi luli3dictional Syrtem3. Netson As_
soc ia tes  lo r  the  Pub l ic  L ib rary  Assoc ia t ion ,  ALA
$10 00

Landmark study based on data coilected trom 58
se lec ted  sys tems
3067-0 Realizalion: The Final Report ot the Knapp
School Libraries Prolect, Peggy Suil ivan, editor
$10 00

Repor ls  on  each o l  the  e igh t  schoo ls  and teacher -
educat ion  programs wh ich  par t i c ipa ted  in  the  Knapp
Pro jec t  as  demonst ra t ions  o t  exce l len t  schoo l  l i -
brary programs, 1963€8
3069-7 Scienlit ic Serials: Characteri3tics end Liltr
ot lt lost Cited Publications ln ltethemeticr, phyrlcr,
Chemisfry, Geology, Phy.iologt, Bolany, Zoology
and Entomology. ACRL Monograph No 16. Chartes
Harvey Brown. 95 00

Rev iews the  techn ique o t  c i ta t ion  ana lys is  on
which  th is  book  is  based
0086-0 Seriel Publicalion! in the Brit i lh Parliansn-
lary PapeE, 1900-1968: A Bibtiography. Frank Rod.
gers $7 50

ldentil ies and lists by responsible agency ihose
ser ia ls  tha l  have appeared in  the  House o f  Commons
Sessional Papers between 19OO and 1968
3075-1 Sludenl U!6 ot Librarie!: An Inquiry into the
Needr ol Slud6nt3, Librarlar. and lhe Educational
Procet3. Papers of the Conference within a Confer-
ence Paper $3 00

Presents ways ot meeting increased student de-
mand for l ibrary services
0056-9 Sublecl cuide to i lalor United Stater coy-
srnment Publicalionr. Eilen Jackson $5 50.

Th is  comprehens ive ,  se tec t ive  sub jec t  gu ide  to
U S Government  pub l i ca t ions  o f  ma jor  and las t ing
interest covers ti l les of permanent importance from
the earliest period to early 1967.
Subscliption Bookr Bullatin Reviewr: 0061-5 196264
papef, $2 00; 0062-3 1964-66 paper, $2 25; OO63-i
196668 paper, 92 25

Reviews ot reference works originally published
in The Booklist
3097-2 Undcrgraduale Librrry: ACRL Monograph No.
31, lrene A Braden Paper $8 50.

Analyzes the purpose ot the tirst six undergradu-
ate l ibraries in lhe country
3111.1 Univerrity and Rg3arrch Llblari€a in Japan
and lhe Unll.d Shl.r. Thomas R Buckman, Yukihisa
Suzuki, and Warren Tsunoishi, editors. $13S0.

Contributions by 44 Amgrican and JaDanese li-
brarians. educetors and scholars in an exchange ol
intormation on lhe developmgnt of prol€ssional
eclivit ies, prol€ssional associalions, l ibraries and
advanced intormation systems in their respective
countrigs.

AMERICAN LIBRARY AssocrATroN . s0 East Huron st.  .  chicago, i l r inois 60611
Please send the WAREHOUSE SALE books in the quanti t ies indi iated below:

__0016-x 10.00
_0017-8 2.00
_0018-6 2.25
_0019-4 3.00
_0082-8 3.50
__0070-4 5.00
___3086-7 1.75
__31 14-6 5.00
_0023-2 3.50
_0025-9 1.00

$3.00 __3021-2 3.00
_0030-5 8.50
_3122-7 10.00
_3098-0 10.00
_0032-1 10.00

_0040-2 2.75
0085-2 5.95

_3104-9 1.25

_3101-4 5.00
_0102-6 6 95
_010$0 3.50
_3095-6 1.7 5
_30s0-6 2.00

_3062-X 3.00
._0049-6 2.00
_3065-4 3.50

_3087-5 10.00
_3067-0 10.00
_3069-7 5.00
_0086-0 7.50
_3075-1 3.00
_0056-9 5.50
_0061-5 2.OO
_0062-3 2.25
_0063-1 2.25
_3097-2 8.50
_3111 -1  13 .50

Shlp to

_0079-8 10.00
17-4 3 50

5.50
-0 6.00

0068-2 6.50
6.50

_0014-3 7.50

-_0033-x 5.25 _3059-X 3.75
_0080-1 3.50 _3061-1 3.75

12-3 325
45.00

TOTAL LIST PRICE - /  LESS 5O%, PAYMENT ENCLOSED.
LESS 4OOl.,  BILL FOR- ORDEBS OF LESS THAN $5 OO MUST BE PAID IN AOVANCE

Insttul ion

City,  Stat6, Zip



ThlslsaRlcharuAbel
compuGFgoduoed cdalog catd.

RICHARD ABEL & COMPANY, INC.
POST OFFICEBOX424' . PORTLAND, OREGON 97208

BRANGH oFFTGES: ARLINGToN, TEx. ' ATLANTA' GA ' BUICKWOOD, N'J' ' DENVER' COI.o'

G L E N D A L E , C A L I F O R N I A . M A R I O N , O H I O ' W A L T H A M , M A S S ' ' M I L L V A L L E Y , C A I I F O R N I A
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For45d,uudll m#h lt b vour ftlmd !
We've spent over 6 years developing a

flexible computer system designed iasf
for you. Now you can maintain a supple-
mentary "manpower" source for handling
such things as backlogs and rrsh priori-
ties, as well as your routine cataloging
needs-all without disturbing your library
format uniformity.
AII or part of your program.

Of course. witlr over 500,000 active titles
on record, we can handle as large a load
as you might require. But the real value
of our versatile service is having a staff
of professional ltbrarians, systems ana-
lysts and skilled technicians at your com-
mand-any time youneed them. The cost
is only 45r a 4SAT card set (by LC card
number request) with no special set-up
fees or i4conveniences.

wdEorcdl

Your man at Rlchard AbeI.
A Richard Abel specialist is located near

you for prompt, personal service. He will
help you fit our system to your format, as
well as be on hand if further modifications
may be required at a later time. He is on
hand right now to provide further details
and a cbmplete explanation of this time
and money-saving service which we think
is the very finest available.

r Fonnats tallor-made to your
qreclficatlons

r ()ver SlXl,lXX) actlve tltles
I Catalog card sets, processlng klts,

fuIl boot processlng, nachlne-
readable records



Mansell
. new library science titles

How do U.K. libraries acquire
publications from 'difficult' areas ?
A C Q U I  S I T I O N  &  p R O V r  S r O N  O F  F O R E T G N  B O O K S
nv NerroNAr aNo IJxrvensrry Lrnnaarns rN THE LJurrEp Krncoou
The proceedings of a symposium held by the (Jniuersity, College
and Research Section of the Library Association, Great Britain

Edited by B. C. Bloonfeld

This monograph makes available to all buyers of foreign books
the specialized knowledge of major British collections.
Librarians from the British Museum, the School of Oriental and

December ry72. Cloth. d3.oo (U.S. $z.so).rsBN o 72or o2gg s

Which libraries have published
their catalogues in book form ?
PUBLISHED L IBRARY CATALOGUES
Compiled and edited by Robert Collison

The major published catalogues in the English language are
grouped together by subject in this guide to library catalogues
in book form. Reflecting the specialized interests of the lib,raries
they represent, the catalogues are analysed for content and
idiosyncrasies, with a key to size and publishing background.

Ready thk Fall - reserue your copy tonl. rsBN o Tzor o369 x

ManSell. 3 nloo-sbury place London wcra 2eA Ensland



ThEBHIT
B searutfttols

lnexlslenoe

NO MATTER HOW sophisticated your technical processing system is - manual use

of NUC and proof sl ips or onl ine computer terminals - you aren't  gett ing the "hit"

rate you can get from BIBNET SEARCH MODULES.

REASON: Each week we put in a// new MARC titles and then add three times that

amount of additional titles LC is currently cataloging for a total of 300;000 titles a

year. Then we index the whole data base by authoritative LC data entries for high

speed search by

. TITLE
a MAIN ENTRY (author)
. LC CARD NUMBER

HOW MUCH DOES lT COST? A needless "no-hit" can cost you $5.00 each or more

in extra processing costs. Let our representative show you and your staff how

BIBNET Modules can speed up technical processing and do it at lower cost. The

modules come in three sizes: small (Title Registers), medium (MCRS 100), and large
(MCRS 500), with payment options to suit your budget.

HOW TO GET AGTION: Clip the Coupon, write or cal l .  We'l l  be happy to respond

according to your wishes - more information by mail  -  or a visi t  by the BIBNET
representative in your area.

trnntrnnnn
Ttftr-.lT-'l
HHHH INTORMATION DYNAMICS CORPORATION
-fififi 80 Main Street, Reading, Mass. or887



THIS IS AN ORDER FOR THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS OF THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CATALOG.
BOOKS: Subiects on 4 x 6 tr positive microfiche ! negative microfiche E micro-opaque cards.

! SUBJECT CATALOG, 1 960-&1 (qu inquennial cumu lation) $1 76.00
! SU&JECT CATALOG, 1 965-69 (qu inquenn ial cumu lation) $299.00
! SUBJECTCATALOG, 1970 (annual cumulation) $105.00

tr Send me information on the main entry Library of Congress/National Union Catalogs on microfiche
E Please send me your current catalog n Please put me on your mail ing l ist.






